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Abstract 
Music therapy within the parameters of the therapeutic space has been widely 
researched, explored, discussed and analysed within the literature. With a tool such as 
music however, which exists in our everyday life, it is critical for the profession to 
start to focus beyond the therapy room. This qualitative research project therefore 
aimed to explore the ways in which music therapy, specifically song parody 
technique, shapes bereaved parents engagement with music in their lives. In order to 
address this overarching aim, three questions were explored: 
(1) What are bereaved parents lived experiences of music therapy? 
(2) How do bereaved parents lived experiences of music therapy affect their 
ongoing relationship with music? 
(3) In what ways does the song parody technique shape a bereaved parents 
meaning of the song? 
Through a constructivist lens, the methodology of narrative inquiry was employed as 
it allowed the storied lives of the bereaved parents as well as the music to be told in a 
way that acknowledged the existence of multiple realities, accounted for the 
individual nature of grief and recognised the dual import of researcher and participant. 
Five past clients of the researcher consented to participate in an in-depth interview 
either one or two years post music therapy during which, music that was used in the 
therapy session was played to participants.  
 
Findings from the narratives were revealing and suggest that music used in therapy 
sessions can often continue to play a role in client’s lives beyond the therapy room. 
For all participants new and/or additional meanings were created and associated to the 
music used for the song parody technique. Furthermore, findings suggest that the way 
a client engages in the process of songwriting can impact on their longer-term 
meanings and associations to the music. These meanings continue to exist for a 
significant period of time post music therapy, irrespective of level of engagement 
within the therapy session. Of critical importance is the fact that although all 
participants acquired new meaning to music used in therapy, for some participants, 
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this created a more painful and triggered association to the music. It is considerations 
such as this, which highlight the importance of this study and future studies that 
consider the longer-term implications of our therapeutic tool.  
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
“Faith is the sense of life, that sense by virtue of which man does not destroy himself, 
but continues to live on. It is the force whereby we live.” 
Tolstoy 
I was running late. I had somehow become lost between one mountain and the next. 
My car flew down the gravel to a stop as I jumped out, coffee in hand, one deep 
breath of fresh mountain air, a quick glance at the view and I entered the room. 
Ten new faces sat in a circle; some talking, some laughing, others more still, 
solemn. All in all I’d say a nondescript group of middle aged men and women, some 
with their partners, some solo. My eyes drifted to a table. Candles had been carefully 
positioned, yet its main reason for existence was to hold framed photos of smiling 
children; this was a table whose burden filled the room and also the very cells of 
those people sitting in the circle.  The frames held the lasting memories of the child 
they had lost to Leukaemia.  
Three hours went by, each hour marked with different moments. I, working to 
maintain my therapeutic presence, fought not to get lost in the tragedy. They, fear the 
feelings which threaten to make it real, again. I, filled with music, drained by truths. 
They, relieved they had managed, relieved they were still whole. I, listened. They, 
courageously told. 
The session ended. We all came out of it still whole, just a little raw. We broke 
bread. I looked at the ten familiar faces sitting round a table; some talking, some 
laughing, others more still, solemn. All in all I’d say a nondescript group of middle 
aged men and women, some with their partners, some solo, yet all with a very heavy 
story to tell.  
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Rationale for the Dissertation 
In September 2007, I ran my first music therapy group for bereaved parents as part of 
the Leukaemia Foundation’s yearly weekend retreats. I had done some work 
previously in the field of bereavement, thus, felt confident I knew what to expect 
within the session. As speculated, the session was emotionally laden and draining, yet 
as always, I left with a recharged attitude towards my profession. I left the session 
thinking to myself how rewarding that experience was, as I clutched hold of my voice 
recorder which carried the morning’s work. The group had chosen to do a song 
parody of Robbie Williams ‘Better Man’; a song with which I was fondly familiar. A 
number of the group members stated their child had loved this song and subsequently, 
they greatly enjoyed it also. In this initial phase of the song parody process, it became 
evident that I, along with many of the group members, already held quite strong 
personal connections to the piece of music in its original format. For the next hour, 
the group reshaped the words of a song originally about overcoming drug addiction, 
to a song about losing your child: the feelings, the experience, the fears, the 
memories, the future. The words were powerful; so powerful, I wanted to whisper 
them when I sang through the final version for the group to hear. 
*** 
Reflection is a pivotal process for music therapists. It helps us to understand what 
appeared to work in a session, what didn’t, and what questions the therapy process 
itself raised for us on a clinical and personal level. After I ran the music therapy 
session for bereaved parents described above, it took a year and a half of reflection 
and chance encounters with music used in that session for me to arrive at the topic of 
this dissertation. The process of reflection still has not ended; rather, it continues to 
grow. As it does, the experience of the music therapy session and its longer-term 
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implications on myself personally continues to raise questions, which shape and 
refine this dissertation.  
Research Questions 
In order to begin to explore some of the questions that were raised through the process 
of reflection, this dissertation aims to explore the way music therapy for five bereaved 
parents shaped their engagement with music in their lives, with specific focus on the 
role of song parody. Following in-depth interviews with five music therapy 
participants at one or two years post therapy, a methodology of narrative inquiry was 
used to inform analysis methods and data generation, resulting in five richly detailed 
and layered narratives that explore the experience of music used in therapy and 
beyond.   
 Drawing from the above, the aim of this thesis was to narratively explore the 
ways in which music therapy, specifically song parody technique, shaped bereaved 
parents engagement with music in their lives.  
In order to address this overarching aim, three questions were explored: 
(1) What are bereaved parents lived experiences of music therapy? 
(2) How do bereaved parents lived experiences of music therapy affect their 
ongoing relationship with music? 
(3) In what ways does the song parody technique shape a parents meaning of the 
song? 
There are a number of music therapists who have delved into the question of music 
and meaning in therapy – be it through looking at meaningful or pivotal moments 
(Amir, 1992; Erdonmez Grocke, 1999), how meaning was created (Craig, 2007; 
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Craig, 20091), or what it sounded like (Stige, 1999). These are all important topics to 
explore as they help us to gauge and develop greater understanding of the therapeutic 
process and its potential. Bruscia (2000) suggested that meaning in music could be 
understood either as a result, a process or as communication. My personal feeling is 
that music in therapy, and the meaning that can be created through the experience of 
the music and therapy is a combination of all three elements.  
To explore the meaning of music used in therapy for bereaved parents, the 
first question I had to pose to myself was what does music mean to me? When I ask 
myself this question, I am led back to the relationships that I have cultivated with 
various pieces and genres of music that are deeply rooted in my psyche. Thus, it is the 
awareness of the power music possesses over the human mind and soul, for not just 
myself yet a vast majority of people throughout time, which led me to the profession 
of music therapy. On a personal level, when I listen to a song that is deeply 
meaningful to me, I consciously experience euphoria; a distilled sense of time as 
images of places, people, times and feelings flood me; and a sense of connection and 
relation to the music, which is singularly for me; of me.  
*** 
Song Parody and Music Therapy: Overview and Implications 
As discussed earlier, one of the interventions used in the bereaved parent music 
therapy session was a song parody to Better Man. Song parody, otherwise known as 
lyric substitution, is a well documented music therapy intervention especially within 
the paediatric literature (Abad, 2003; Baker, Kennelly & Tamplin, 2005; Edwards, 
1998; Ledger, 2001). Song parody uses two tenets of music therapy practice – 
                                                
1 Although it is acknowledged that Craig is not a music therapist, his research and findings are 
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songwriting and familiar music (which could also be seen as song choice). Although 
these two interventions are well regarded, it is my belief there appears to sometimes 
be a conception in the profession that the song parody intervention is somewhat 
novel. That is, it is not always taken as seriously as an original song composition, 
maybe because it is easier to execute, it takes less time, and can be fun and easily 
accessible to clients (Roberts, 2006). Although all of those points are justified, its 
implications, especially longer term beyond the therapy room are gravely 
underestimated. 
Through my experience as a clinician, when clients engage in the song parody 
process, it would be rare that they choose a song to re-write words to which is 
completely unfamiliar to them. Thus, one could presume there is often a level of 
familiarity with the song that is chosen, and maybe even preference and liking. These 
factors alone indicate a potential for already pre-existing meaning to the piece of 
music (Craig, 2009). Clients then engage in the song parody process in the music 
therapy session, and possibly find that a meaningful experience in itself. However the 
encounter does not necessarily end here. Music therapy, unlike many other therapies 
uses a tool that people continue to encounter when they leave the therapy room. And 
these encounters do not just take place in private – they are everywhere: in the car 
driving, in the shopping centre, at a party. So what happens if that person re-
encounters the song that was used in the song parody process? A question of 
connection now starts to play a role for if we think back to the bereaved parent group, 
I mentioned a number of parents in the group already had a meaning attached to the 
song – and it involved their child. So where does the connection for them go back to? 
(Cady, Harris & Knappenberger, 2008): Is it to the original meaning of the song, 
which they shared with their child? Or is it to the bereaved parent retreat: a place they 
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went to work through the depth of pain they were experiencing as a result of their 
bereavement? 
In the past when I used to hear the song Better Man, I was transported back to 
my days of working in a music shop over the summer holidays; lazy afternoons, time 
with friends, carefree and young, happy reminiscence. These were memories and 
emotions I enjoyed experiencing. But now when I hear it, my mind wanders and I 
start to feel heavy. Unconsciously, I find myself thinking about the different group 
members, wondering how they are coping, remembering their sadness and stories. 
These are memories and emotions I find difficult to keep re-experiencing. For me, this 
song will never be the same again, and all from a single music therapy session. Thus, 
it was my own uneasiness at this change, and in my own way, grief at forever losing 
my adolescent memories which led me to question if this was just me, or had the 
group members involved in the process also been affected, and if so, in what way?  
*** 
A need for this research? 
As a result of the aforementioned clinical and personal processes I have encountered 
in my work, I have a growing list of curiosities; a growing awareness of the power of 
music therapy and its connection to our lived reality; and a growing sense of 
uncertainty when using song parody, which I used to see as quite a harmless music 
therapy intervention. This uncertainty harks towards an article by Gardstrom (2008) 
that questions whether music therapy is in fact as non-invasive as we often proclaim it 
to be. My personal belief at the outset of this research is that music therapy, song 
parody to be precise, is actually quite invasive psychologically, purely because we 
stop having control once the therapy has finished. This does not stop the person’s 
meaning evolution, it does not stop their chance re-encounters, and it does not stop 
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whatever the emotional implications of these re-encounters are. From another angle, a 
student once said to me when I was explaining my PhD, “but does it really matter? 
There’s hundreds more other songs, what does one song matter if it changes”. They 
had a point. It is my belief the profession of music therapy has a strong handle, or a 
developing one at least, on understanding the effects of our tool in the present 
moment of the session. What does it matter? Possibly nothing in the grand scheme of 
things, however, as music therapists we base much of our professional practice and its 
successes on the fact that people do have strong relationships with music, and it is 
these relationships and meanings that often provide the gateway, or the bridge if you 
like, into the therapy process. So it does matter to me if through my work with clients, 
I am forever changing a relationship. Especially if the prior relationship was a 
positive one, yet now brings an acute awareness of sadness. This matters to me.  
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Chapter 2: Music in Life 
Music plays an integral role in the lives of many people. As the research base and 
understanding about the role of music grows, music therapy research trends are 
beginning to shift away from purely clinical contexts towards understanding the role 
of music in the general population (Vastfjall, Juslin, & Hartig, 2012). For music 
therapists, it is important our understanding extends beyond the therapy room to 
consider the role music has played in our clients’ lives, their relationship with music 
in the past, in the present, and onwards, how they experience music and what music 
means to them. The thesis goes beyond these immediate questions, to look at how 
music therapy may change client’s experiences, relationships, and meaning of music. 
In order to understand if and how this may occur, the following literature review will 
firstly provide a brief overview of the role of music in everyday life. Following on 
from this, by examining and integrating literature from various key frameworks, 
namely social psychology, sociology, philosophy and music psychology, the 
experience and role of music will be explored in relation to identity, memory, 
emotions and meaning.  By inspecting these broad topics in greater depth, it is hoped 
that a picture will begin to evolve; a picture that can later serve the purpose of better 
understanding the nuances of music and music therapy within the lives of bereaved 
parents.  
The Role of Music in Everyday Life 
The significance music acquires in our life is the result of a long process of 
engagement and association, not merely a result from a single occasion (Hornby, 
2011). Thus, given the increased rate of exposure to music in everyday life over the 
last century, it is hardly surprising music holds a significant role for many. As 
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Hargreaves & North (1999) propose, the advancement in technology has directly 
impacted and changed the nature of musical experience in people’s lives, particularly 
in regards to the increased access and portability of music. In the process of 
conducting everyday tasks, we are constantly exposed to music, whether we want to 
be or not; at the gym, in the car, at a restaurant, in the shopping mall, or riding a lift, 
to name a few (Bakagiannis & Tarrant, 2006; Greasley & Lamont, 2006). More 
significant than these chance encounters is our increasing exposure to music we 
choose to hear (to be discussed in detail later in this chapter). Overall, it appears this 
new era of listening has created the capacity for people to play a soundtrack to their 
life as they live it.  
The role of familiarity and preference in music listening 
Two of the ‘key ingredients’ for music to affect us is familiarity and preference. 
Music psychologists have reached a general consensus that a greater familiarity with a 
piece of music results in a greater affective response (Vink, 2001). Sloboda (1991) 
has shown that this element of music’s role can be trained; repeat the exposure to a 
piece of music and the emotional response to it can grow. This however is a one-
dimensional view of a complex phenomenon and raises questions such as: what if you 
dislike the music in general regardless of how often you have heard it? What if the 
emotional response that grows is negative rather than positive? Furthermore, 
familiarity is not solely about how familiar you are with the music itself, but also 
about understanding how this piece of music affects you. Throughout DeNora’s 
writings on music in everyday life (1999; 2000), the women often allude to their 
purposeful avoidance of certain pieces of music for a variety of reasons, be it 
memories, emotions, or behaviours, which they do not wish to experience. This aspect 
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of music listening is of particular interest to music therapists, as accessing vulnerable 
parts of the self through music can prove to be a balancing act between catharsis and 
trauma. The effect of musical preferences in the work of music therapists with 
bereaved parents will be explored in greater depth throughout this and following 
chapters.  
The purposeful use of music in our everyday life is rarely a non-meaningful 
act. The music we choose to listen to serves a function and role thus, the choice of the 
music alone becomes a reflexive act based on our needs (DeNora, 2000). DeNora’s 
(2000) sociological study on women’s everyday use of music further elaborates this 
point, suggesting that regardless of level of musicianship, nearly everyone in her 
study displayed an acute awareness of music that would assist them in different 
situational and emotional contexts. Nicol’s (2010) study, which similarly looked at 
the music listening experiences of women, also found this prescriptive use of music 
either in response to an internal emotional need or an external stimulus such as time 
of day, season, or current activity they were engaged in. Drawing from these findings, 
it could be argued that the role of music for the women in these studies was as a self-
administered therapeutic tool.  
The music we use for these purposes is highly individualistic, directed towards 
and by the expression of our personalities, needs, beliefs and problems (Schafer & 
Sedlmeier, 2010) and may hold musical and/or non-musical goals. Sloboda (1991; 
Sloboda & O’Neill, 2001) highlighted the positive outcomes that occur when we 
exercise personal choice for the music we listen to, such as increased energy and 
positivity. Thus, for the most part, the music we choose to listen to is that which 
(eventually) leads to positive outcomes. It needs to also be noted that this is not 
always the case. As we will see in the coming sections, our musical choices and 
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consequent responses hold complicated reasonings and outcomes, just as our actions 
do in the world.  
Music, health and wellbeing 
The role of music in everyday life has become an increasingly important topic in 
recent times, particularly within the framework of health and wellbeing. In 
MacDonald, Kreutz & Mitchell’s (2012) work on music, health and wellbeing, they 
pose the question ‘why music’ in relation to this topic? In answer to their question, 
the authors go on to provide a comprehensive list of the different roles and ways 
music can impact us during our everyday life including: music is emotional, 
pervasive, engaging, distracting, physical, ambiguous, social, communicative, it can 
affect behavior, identity and health. Music’s capacity to affect a spectrum of 
cognitive, psychosocial and physiological areas in people’s lives gives considerable 
weight to a framework that posited everyday music listening has the ability to 
influence a person’s internal psychopathology (MacDonald et al., 2012). The authors 
argued for the validity of this framework based on three underlying factors:  
(1) Music is involved in the regulation of emotion and coping;  
(2) Songs can be influential on a persons social and cognitive processes, namely 
songs with lyrics;  
(3) Music can be therapeutic.  
Although music therapy shares similar beliefs, overall there is limited research to date 
which carries strong enough evidence to substantiate claims for music directly 
impacting mental and physical health. However, momentum continues to grow in this 
area for if everyday music listening indeed has direct links to people’s health and 
wellbeing, it is imperative we understand how this occurs, and also educate people on 
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how music may impact their psychological, sociological, philosophical and spiritual 
wellbeing. 
Music in Identity 
There are many different avenues through which we can find expression for our 
identity, music being one of them. One of the possible attractions of music as a tool 
for identity expression and exploration is its ability to be reflexive and storied 
(DeNora, 2000). As Shankar, Eliott, and Fitchett (2009) purport, music provides us 
with a “ready made narrative” to give expression to our emotions and tell the tale of 
who we are. Hargreaves, Miell, and MacDonald (2002) further support this by stating, 
“the continual construction and reconstruction of the self through autobiographical 
narratives can occur in music as well as in language” (p. 10-11).  
Numerous researchers continue to reiterate that music provides an avenue 
through which we attempt to understand ourselves. Simultaneously, it also helps 
others to understand us, our experiences through life, and gives people the power to 
choose how they wish to portray themselves and be perceived by others (Giles, 
Denes, Hamilton & Hajda, 2009; Hayes & Minichiello, 2005; Juuti & Littleton, 
2010). Thus, it can be put forward that identity is both outside-in and inside-out 
(Morton & Sonnoenberg, 2011, p. 232).  
Schafer and Sedlmeier (2010) conducted a two-part study that aimed to 
explore the determinants of music preference for college students with particular 
focus on cognitive, emotional, and cultural functions of music, physiological arousal 
and familiarity. They found that one of the key functions of music listening and 
preference to be communication, a facet of which includes the communication of self 
to others. Overall, however, the authors concluded that the two main functions of 
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preferred music, communication and self-reflection, are largely “self-centred” 
functions that deal with intricate aspects of a persons identity. Likewise, in a 
qualitative study that sought to look at the meaning of music in the lives of older 
people, Hayes and Minichiello (2005) also found music to be an important symbolic 
representation and expression of the self. Alongside this, music was found to not just 
be important for communicating the self to others, but it also helped people determine 
future relationships, acting as a “social litmus test”. Despite the large age gap between 
the participants of these studies, results from both highlight the way music in identity 
encompasses both the self and the social; the outside-in and the inside-out.  This point 
is particularly salient in relation to music therapy given that clients are often asked to 
bring in personal music to share within the group therapy setting.  
Identity and life transitions 
Throughout out lives, the transitions our identity undergoes are fundamental to our 
development and aging (Manzi, Vignoles & Regalia, 2010). Although subtle changes 
can occur on a daily basis, major alterations of our self-identity usually require an 
impetus that is born from our experiences (Haslam, Jetten, Haslam, Pugliese, & 
Tonks, 2011). Manzi et al (2010) asserts that more permanent identity transitions are 
often in response to role changes, usually in relation to family, education or socio-
economic conditions. In light of this, it would be reasonable to surmise that the 
experience of losing a child can be an instigator for role change and a transition in 
self-identity for bereaved parents. 
As a person undergoes role reorganisation, they often also have to cope with 
structural and temporal changes in their life. It is this sense of uprooting and change 
that is often a catalyst for transformation in identity structure (Manzi et al., 2010). 
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Haslam et al’s (2011) study, which explored the relationship between 
autobiographical memory and self-identity in older adults, concluded that their results 
were consistent with previous research (Manzi et al., 2010; Iyer, Jetten & Tsivrikos, 
2008). These results suggested that our self-identity undergoes processes of 
redefinition due to significant events and life transitions. During these periods, intense 
identity work is carried out (often both consciously and sub-consciously) in an 
attempt to realign and reconcile the past and future selves (Juuti & Littleton, 2010). 
Manzi et al (2010) theorize that as we approach a transitional period, we carry within 
us expected, desired, and feared possible identity structures. They suggest this can 
carry implications not only for the assimilation process but also for how our new 
identity structures accommodate with our pre-existing structures. What the expected, 
desired and feared identity structures of a bereaved parent may be is a difficult 
question to explore, making a full understanding of this beyond the scope of this 
thesis. A question of a more appropriate size and scope to explore is if and how music 
may play a role in the restructuring of identity during a difficult life transition. 
The role of music in identity reformation 
In Dabback’s (2010) thesis on music and identity formation in older adults, he 
pronounced, “the arts can provide focus and new pathways for lives in transition” (p. 
3). In a similar study on music and older adults, Hayes and Minichiello (2005) further 
corroborated Dabback’s conclusions as their findings also suggested that people used 
music to re-define their identity during a life transition. While these conclusions 
support the positive role of music during such life periods, other authors suggest that 
this process is more complicated. Batcho, DaRin, Yaworsky, and Nave (2008) 
hypothesised that song lyrics which related to people’s past experiences and how 
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these experiences impacted on their sense of self would be more pertinent to people 
who were currently seeking clarity and definition of their self-identity. 
However, it must also be noted that music may be associated with painful past 
identities and experiences. Batcho’s (2007) earlier study found that when confronted 
with sad lyrics, it was an undesirable experience for participants to find aspects of 
their identity and experiences in the story. Considering results of both studies, it 
appears that the storied nature of song lyrics can be a useful device in the exploration 
of identity transition; however, it is also largely reliant on what music is used. This 
suggests that dependent on the nature of the life transition, some music that may have 
previously formed part of a person’s musical identity may no longer play a role in that 
person’s identity. DeNora (2000) draws further on this point with the poignant 
reflection that a person’s identity is also strongly present in the music they have 
stopped listening to. Within the context of the present study, such considerations lead 
us to a pertinent question: if bereaved parents find they can no longer predict or 
regulate their responses to music which used to form part of their musical identity 
prior to their loss, can this music become distressing? If so, how does this impact on 
their musical identity following the transition of losing a child?  
Despite the uncertainty surrounding these questions, one certainty is that 
music will always continue to exist, whether it is woven into the fabric of our past or 
our current identities.  
Music and Memories 
 “Memory, my dear Cecily, is the diary that we all carry about with us” (The 
Importance of Being Earnest, Wilde, 1912, p.57).  
Over a century on, researchers are still discussing the same sentiment as Wilde; 
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memories are an account of experiences and events in our life (Cady, Harris & 
Knappenberger, 2008), mapping out our personal histories. A general consensus from 
researchers suggests that the three dominant functions of memories are directive, self 
and social (Bluck, 2003; Rasmussen & Berntsen, 2009). For the most part, memories 
that stay with us throughout our lives are not of trivial everyday happenings (except 
for directive memories which are functional and help to guide our current and future 
behaviours). Rather, the memories we successfully recall and sometimes relive are of 
events and experiences which hold great meaning and emotion in our life (Cady et al., 
2008 ). It could be suggested that these memories lean more towards that of the self 
(experiences and identities) and social (our relationships and interactions with others). 
It is within these latter realms of memory function, which is otherwise termed 
episodic memory, that music holds a place.  
The link between episodic memory and music was brought to researchers 
attention in 1978 when Davies coined the rather iconic catch phrase ‘Darling, they’re 
playing our tune’. Davies associative theory made the link that music acts as a 
powerful source for the creation and retrieval of personal associations (Sloboda, 
2003). Despite the difficulties in researching such an idiosyncratic phenomenon given 
that every person’s memories and song choices are individual to them, research 
(which will be discussed in coming sections) does suggest there is an association 
between episodic memory and music. Furthermore, the role that episodic memory and 
music plays in people’s lives is of paramount importance to the music therapist as this 
is one of the very phenomenon’s of music that is drawn on within the music therapy 
session. What remains to be fully understood however is how music therapy itself 
may play a role in the creation of new episodic memories for clients.  
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The following section aims to explore the interplay that occurs between music 
and memories in an attempt to extrapolate how this might be of impact and import 
within and beyond the therapy room.  
Episodic Memory and Music 
The organization of episodic memory falls under three major hierarchal levels: event 
specific memories, general events/experiences, and lifetime periods of the individual 
(Juslin & Vastfjall, 2008). Despite the differences in specificity, when a person is 
recalling an event specific memory, it is common for them to also draw from 
overarching lifetime periods. By doing so, it allows the individual to view a specific 
event whilst maintaining a sense of their life as a consistent whole rather than a set of 
disconnected experiences (Cady et al., 2008; Friedman, 2004). Friedman’s work on 
time and autobiographical memory further delineates the way in which episodic 
memories draw on a number of different hierarchal levels simultaneously to provide 
the individual with a richer experience in remembering, as he states, “our aim seems 
to be to locate the event in one of the many narrative themes that collectively make up 
who we are” (2004, p. 601).  
So what happens when we actually recall an episodic memory? A frequently 
reported theory suggests that when we are experiencing an event of importance or 
emotional charge, our brain records and preserves much contextual information from 
that moment (Juslin & Vastfjall, 2008; Sloboda, 2003). Baird and Samson (2009) 
defined the experience of the episodic musical memory as the ability to retrieve 
contextual information (such as ‘where’, ‘what’ and ‘when’) surrounding the event 
that took place. This theory explains the way in which music is captured within an 
event related memory. As a result of this sensory record, music can continue to act as 
a powerful cue when heard, bringing the memory back into awareness (Scherer & 
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Zentner, 2001). Given our society is saturated with music to such a degree it has 
become “a pervasive element of social life and accompanies many highly significant 
events in an individual’s life” (Scherer & Zentner, 2001, p. 369), it seems hardly 
surprising that with this musical accompaniment to our daily lives comes an increase 
in access to our memories and to the creation of new associative links involving 
music.  
The following section will explore in greater detail the prominent contextual 
factors of musical episodic memory, namely spatio-temporality (‘where’ and ‘when’) 
and emotions (‘what’) (Allen, Kaut, & Lord, 2008), within which the social 
relationships and connections which largely underpin our memories will be discussed. 
By exploring these key contextual factors, we can begin to contemplate and examine 
the way in which musical memories play a role in the music therapy room; 
particularly relevant to this study is understanding not only the way music memories 
are drawn upon as a therapeutic intervention for bereaved parents, yet also 
understanding the capacity for creation of new musical memories. 
Spatio-temporality, memory and music  
Strongly linked into the hierarchal structures of episodic memory, the spatiotemporal 
function of re-remembering informs us of the “where and when” information of a 
memory. It has the capability to tell us information as general as how old we were, 
what location we were in, or as specific as the exact time, sights, smells and sounds 
we experienced. The forefather on this topic, Tulving (1984; 2002), disseminated in 
one of his earlier theses that episodic memory is the temporal ordering of events and 
the spatio-temporal relations that occur in these events (1984). Reviewing Tulving’s 
work, Allen et al. (2008) concluded that temporal context is of primary importance, 
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however spatiality (location of an event) did not play as strong a role in episodic 
memory. Drawing further on this point, Friedman (2004) suggests that spatial location 
seems to play a more prominent role in shared memories. He proposes that people 
engaged in some form of a relationship mutually co-construct their past, often using 
spatiality as a joint landmark. Regardless of these differing views, the individualistic 
nature of memory suggests to us that it is dependent upon the memory and person as 
to whether spatiality plays an important role in the act of re-remembering.  
The concept of temporality in our everyday life holds the notion for many that 
time continues to move forward; a flow which is inevitably irreversible. Tulving 
(2002) suggested that the single exception to times forward moving momentum was 
the ability of humans to remember the past and mentally travel back through time; a 
concept that makes episodic memory unique to the human condition. Beyond just the 
capacity to move back through time, Tulving identified the capacity for autonoetic 
awareness2 to be a defining feature setting episodic memory apart from other memory 
systems. Autonoetic awareness closely aligns to Heidegger’s non-linear views on 
temporality as Wheeler, Stuss and Tulving (1997) summate “autonoetic 
consciousness affords individuals the possibility to apprehend their subjective 
experiences throughout time and to perceive the present moment as both a 
continuation of their past and as a prelude to their future” (p. 335). Thus, when we 
recall an episodic memory, we become entangled in a complex introspective process 
                                                
2 Simply defined, autonoetic awareness is the ability of humans to place and experience themselves 
over and across time (Addis & Tippett, 2008; Tulving, 2002). Through the retrieval of episodic 
memories, a person has the capacity to simultaneously experience a sense of the past alongside the 
present and into the projected future, providing a sense of continuity to a person’s life and identity.  
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in which we are not only reliving a memory, yet also establishing a sense of our self 
in our own history, present and future. 
Music is the only sensory medium that is also inextricably linked to 
temporality; a reason that DeNora (1999; 2000) suggests is why it is such a powerful 
aide memoire.  When we encounter a piece of music within an experience that will 
later become an episodic memory, we are hearing the music over and across time. As 
a result, the music itself becomes encapsulated as part of the temporal structure of the 
experience. Thus, when a piece of music triggers a memory, we not only have a static 
encounter, rather, as the piece moves forward, so do our memories with it. 
DeNora noted in her study on women’s use of music in everyday life that “the 
past, musically conjured, is a resource for the reflexive movement from present to 
future”, suggesting that music in and of itself has the capability of autonoetic 
consciousness. Taking this into consideration, the act of remembering while listening 
to music becomes one of serious contemplation for the therapist, as it holds the strong 
possibility of engaging clients in not only the act of remembering but also of re-living 
(Wheeler et al., 1997). Daveson and O’Callaghan (2011) concluded in their study on 
the dimensions of time, that the temporal experience of clients in the context of the 
music therapy setting is of great importance to practice and research. What appears to 
be omitted from the current knowledge base is an understanding of whether musically 
fostered episodic memories are being created within the music therapy space. It 
appears to be a strong possibility, as DeNora’s (1999; 2000) participants suggested 
that they relive memories particularly when rehearing music that structured and 
informed the experience. This leads to the question: what are our clients’ experiences 
(both within and beyond the therapy room) when experiencing “musically induced” 
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autonoetic consciousness and a reliving of a past, which they may or may not want to 
remember? 
Emotions, memory and music 
In recent years, research has increasingly focused on the link between emotions and 
memories, suggesting that events that carry little emotion are not recalled as 
successfully as events that are emotionally charged (Cady et al., 2008). Taking into 
account music’s ability to carry strong emotional content, alongside its pervasiveness 
in society, it stands to reason that music has the capacity to act as a strong cue for 
emotional autobiographical memories (Cady et al., 2008). When memories are 
recalled, research has found it common for people to re-experience the emotions, 
physiological, and other experiential reactions that occurred at the time of the event 
(Janata, Tomic, & Rakowski, 2007; Juslin & Vastfjall, 2008). 
Although Juslin and Vastfjall (2008) suggest that the re-experiencing of past 
emotions can be an intense experience, research findings yield mixed results on the 
topic. Skowronski and Walker (2004) found that when describing autobiographical 
memories, negative emotions associated to the memory were markedly quicker to 
diminish rather than positive emotions, a phenomenon known as the fading affect 
bias. Cady et al’s (2008) study, which used music to cue memories from different 
lifetime periods of participants, found memories were significantly less pleasant when 
recalled from later periods of a person’s life. Despite this, participants did not display 
any significant change in positive affect throughout the entire experiment, suggesting 
support of the fading affect bias. A distinct limitation of this study however lies in the 
participant median age of nineteen years old. On a broad level, it could be argued that 
it is during adulthood people undergo a wider array of experiences, both pleasant and 
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difficult. As we age we are more likely to encounter a variety of losses and 
disappointments in our lives. Berntsen & Rubin (2002) corroborate this statement 
with findings from their study suggesting that sad and traumatic events peak between 
the ages of 30 and 40. Future studies that incorporate a wider age range, including 
people who’ve undergone a variety of life experiences is warranted considering there 
is some evidence to suggest that people who experience depression display a 
disruption in the fading affect bias, causing them to experience a greater intensity of 
negative emotions when re-encountering negative memories (Walker, Skowronski, & 
Thompson, 2003).   
In their research that explored the functions of positive and negative 
memories, Rasmussen and Berntsen (2009) suggest that although there is clearly a 
pleasantness bias in memories we choose to retrieve, negative memories also serve a 
function. Furthermore the author’s report that despite a natural distancing from 
reliving painful memories, enough detail of negative memories is retained in order to 
inform us for future experiences. Furthermore it is these details and context level 
knowledge of emotional reactions that guide our present and future behaviours 
towards approach or avoidance motivations. These behaviours also carry across to our 
music listening, as Greasley and Lamont (2006) found that music’s strong link to 
memories and emotions impacts on our music preferences and choice of music we 
continue to engage with across our lifespan.  
A majority of research suggests that as people age, their memory retention and recall 
markedly diminish, thus, also impacting on emotional strength of memories (Allen et 
al., 2008). Despite this, Schulkind, Hennis, and Rubin’s (1999) study suggests an 
alternative view. Two groups of participants (older and younger adults) listened to a 
variety of music that was representational across their lifespan, giving ratings for 
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emotions, preference, as well as descriptive recall information such as song title, 
band, year etc. Although younger adults performed better overall in regards to 
descriptive information and amount of memories recalled, findings around emotions 
yielded a different result. Upon hearing a song that moved participants emotionally, 
all participants irrespective of age were more likely to retrieve autobiographical 
memories. Furthermore, there was no difference between age groups in regards to the 
strength of emotion that songs induced. The authors concluded that for older adults, 
emotion is a significant link to accessing autobiographical memories, more so than 
familiarity. Thus, the focus of this research is on the experience of being moved by 
the music rather than the particular music that is used. The problem however with the 
majority of research being conducted in episodic memory and emotions is the use of 
the same songs with each participant, driven by the desire to control variables. As a 
result of this, the individuality of the participants’ relationship with the music is 
ignored, in effect, creating a new variable through the participants differing 
relationships with the music that is used in the therapy setting.  
Nostalgia, memory and music 
One affective state that is inherently linked to autobiographical memory is that of 
nostalgia. Nostalgia as an emotion is a unique phenomenon, as a person cannot feel 
nostalgic without engaging in some form of remembering (Batcho, 2007). 
Furthermore, it cannot be experienced when an event is occurring in real time. 
Although not all memories are nostalgic, research suggests that the three prominent 
triggers for nostalgia include negative affect, social interactions, and sensory inputs, 
most typically sound and/or smell (Barrett, Grimm, Robins, Wildschut, Sedikides & 
Janata, 2010). The cuing of nostalgia when listening to music is directly linked to a 
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person’s previous relationship with the music and how it is associated with past 
events and the emotions those events induce/d (Barrett et al., 2010). Despite the 
individuality of the process, Janata et al’s (2007) research in music-evoked 
autobiographical memories suggests that nostalgia is an extremely common emotional 
experience when listening to music. When participants rated the emotions they most 
frequently experienced when listening to autobiographically salient pieces of music, 
nostalgic was found to be the third most common emotional state following happy 
and youthful.  
Given the pervasiveness of nostalgia with musical autobiographical memories, 
it is important to understand what the actual experience of nostalgia is, as it is this 
experience which potentially can form a template to understanding if and how it plays 
a role in music therapy for bereaved parents. Although there is some division on the 
parameters of nostalgic experience, the general consensus indicates that it comprises 
of simultaneous activation of both positive and negative affective states (Barrett et al., 
2010; Sedikides, Wildschut & Baden, 2004; Wildschut, Sedikides, Arndt & 
Routledge, 2006). As a result of this duality, the feeling of nostalgia is often described 
as bittersweet (Barrett et al., 2010; Wildschut et al., 2006). Wildschut et al’s (2006) 
series of studies on nostalgia suggests that the experience is largely positively toned, 
as people experiencing it are most often remembering an important event or person/s 
in their life. However, along with this memory also comes a feeling of loss. Batcho et 
al. (2008) propose that this feeling of loss is located in the phenomenon of 
temporality, as an essential dimension of the nostalgic encounter is the realization that 
the object of longing is trapped in a past which is out of our reach. Despite this finite 
separation of past and present, it is also suggested that a primary function of nostalgia 
is that of social connectedness, with Wildschut et al’s (2006) study reporting people 
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to be the most common object of a person’s nostalgic experience. Thus, despite a 
sense of loss which is invoked by nostalgia, it also acts in repair of this by creating a 
symbolic connection which brings people and times from the past into a person’s 
present, reigniting meaningful relationships (Hays & Minichiello, 2005; Sedikides et 
al., 2004). Although Batcho (2007) spoke specifically of nostalgia, her conclusions 
could be argued to encompass all aspects of episodic memory when she concluded 
that “perhaps a primary function of nostalgia [memory] is to prompt cognitive 
reflection on our remembered past in order to find meaning for our present and 
future” (p. 377). 
Taking into account the multiple roles and functions nostalgia seems to serve 
in our daily lives, Sedekides et al. (2004) highlight some of the therapeutic 
possibilities of engaging in nostalgia, including helping to counteract loneliness, 
isolation and separation, which are all commonly reported emotions and feelings of 
bereaved parents. It is yet to be seen whether or not music therapy is able to not only 
use these functions of nostalgia positively within the therapy room, while creating a 
meaningful experience where clients can continue to positively utilize their memories 
and emotions to find social connectedness, autonoetic awareness and meaning beyond 
the therapy room.  
The literature explored in this section demonstrated a clear link between music 
and memories; it is now a case of understanding how this can play a role in music 
therapy with bereaved parents.  
Music and Emotions 
One of the most important reasons why music does play a role in so many people’s 
lives is its ability to elicit emotions (Juslin, Liljestrom, Vastfjall, Barradas & Silva, 
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2008; Schafer & Sedlmeier, 2010). When we experience an emotion in relation to 
music, Clarke, Dibben, and Pitts (2010) suggest that music may either be the stimulus 
(source) of emotion, or to be used to accompany the emotion. These two possibilities 
offered are themselves the source of a divide within the academic community. 
In Sloboda’s (1991) study of 67 music listeners, one of the major themes 
identified was music’s ability to alter a person’s mood state. Sloboda inferred from 
these results that music itself did not create emotions, rather it afforded people the 
opportunity to experience emotions which were already ‘on their agenda’; a 
preconceived notion of how they wanted to feel. Although there are elements of 
Sloboda’s hypothesis that hold weight (as will be explored in the following section), 
other elements can be brought into question. To have a preconceived notion of how 
you want to feel requires a level of conscious understanding of your emotions in 
relation to the eliciting stimuli (music). LeDoux’s (1996) work on the emotional brain 
suggested that emotions can be elicited beyond our conscious awareness, a finding 
which provided further support to Zajonc’s (1980) theory “affect precedes inference”, 
in which he claimed that our affective and cognitive systems can work independently 
of each other.  
Whether or not people already have a preconceived idea of how they want to 
feel, or whether they attend to music on an emotionally conscious or unconscious 
level, the fact that music has the capacity to act as a catalyst for mood change draws 
attention to its power. Furthermore, this highlights the possibilities of music within 
the therapeutic setting, a realm that is often already highly charged emotionally and 
directed towards change.  
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Music, functional needs and mood regulation 
“Needs” can be a loaded word as it brings to mind evolutionary connotations; as 
humans we need water, food, and warmth to survive. But is this really all we need? 
Steven Pinker asserted in a well-debated argument in 1998 that music serves no 
evolutionary basis and is merely “auditory cheesecake”; something delicious to be 
consumed yet not necessary for survival (Carroll, 1998). To function effectively in 
our everyday lives, we have a great variety of needs that must be met. One of these 
needs, as Clarke et al. (2010) suggest, is the ability to successfully control and 
regulate ourselves emotionally. The regulation of mood is a daily task, which when 
achieved, enables us to experience and express emotions optimally (Saarikallio, 
2010). It can be a conscious or unconscious process in which we draw upon dozens of 
different strategies to achieve regulation. As music becomes more widely researched 
within the psychology disciplines, there is increasing evidence to suggest that one of 
our primary reasons for listening to music is to regulate our moods and emotions.  
Saarikallio and Erkkila’s (2007) study on mood regulation for adolescents 
started to unearth clear connections between emotion regulation literature and how 
music acts as an agent for regulation. With results of a grounded theory analysis 
finding two overarching themes; 1) music use for controlling mood and 2) music use 
for mood improvement, the seven subcategories reveal more specific ways in which 
this is achieved: revival, entertainment, strong sensations, diversion, discharge, 
mental work and solace. Greasley and Lamont’s (2006) study further corroborated 
these findings with participants identifying mood change, enhancement and differing 
psychological mind states commonly achieved through music listening. Furthermore, 
general consensus across both studies suggests that a common starting point for mood 
regulation is through selecting music that either matches a person’s current mood 
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state or exemplifies the mood that they wish to achieve. Despite the strength of these 
findings, it also needs to be acknowledged that the way people choose to use music 
differs between individuals. Through research that tracked a typology of music 
listeners, Ter Bogt, Mulder, Raaijmakers, and Gabhainn (2010) highlight small yet 
significant gender differences that suggest women are more likely than men to use 
music for regulatory purposes. Additionally, they found the more people were moved 
by and emotionally invested in music, the more probable it was that music would be 
used as an effective tool to ‘control, modify and enhance moods’. The research 
findings presented above highlight the regulatory capabilities and potential power of 
music, possibly more so for women, both within therapy and in everyday life.  
Arguably, it could be said there are dozens of different strategies to approach 
mood regulation; thus one may question why music is such a favoured choice for 
many. First, the results from Saarikallio and Erkkila’s (2007) study suggest that music 
has a unique versatility in which it has the capacity to address several different goals 
of regulation at once. This may be due to the music listening experience being deeply 
layered, with elements such as the musical structure, semantics of lyrics, associations 
and meaning all holding the potential to target different needs simultaneously. 
Second, regardless of their professional training, people tend to have a strong enough 
understanding of music to allow them to use it in a way that manipulates their moods. 
To enact this, people draw on their repertoire knowledge and understanding of 
musical affect developed through repeated personal experiences and exposure (Craig 
et al., 2010). 
Should certain pieces of music be used repeatedly to address particular 
emotions and mood states, it is possible that a pattern or association is developed to 
relate the music to these particular sates (DeNora, 1999). DeNora goes on to state, “to 
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play music as a virtual means of expressing/constructing emotion is also to define the 
temporal and qualitative structure of that emotion, to play it out in real time and then 
move on. In this sense music is both an instigator and a container of feeling” (p. 41). 
Thus, we start to see a picture of how music for mood regulation can be a time 
efficient, reliable and familiar option. More importantly perhaps, it doesn’t just 
provide a “quick fix”, rather, it offers people the opportunity to create a deeper level 
of understanding of the emotions and moods they are experiencing and want to 
experience. This demonstrates the capacity for music to be used as a tool for bereaved 
parents to regulate and understand the plethora of emotions and moods they encounter 
in response to their loss.  
Music, Environment and Sociality 
Everyday as humans we are engaged in a balancing act of how to act. We manipulate 
and adjust our behaviours, emotions, thoughts, interactions, and character based on 
our environment. Music is inextricably linked in this balancing act.  Sloboda and 
O’Neill (2001) approached their music psychology research with the working 
assumption that music’s emotional functions differ according to the context in which 
it is heard. Further strengthening their assumption, Sloboda, O’Neill & Ivaldi’s (2001) 
study highlighted the differences that the environment exacted on the music listening 
experience. For many participants, the privacy of a solitary listening arena allowed 
them the opportunity to engage in emotion-based work with the help of the music. 
Furthermore, those who otherwise found music to be an important part of their life 
spoke of negative reactions to music encountered in public.  
Juslin et al’s (2008) study of thirty-two people’s emotional reactions to music 
as recorded via an experience sampling method (ESM) shed further light on the 
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impact of environment on people’s emotional reactions to music listening. The initial 
results largely replicated findings of a number of other studies, suggesting that 48% of 
music listening occurred within the home with smaller distributions occurring at the 
work place, outdoors and other people’s houses. Furthermore, the most common 
context for music listening was alone (41%) with the next most common condition 
being with a partner or close friend (21%). Examining these initial results, there 
already appears to be a strong division between two major conditions of music 
listening: at home alone or with others in a social setting. Upon relative distribution of 
these results in relation to the seven emotion categories used in the study, the findings 
were revealing. The most common emotions experienced when listening to music in 
social settings (ie with others present) included pleasure-enjoyment, happiness-elation 
and anger-irritation. In solitary settings however, which as suggested in the results 
above is when a person is home alone, the most commonly experienced emotions 
when listening to music were sadness-melancholy and nostalgia-longing. Sloboda et 
al’s (2001) music based ESM study corroborated that when people had a high degree 
of autonomy when choosing music to listen to (which largely occurred when people 
were alone) the greatest degree of emotional change was experienced (Sloboda & 
O’Neill, 2001).  
For the music therapy profession, consideration as to how environment will 
affect our client’s therapeutic experience is of paramount importance. In relation to 
this study, understanding on a deeper level the impact of sociality and environment on 
the music listening experience will help to inform what type of impact these factors 
have on the music therapy session, as well as the the participant’s engagement with 
music beyond the therapy room. 
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Music and sadness 
So why do we listen to music alone if it makes us feel this way? As Stritzhakova and 
Krcmar concluded from their media mood study, “we do not always want or indeed 
strive to be in a good, upbeat mood” (2007, p.110). Indeed, our daily lives are full of 
personal and social encounters that culminate to form a complex and sometimes 
chaotic array of emotions, some of which may prove to be challenging or painful. 
Music can be seen as a vessel through which some of these emotions and ideas can be 
expressed and given a voice (Clarke et al., 2010). As has already been seen through 
the examination of autobiographical memories and self-identity, music is highly 
individual to our selves, our memories and experiences and has the capacity to 
transport us. Given this, it is not surprising that feelings of sadness, nostalgia and 
longing are commonly instigated through music listening.  
Although sadness is generally considered a negative emotional state, the 
experience of feeling sadness when listening to music may be more complex. Music, 
(particularly that with lyrics) which can arguably be likened to fiction, can provide us 
a “safety zone” in which “we can experience emotions without need for self-
protection, and thus we can allow ourselves to feel more than we would in real life” 
(Goldstein, 2009, p.233). Furthermore, results from Stritzhakova and Krcmar’s (2007) 
study showed that people who were already in a sad mood chose movies that matched 
their current mood state rather than movies such as comedies, which may attempt to 
shift their mood state. This finding is replicated in music and mood-regulation studies 
in which general conclusions suggest that there can be some pleasure in the 
experience of sadness (Garrido & Schubert, 2011; Schubert, 2009; Stritzhakova & 
Krcmar, 2007). This dichotomous experience can be explained a number of ways: 
through the ability to empathize, the catharsis which can be achieved by crying, and 
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the use of social comparison, where the person sees or hears someone who is worse-
off than they, which in turn can actually start to shift their mood and self esteem more 
positively. Alternatively, sadness experienced in relation to cultural and/or social 
media can be seen as “unadulterated catharsis” where we allow ourselves to 
experience the feeling of sadness in the knowledge that at the end, we can walk away 
from it (Goldstein, 2009).  
Although these studies highlight the more positive aspects of experiential 
sadness as a result of another medium, such as music, therein also lies a counter-
argument. Those more positive aspects occur when we are engaged with something 
fictional, the make-believe, for example, when we hear a piece of music which tells a 
story which although may invoke feelings of sadness, it is not a story we have 
encountered in our own lives. Yet what happens when it is our story?  
Goldstein (2009) found that when we encounter stories (be it through novels, 
music, movies etc) which mirror our own experiences, higher levels of sadness and 
anxiety are reported in comparison to those who had not been though a similar 
experience. Given that music lyrics are often thematically based on global 
experiences (love, loss, relationships, self and feelings), as well as the common use of 
metaphors, music facilitates listeners interpreting songs in the context of their own 
experiences as they listen alone. What it may depend on however is our mood state 
and cognitive frame of mind when we close the door into our own musical worlds. 
Bodner et al’s (2007) study has provided preliminary evidence suggesting that when 
people with depressive disorders listened to music, they experienced a heightened 
response and identification with sad excerpts of music in comparison to healthy 
control participants. Hunter, Schellenberg and Griffith’s (2011) study has further 
supported the theory around mood disposition, with results suggesting that people 
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who were already in a sad mood became more highly attuned to sadness in music 
rather than happiness.  
Considering most bereaved parents present with depressive symptomology 
and mood states at some point during their mourning process, questions begin to arise 
such as how is music not only impacting on their emotions, but affecting their already 
existent emotions? Is listening to music driving their moods deeper and darker, or is it 
affording them the opportunity to express and release the emotions of grief.  
The Meaning of it All 
As has been reiterated throughout this chapter repeatedly, music is a uniquely 
individual experience, which is why our knowledge around it remains somewhat 
ambiguous. What we do know though is that the locatable ‘I’ which is at the centre of 
the music in our lives, is the very thing which produces meaning (Rowe, 2005). Thus, 
dependent upon what my memories are, my emotions in relation to, my identity 
ensconced within, and what my preferences are; these are the things which give shape 
and create the meaning which I will then attach to a piece of music. What meaning we 
attach is entirely contextualized within the answers to the above. 
By reviewing the literature throughout this chapter, the complex role of music 
in a person’s life has been explored, specifically in relation to role, identity, memory 
and emotions. Key concepts from the literature have shown how music can be used as 
a tool to navigate how we wish to feel, what we wish to remember and how we wish 
to perceive ourselves and be perceived. Important to note, research reviewed 
throughout this chapter mostly dealt with controlled situations in which a person 
chose to listen to specific music, which is largely due to the need to control variables 
within research studies. What is more difficult to ascertain yet central to this thesis is 
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the need to understand how all these facets of role, identity, memory and emotions are 
impacted when re-encountering by chance music used in therapy for bereaved 
parents. In order to understand if and how the role of music is integral to the 
participants of this thesis, the unique phenomenon of bereavement and music therapy 
work with this population first needs to be explored to ascertain what the specific 
needs are when working with this vulnerable client group.  
For bereaved parents, history, as well as future, can be such a fragile thing. 
Thus, the way we as therapists use and shape the past and present music of their lives, 
deserves to be better understood.  
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Chapter 3: Bereavement 
“Grief…. is the cost we pay for being able to love in the way we do” 
(Archer, 1999, p.5) 
 
In this chapter, the concept of bereavement will be explored through the literature to 
date. Given that the experience of bereavement extends to all people over the course 
of our lives, it is surprising that there appears to be a dearth of literature on the topic 
in comparison to other psychological/therapeutic fields, such as depression and 
anxiety. Nevertheless, this chapter begins by critiquing the literature at hand, with the 
aim of providing an overview of grief and bereavement in modern society, through 
exploration of the experience of grief, working grief models and the narrative of 
bereavement. Through a broader understanding of grief, the nature of parental 
bereavement will be further explored, drawing attention to specific predictors of 
parental bereavement including gender and cause of death with the conclusion of this 
section exploring the experience of losing a child to cancer: the population on which 
this dissertation will focus. The chapter will conclude by examining the literature on 
music therapy and bereavement, which will also explore the interventions of song 
sharing and song parody in specific relation to bereavement work.  
In the Beginning 
Bereavement is as old as life. It permeates every culture, society, gender and age, and 
has no boundaries as it is part of the evolutionary process of life itself.  Despite this, it 
was not until 1917 when Freud published his seminal paper on Mourning and 
Melancholie that loss, or rather the process of loss, became a discussed and 
researched topic within the field of psychology. It could be argued that alongside the 
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growth of this field of study came a popular vernacular for loss, thus, a brief overview 
of the terms is warranted before continuing.  
 
The term bereavement defines the loss of a significant other through the 
process of death, be it a partner, parent, relative, friend or child, and is typically 
experienced as a period of intense distress (Shear, 2012; Stroebe, Hansson, Schut & 
Stroebe, 2008; Worden, 2009). In response to this loss, the attendant emotional state 
relayed is that of grief, which is typically defined as the affective reaction and 
experience one goes through with loss (Shear, 2012; Stroebe et al., 2008; Worden, 
2009). Although in relation to bereavement, grief is a reaction to death, the general 
concept of grief is more encompassing, including developmental loss and change, 
circumstantial loss and change and disenfranchised grief (Machin, 2009). The process 
of adaptation to the bereavement and grief reaction is that of mourning, which 
involves the social expression and act of grief (Stroebe et al., 2008; Worden, 2009). 
Mourning is largely shaped socially, religiously and culturally, thus, can differ greatly 
in its presentation and length. Despite all of the above modern distinctions in 
bereavement terminology, the lay term, loss, still provides a sensitive encapsulation of 
the heart of the matter: the disappearance of something cherished (Dyer, 2006).  
The Pathology of Grief 
A major contention over the past 10 to 15 years in the bereavement field is the 
compartmentalisation of grief as normal or complicated and diagnostic implications 
of the latter. It is largely accepted that the initial months following loss are difficult 
where people can experience a distressed state that can impact on their everyday lives 
(Archer, 2008; Prigerson, Vanderwerker, & Maciejewski, 2008). Worden (2009) 
broadly outlined four general categories (feelings, physiological, cognitive and 
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behavioural), which attempted to capture the many varying grief reactions 
encountered during the early stages of loss (see Figure 1). The broad definition of 
normal grief (NG) accounts for these many negative signs and symptoms and, 
suggests that by approximately 6 months post-loss, the bereaved individual is able to 
assume an effective level of everyday functioning (Archer, 2008; Holland, Neimeyer, 
Boelen, & Prigerson, 2009), reinvest in relationships and activities (Lichtenthal, 
Cruess, & Prigerson, 2004) and find some meaning and purpose in their lives 
(Prigerson et al., 2008).  
On the other end of the spectrum, recent literature is advocating that the term 
prolonged grief disorder (PGD) is utilized rather than complicated grief (CG) as it 
better captures the persistent grief symptoms identified in individuals who are 
experiencing significant difficulties in adjusting to a loss (Prigerson et al., 2008). 
PGD is characterised by the persistence of intense grief symptoms for a period longer 
than 6 months post loss (Stroebe et al., 2008), with prevalence rates thought to be 
between 10-20% of bereaved individuals (Prigerson et al., 2008; Rubin, Malkinson, & 
Witztum, 2008). Symptoms include intense yearning, a sense of hopelessness and 
meaninglessness, recurrent or intrusive thoughts, social disconnection, separation 
distress, difficulty accepting the loss, and general functional impairment (Dillen, 
Fontaine, & Verhofstadt-Deneve, 2008; Holland et al., 2009; Prigerson et al, 2008).  
Until recently, a single paragraph was allocated to the topic of bereavement in 
the Diagnostic Statistical Manual (DSM) IV-TR (2000), advising that if typical grief 
symptoms persist longer than 2 months, a diagnosis of Major Depressive Disorder 
(MDD) should be made. As can be seen in the comparison of Worden’s (2009) 
general grief symptoms and the DSM criteria for MDD (Figure 1), early stage 
reactions to grief, regardless of whether it is normal or prolonged, are reflective of 
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depression symptomology (Tedeschi & Calhoun, 2008; Worden, 2009). In Shear’s 
(2012) recent exposition on grief she also points out how anxiety symptoms also 
present in the normal trajectory of grieving, yet rarely do people actually meet the 
criteria for a classified anxiety disorder. Shear further cautions that although the 
symptomology overlay between grief, depression and anxiety can create challenges in 
accurate diagnosis, it is important that mood/anxiety disorders are appropriately 
treated and diagnosed and the DSM IV-TR’s 2 month time-frame is not long enough 
to consider depression as a differential diagnosis to grief. The release of the DSM V 
(2013) has brought further consternation to the field of grief with the removal of the 
bereavement exclusion which now means a diagnosis of MDD can be made as early 
as two-weeks post loss should the person meet criteria. 
The obvious overlay between grief and depression is a cause of concern for 
clinicians and researchers in the field of bereavement at present (Doka, 2013; Frances, 
Pies & Zisook, 2010; Pies, 2012). One of the primary questions is whether the lack of 
understanding as to whether a delineated boundary exists between NG and PGD 
(currently pathologised as depression), or whether they both inhabit the same 
continuum. If the latter is correct, there is a need for research designs to start placing a 
greater emphasis on longitudinal studies tracking the trajectory of the grief 
experience, rather than categorizing bereaved individuals into pathologies.  
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 FIGURE	  1:	  THE	  EXPERIENCE	  OF	  GRIEF	  AND	  ITS	  OVERLAP	  WITH	  MAJOR	  DEPRESSIVE	  DISORDER	  
Red Bolded words indicate grief reactions that are also characteristics/indicators of 
MDD 
Experiencing Grief: Collective or Individual? 
To discuss grief as a collective experience can be a difficult task, as the uniqueness of 
loss to each individual, which, dependent on the meaning that is assigned to the loss, 
impacts on each bereaved person’s feelings and reactions to the death differently 
(Stroebe & Schut, 2001). In a study of 22 widows, Parkes (1996) provided one 
account of this array of considerations. Based on interviews over a thirteen-month 
period, Parkes outlines what he coined “determinants” of grief, which serve as 
predictive factors for prolonged or complicated grief, or more broadly, the outcome of 
the grief. Determinants were categorised as either external or internal factors. External 
factors that were found to possibly affect the trajectory of grief included place, 
coincidence, succession and nature of death and social networks, with internal factors 
	  
Feelings	  
Sadness,	  anger,	  guilt,	  anxiety,	  loneliness,	  
fatigue,	  helplessness,	  shock,	  yearing,	  emancipation,	  relief,	  numbness	  	  
Physical	  Hollow	  stomach,	  tight	  chest,	  noise	  sensitivity,	  depersonalising,	  breathlessness,	  weakness,	  dry	  mouth,	  
lack	  of	  energy	  
Cognitions	  	  Disbelief,	  confusion,	  
preoccupation,	  sense	  of	  presence,	  hallucinations	  
Behaviours	  
Sleep	  disturbanc,	  
appetite	  disturbanc,	  
absentminded,	  social	  
withdrawal,	  dreams,	  avoidant,	  searching,	  sighing,	  hyperactivity,	  
crying,	  excessive	  reminders	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including attachment history, loss and death history, age/stage of griever, level of 
intimacy, emotional complexity and social networks. Parkes’ work on grief stage 
theory has drawn criticism in recent times, particularly in his and Bowlby’s assertion 
that the aim of grief work is to reach detachment from and acceptance of the loss 
(Lendrum & Syme, 2004; Weiss, 2008). Nevertheless, the influences on bereavement 
that Parkes outlines remain important classifications for risk factors (Stroebe et al., 
2008), and a stark reminder that the story of the loss is imperative in understanding 
the meaning assigned to the grief. 
Another factor that creates difficulty for viewing the grief experience 
collectively is that of trajectory. Parkes (1996) himself conceded that grief was not a 
set of symptoms; rather it was differentiated from one person to another in its duration 
and form. Due to the permanent state of loss that occurs as a result of death, it could 
be argued that grief never ends. As one bereaved parent participant in Arnold and 
Gemma’s (2008) study stated “grief may be buried but never goes away” (p. 669). 
Although the age-old adage that “time heals” was supported in Arnold & Gemma’s 
retrospective study of bereaved parents, contention still remains in the field of 
bereavement as to whether time is actually the best healer (Freeman, 2005).  
Without discounting the individuality of the grieving process as examined 
above, there appears to be common patterns of experience during grieving that 
suggest an underlying psychological process (Parkes 1996). Furthermore, by 
examining these commonalities of the grief experience, it is possible to gain a greater 
understanding of bereavement, acknowledging the universal experience of loss 
(MacNair-Semands, 2004). 
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Moving Onwards from Loss 
Around the turn of the 1980’s, stages and task models began to appear in relation to 
bereavement, which helped to provide a more definitive course to the therapy process 
in overcoming the “work of grief”. The aim of grief work was summarised by 
Rothaupt and Becker (2007) as “the need to confront the reality that the loved one had 
died, to go over the memories and possible trauma prior to and immediately after the 
death, and finally to work toward emotional detachment of the deceased” (p. 8). The 
theory behind grief work holds that the ability to resolve grief comes from an active 
confrontation of the thoughts and feelings associated with the loss and grieving 
process (Archer, 2008). The difficulty of these models however relates back to the 
individuality of grief itself, as it becomes more recognised that not everyone appears 
to progress through the defined stages, nor often in the order that is prescribed 
(Stroebe et al., 2008).  
Freud (1917) and Worden (1982) both suggested in their models that the final 
task of grieving is a withdrawal or detachment from the loved one (as cited in 
Rothaupt & Becker, 2007, p.8). However in 1991, Worden changed his final task to 
emotionally relocate the deceased person within one’s life and find ways to 
memorialise them (Worden, 2002). However, recent bereavement literature 
demonstrates disagreement on the topic of continuing bonds (CB). Stroebe, 
Abakoumkin, Stroebe, and Schut (2012) specifically look at the topic and refute 
earlier research with findings, suggesting that CB, dependent on circumstances, can 
be harmful and maladaptive. Other researchers acknowledge that continuing bonds 
with the deceased needs to be treated with careful consideration as it has the capacity 
to become a maladaptive behavior, however, should the continued attachment be a 
healthy one, it can play an integral part to successfully adapting to the loss and sustain 
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effective functioning rather than impeding it (Field, 2008; Sochos & Bone, 2012; 
Weiss, 2008).  
Emotional Disclosure and Grief Therapy  
Contemporary Western grief therapy models place a central emphasis on the 
disclosure of emotions and feelings of the bereavement, with failure to do so often 
seen as maladaptive adjustment. Pennebaker’s work, which examined the effects that 
writing on emotional topics had on participants physical and psychological well-
being, largely reinforced the importance of emotional disclosure (Pennebaker & 
Beall, 1986; Pennebaker & O’Heeron, 1984).  
However, the focus on emotional disclosure has been called into question in 
more recent research. Emotional and social disclosure may still be helpful for those 
who appear to be grieving normally, however does not appear to assist in the 
adjustment or acceleration of the grieving process (Archer, 2008; Stroebe, Stroebe, 
Schut, Zech, & VanDenBout, 2002). A number of studies have questioned the 
efficacy of professional treatment for people exhibiting normal grief reactions 
(Currier, Neimeyer, & Berman, 2008; Diamond, Llewelyn, Relf & Bruce, 2012) 
which goes some way to explaining the mixed results yielded in studies that have 
replicated Pennebaker’s writing task or theory on emotional disclosure. A longitudinal 
6 month randomised control trial that assigned participants (n=119) to either a control 
group (non-writing) or experimental group (writing), yielded results suggesting that 
emotional disclosure did not facilitate adjustment to loss (Stroebe et al,, 2002). The 
authors acknowledged there was no indication that any participants were experiencing 
complicated grief. An earlier study by Murphy et al. (1998), which assessed the 
efficacy of a 10-week problem and emotion focused group intervention for bereaved 
parents also refuted Pennebaker’s findings. Similar to Stroebe et al. (2002), the results 
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suggested that the program was most effective for highly distressed mothers yet not 
for lesser-distressed mothers. The above findings would support the claim that 
emotional disclosure can be clinically beneficial for people experiencing complicated 
or prolonged bereavement.  
Despite the use of grief processes by clinicians working in the field of 
bereavement, the use of these processes has been met with scepticism from the wider 
medical community. A report from the Institute of Medicine cautioned that the use of 
stages of grief could encourage inappropriate expectations in bereaved people as to 
what a ‘natural’ course of grieving should look like (Weiss, 2008). Although there is 
merit in this caution, it is important to note that universal stage models of grief can 
provide a sense of comfort and reduced isolation through the grieving process, as it 
can validate that what the person is experiencing is normal. Over the past decade, a 
more encompassing and well-rounded view of grief has emerged, primarily through 
the arrival of growth centered models (Rothaupt & Becker, 2007). These models 
allow clinicians to move away from the concept of recovery from grief as a temporary 
state with a beginning and end, to a more connected life view of grief as a process of 
change. Tedeschi and Calhoun (2008) suggest that growth experiences which 
bereaved individuals describe fall into five possible categories including: emergence 
of new possibilities, change in relationships, increase in personal strength, greater 
appreciation for life, and existential and spiritual growth. Through the adoption of 
growth models, the bereavement field has found an avenue in which to move away 
from the notion that grief is a solely negative experience, to one that acknowledges 
the multi-dimensional changes that occur through bereavement. 
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The Crossroads of Stories 
Although narrative is used in this study as a research methodology (see chapter 4 for a 
detailed account), the use of narrative therapy in the field of bereavement is slowly 
gaining momentum. Nadeau (2008) extols the use of narrative therapy in family 
bereavement work. He defines it as the use of story as the primary foundation on 
which to build and make sense of new experiences involving the unearthing, 
understanding and retelling of the loss story. Part of this story-making process often 
involves the use of metaphors, as people can sometimes struggle with the direct 
expression of feelings (Nadeau, 2008). The use of metaphors within the narrative 
process allows the bereaved to capture some of the complexity of their thoughts and 
emotions through a form that is abstract and at times easier to communicate (Machin, 
2009). The process of narrative therapy involves three elements, namely:  
External narrative: starting point – when, how, who 
Internal narrative: impact of the event, persons emotional and cognitive 
reactions to the event 
Reflexive narrative: gaining new perspectives and making sense of the 
experience (Machin, 2009) 
Nerken (1993, as cited in Rothaupt & Becker, 2007) elaborates on the import of the 
third element (reflexivity) stating, “The reflective process that is so central to grief is 
only possible because of a characteristic unique to the self: reflexivity. Alone among 
entities, the self reflects on itself – is at once subject and object” (p.9). Utilising a less 
prescriptive approach, Umphrey and Cacciatore (2011) qualitatively analysed 
narrative themes over a 5-month period of a bereaved parent support group with the 
three core narrative themes presenting as: 1) death story narrative 2) self assessment 
of coping and negotiating loss narrative 3) creating connections with others through 
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communication narrative. Although these themes would often emerge organically 
within a therapy session, importantly, Umphrey and Cacciatore’s study considers why 
these themes may be addressed throughout the grieving process. The primary 
functions of utilizing a narrative approach in the therapy process include: a) emotional 
relief through the use of words for feelings/images; b) sustained sense of meaning 
making and purpose of the loss; and c) creating interpersonal connections which 
increases social support (Baddeley & Singer, 2009; Sedney, Baker & Gross, 1994; 
Umphrey & Cacciatore, 2011). Sedney, Baker and Gross (1994) caution however that 
stories do not stand alone, suggesting this form of therapy is only one part of a more 
interactive approach. In conclusion, if a story is to play a part in the larger “therapy 
script”, it would be the prologue for “If you want to know me, then you must know 
my story, for my story defines who I am. If I want to know myself, to gain insight into 
the meanings of my own life, then I, too, must come to know my own story” 
(McAdams, 1993, p. 11). 
Parental Bereavement 
“Well I think it is such a simplistic attitude to suggest that you need closure. 
Who needs closure? Society needs closure because they are uncomfortable 
dealing with the death of a child. Closure simply does not exist when you have 
lost a child. You do not want to forget about your child and, yes, you have to 
go on. You will never be where you were before the death of your child, but 
closure? Closure, I do not want it. I do not want to forget her. I do not want to 
forget her memory. I do not want to forget her smile, and most of all I do not 
want to forget how courageous she was and how? spiritual she was. And if 
there is such thing as closure, it is just because society’s uncomfortable and 
does not know how to deal with the death period. It is others who need closure 
and it is selfish thinking ‘cause it is not what the people who are going 
through the nightmare need.” 
         (Woodgate, 2006, p. 78) 
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As has been highlighted in the literature so far, the grieving period is largely regarded 
as a difficult time in one’s life, irrespective of the loss. Grief theorists postulate 
however that the death of a child is a more complicated form of bereavement 
compared to loss of one’s spouse for example, based on the biological, evolutionary 
and psychological underpinnings of the parent-child bond (Alam, Barrera, 
D’Agostino, Nicholas, & Schneiderman, 2012; Barrera, D’Agostin, Schneiderman, 
Tallett, Spencer & Javcevska, 2007). Parental bereavement largely opposes the 
modern conception of human evolution through the reversal of life sequence, namely 
the parent outliving their child (Keesee, Currier & Neimeyer, 2008; Woodgate, 2006). 
Bowlby (1969), whose work largely centred on attachment, emphasised the physical 
and emotional toll for parents when any threat was made to the parent-child bond. 
Possibly as a result of this fractured bond, bereaved parents will often encounter a 
severe disruption to their parental self-identity and role as protector and provider 
(Barrera et al., 2007; Rostila, Saarela & Kawachi, 2011). Such disruption does not 
impact on identity and existential issues alone, rather, parental bereavement has the 
capacity to impact on all areas of the parents’ lives (Barrera et al., 2007). Closer 
examination on the impact of parental bereavement is warranted, however, it is timely 
to first gain an understanding of the distinct predictors that shape grief outcomes for 
bereaved parents.  
Grief Predictors for Bereaved Parents – Do They Factor? 
Closely aligned to Parkes’ determinants of grief theory, specific literature dealing 
with bereaved parents focuses on factors surrounding the child’s death that may 
impact on the course of the bereavement. In Wijngaards-de Meij et al.’s (2008) 
longitudinal study investigating the impact of circumstances surrounding the death of 
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a child on parents’ grief, the authors pose two distinct categories of factors; 
unchangeable (cause and location of death) and changeable events (farewell, funeral 
arrangements). The majority of research involving bereaved parents as participants 
focuses on the impact of unchangeable events, possibly due to the controlled nature of 
the factors that are more conducive to research. Commonly studied factors include: 
cause and unexpectedness of death, age of child at time of death, age, gender and 
level of education of bereaved parent, number of children remaining in the family, 
religious affiliation and time since loss (Aho, Tarkka, Astedt-Kurki, Sorvari, & 
Kaunonen, 2011; Arnold & Gemma, 2008; Barrera et al., 2009; Feigelman, Jordan, & 
Gorman, 2008-2009; Floyd, Mailick, Greenberg, & Song, 2012;  Keesee, Currier, & 
Neimeyer, 2008; Rothaupt & Becker, 2007; Wijngaards-de Meij et al., 2005; 
Wijngarrds-de Meij et al., 2008). A number of these grief factors warrant further 
examination considering the focus of this theses, which specifically deals with 
mothers and fathers who have lost their child from cancer.  
Mothers and Fathers: Differences in Grief 
From the time of conception of a child, the role of the mother and that of the father is 
distinctly different. Therefore, it is not surprising that bereavement literature 
highlights differences in the length, severity and style of grief each parent displays 
upon loss of their child, with a recent study concluding that grief further increases the 
already existing differences (Sochos & Bone, 2012). A general consensus across 
research findings suggests that mothers have greater difficulties adapting to the loss 
(Floyd et al., 2012; Keesee et al., 2008), are more consumed by feelings surrounding 
the grief experience (Alam et al., 2012; Barrera et al., 2007; Decinque et al., 2006), 
and are more vulnerable to complicated grief (Murphy, 2008; Rothaupt & Backer, 
2007). Murphy (2008) found statistically significant differences between mothers and 
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fathers for all mental distress scores over a 5-year period post-loss, with bereaved 
mothers consistently scoring higher than bereaved fathers. Reasoning behind these 
variations are largely drawn from role differences between the parents. Although 
parental roles are somewhat more fluid in the 21st century, it is still widely considered 
that mothers invest more time, resources and effort into child-rearing which would 
account for a difference in type and degree of attachment to the child in comparison to 
the father (Alam et al., 2012; Floyd et al., 2012; Wijngaards-de Meij, 2005).  
In terms of caregiver duties in the case of children diagnosed with cancer, 
Barrera et al. (2009) identify mothers as the caregiver who was most often present 
with the child throughout hospitalizations and the end-of-life period. The study found 
that mothers who took on the primary caregiver role expressed deeper feelings of loss 
and greater difficulties in re-defining their self-identity post-loss compared to fathers. 
Barrera et al. further suggest fathers who were actively involved in the caregiver role 
expressed similar feelings.  
Although the differentiation between bereaved mothers and fathers largely 
points to mothers displaying more complicated symptoms during the grieving process, 
the question of why remains contentious. Is a genetic disposition causing females to 
be more likely to experience depressive symptomatology than males? Or does 
evolutionary and attachment theory play a part in the formation of certain parental 
roles (Wijnaards-de Meij, 2005), which in the experience of parental bereavement, 
creates different vulnerabilities for mothers and fathers? Decinque et al.’s (2006) 
broad findings that bereaved mothers and fathers grieve in different styles and use 
different coping strategies in order to deal with the grief may be sufficient, as it 
allows room for individuality in the grieving process.  
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Cause of Death 
The National Centre for Health Statistics reports that across many countries, cancer is 
the leading cause of natural deaths for children and adolescents (Murphy, 2008). This 
is further supported by the Australian Bureau of Statistics (2006), which cites cancer 
(most commonly brain cancer and Leukaemia) as a leading cause of death for children 
aged 1-14 years, accounting for 18% of childhood deaths. Despite this grim evidence, 
a strong majority of bereaved parent literature and research remains focused on 
perinatal loss and accidental and/or violent death (Barrera et al., 2009), leaving a 
vacuum to greater understanding of the experience and bereavement process for 
parents who have lost their child to cancer (Barrera et al., 2009; Kazak, 2004).  
It is suggested in the literature that unexpected deaths, which include 
accidents, homicide and suicide, are more difficult to manage than expected deaths 
(Murphy, 2008). Further support of this hypothesis was presented by Wijngaards-de 
Meij et al. (2005), suggesting that bereaved parents of sudden deaths faced greater 
stress in adjusting to the loss than parents whose child’s death was resultant of a long 
illness. In an international study (USA, Canada, Australia) by Keesee et al. (2008), 
the contribution of objective risk factors and meaning making in relation to grief 
severity was explored with 157 bereaved parents. The cohort included parents who 
had lost a child from one of six different causes, including: miscarriage/stillbirth 
(6%), natural anticipated (eg. cancer, 12%), natural sudden (eg. heart attack, 20%), 
accident (eg. motor vehicle accident, 45%), suicide (11%), and homicide (6%). A 
mixed method design was utilized with quantitative measures largely focusing on 
grief symptoms, and qualitative methods exploring parents’ sense-making and 
benefit-finding in relation to the loss. Generalised results found that parents level of 
grief aligned to clinical cutoffs suggestive of distressed grievers regardless of the 
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cause of death. More specific results suggested that violence of death was the most 
statistically stable objective risk factor that accounted for differences across measures. 
Results of the study however must be interpreted with caution due to the skewed 
sample of child death causes, with 62% of the sample accounting for violent deaths. 
Furthermore, the authors raise a valid caution that a tendency of risk factors to overlap 
can affect results and account for a lack of statistical significance. The ways in which 
this final point may have impacted on other similar studies results has not yet been 
determined.  
A similar study by Wijngaards-de Meij et al. (2008) that investigated the 
impact of circumstances surrounding the death of a child on parents’ grief yielded 
results that were largely supportive of the previous study. Highest grief scores were 
found for parents whose child died as a result of an accident or violent death followed 
by the loss of a child through an illness or disorder. Results were consistent across all 
three time measurements (6, 13, and 20 months post-loss). Conclusions suggested that 
cause and (un)expectedness of death were predictors of parental grief.  
More recently, the Wisconsin Longitudinal Study published results that 
tracked a 15-year time sample of 175 mid- to later-aged bereaved parents who had 
lost their child due to different circumstances including suicide, accident, short and 
long-term illness (Floyd et al., 2012). Using the Centre for Epidemiological Studies 
Depression Scale (CES-D) to measure depression symptoms in 1992/4 and 2004/6, 
the results contrasted to previous studies. Initial results of the 3-way ANOVA 
revealed an overall significant effect for time in reducing depression symptoms; 
however no significance was found for time x subgroup (circumstance of loss) 
interaction. Further analysis did reveal depression symptoms were highest for mothers 
whose child died of a long-term illness and fathers whose child committed suicide. 
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Interestingly, this indication of poorer levels of functioning was most pronounced just 
prior to the child’s death, and although reduced over time, continued to remain 
highest across all sub-groups 15 years post loss. The authors suggest these results 
might be indicative of the chronic strain the circumstance of loss exacerbates for 
different genders and types of loss. In relation to this study, Floyd et al.’s findings 
highlight the lengthy trajectory of strain the care of and subsequent loss of a child 
suffering from a long-term illness has on the life of these mothers. 
Given the emphasis in the literature on the import of (un)expectedness of 
death on grief predictors, it remains a curious fact that much literature categorically 
generalizes natural deaths as expected. A recent study by Pritchard et al. (2009) 
sought to understand perceptions of bereaved parents about the occurrence of the 
cancer-related death of their child. Despite prior knowledge of the imminent death of 
their child, results refuted previous assumptions that all natural deaths are expected. 
Parents who were surprised by their child’s death accounted for 31% of the sample 
with one parent stating, “because we didn’t expect it. I don’t know if you could ever 
expect it to be a particular day but I didn’t expect it to be that day” (pp. 564).  
Although the study by Pritchard et al., (2009) is substantially smaller than the 
previous studies examined, its findings raise a number of questions which warrant 
further consideration. If there is a substantial amount of bereaved parents whose child 
died by natural causes yet still experienced the death as unexpected, how does this 
impact on results of studies that have categorised these parents as expected deaths? 
Secondly, how does this impact on the way researchers treat and differentiate cause of 
death and grief factors in future studies? Finally, Pritchard et al.’s (2009) study 
highlights a point that others appear to overlook: the loss of a child is difficult 
regardless of the nature of the death. Rather than elevating certain deaths as more 
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difficult, the unique factors and variability of each circumstance needs to be honoured 
and accounted for. For parents who have lost their child to cancer, this may require 
researchers to acknowledge the long and difficult course of the illness itself, which 
can create distinct post-loss challenges for the parents. 
The Experience and Post-Loss Challenges of Losing a Child to Cancer 
The intensive period of care when looking after any loved one with cancer places a 
large amount of psychosocial and physical distress on the carer, which can cause a 
loss of quality of life and decline of physical and mental health (Song et al., 2012). 
For parents of terminally ill children, the process of childhood cancer can be a long 
and exhaustive one, as Murphy summated, “Caring for the ill child, watching him or 
her suffer, and being on an emotional roller coaster because of remission and relapse 
cycles are some of the probable causes of spillover effects on parents’ bereavement 
that need to be taken into account in this area of research” (2008, p. 390). A 
qualitative study by Decinque et al. (2006) found common feelings experienced 
during the bereaved parents’ grieving process included shock, pain, emptiness, guilt, 
anger, and intense loss. As explored earlier in Worden’s table  (see page 6), these 
feelings listed are certainly not unique to the bereavement process of parents. What is 
distinctive in Decinque et al.’s findings however, is that the intensity and centrality of 
these feelings to the daily functioning of the bereaved parent was present even four 
years after their child’s death. In contrast, Alam et al’s (2012) longitudinal study of 
bereaved parents confirmed that mothers continued to experience feelings of sadness 
and despair; however, with less intensity 18 months post loss. This presence of 
confounding findings between different longitudinal studies mapping the trajectories 
of grief further reinforces the unique, individual experiences of bereaved parents.  
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The feeling of guilt is particularly pertinent to the experience of bereaved 
parents, although it is discussed infrequently within the literature. Miles and Demi 
(1991-1991, as cited in Worden, 2009, p. 225) suggested there are five types of guilt 
that can be experienced by bereaved parents; cultural, causal, moral, survival and 
recovery. Worden (2009) closely linked guilt with the need to blame self or others, 
possibly as a way of coming to some understanding around the tragedy of the loss. 
Although it was suggested this is particularly true of fathers (Worden, 2009), Barerra 
et al.’s (2007) study of bereaved parents identified guilt as a factor related to 
overwhelming grief, of which only mothers manifested. One mother highlighted 
aspects of cultural, moral and survival guilt as she stated, “I still feel guilty. As being 
a mother, I think I, I did everything I could for her but……I just can’t stop thinking 
maybe I did something wrong during my pregnancy” (Barerra et al., 2007, p. 156).  
Through the use of grounded theory analysis of interview transcripts for 20 
bereaved parents whose child had died from cancer, Barerra et al. (2007) identified 
three distinct patterns of parental bereavement: integrated, consumed and minimal 
expression of grief. Despite the relatively short amount of time since the loss, the 
majority of parents (65%) had successfully integrated the loss into their daily 
functioning (see Table 1 for an overview of the three dimensions). Despite successful 
adaptation to the loss, these parents also identified experiencing intense pain and 
sadness, with their child’s memory being ever present in their daily life. Although this 
continuing experience of difficult emotions is to be expected given the study 
participants were only 1 – 19 months post loss, McClowry et al. similarly found this 
experience of pain and loss still present 7 – 9 years after the death of a child from 
cancer (1995 as cited in Rogers, Floyd, Seltzer, Greenberg, & Hong, 2008, p. 204).  
Given this acknowledgement of the continuing experience of difficult emotions 
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despite integration of grief, one of the primary differences between integrated and 
consumed grief in Barerra et al.’s study was the experience of emptiness in the 
category of “consumed” (2007). The description of experiencing pervasive emptiness 
following the loss of a child is not unique to this study. Arnold, Gemma, & 
Cushman’s (2005) study found 75% of bereaved parents identified with the image of 
a hollow or empty space with further expressions of emptiness reported by 45 
respondents.  It remains to be seen whether these complicated emotions are indicative 
of consumed or complicated grief, or an expression of grief, which varies in its level 
of intensity throughout the remainder of the bereaved parents life. 
Table 1: Emergent Parental Bereavement Patterns (Barerra et al., 2007) 
 
Integrated Grief 
(65%) 
Consumed by Grief 
(25%) 
Minimal Expression of 
Grief 
(10%) 
Control in 
expression of grief 
Uncontrollable, 
severe grief reactions 
Avoidance, inhibited 
or minimised expression of 
grief 
Positive reframing  Unable to reframe 
their loss 
Concern for and 
awareness of others’ grief 
Focus on life 
being back to normal 
Seeking out 
environments that trigger 
their grief 
Focus on 
instrumental family 
responsibilities 
Keeping busy Difficulty seeing 
other children 
Over scheduling 
daily activities 
Having remaining Difficulty  
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children helps give hope 
and purpose in life 
parenting remaining 
children 
Maintain physical 
routines and exercise 
  
 
 
Similar trends were found in Barrera et al.’s (2009) most recent study of bereaved 
parents. Of particular note is the dominance of positive adaptation to the loss within 
the participants, and the continuing presence of polar opposites in relation to grief 
factors. Through qualitative analysis, three concepts formed the framework for the 
post-loss parental bereavement and adjustment process: perceptions of the deceased 
child, self in relationships with significant others, and self in context of worldview 
and meaning making. Common themes that arose in perceptions of the deceased child 
included grief over the loss of the future, feelings of emptiness and loneliness, relief 
their child was no longer suffering, and the importance of maintaining a relationship 
with their deceased child. This final point in relation to continuing bonds is one of 
great import in the parental bereavement literature as well as this dissertation, 
therefore, will be examined more closely in the coming section of this chapter. 
In reference to the concept of relationships, three distinct groups were 
identified. The majority of participants in Barrera et al.’s (2009) study found that their 
relationship with their spouse was not only a source of stability but had also 
strengthened during the shared experience of losing their child. This finding is in 
contention to results of a study by Rogers et al. (2008), which suggests that marital 
disruption is higher for bereaved parents than non-bereaved. This difference in 
findings might be a result of the broad parental bereavement sample used in Rogers 
study in comparison to Barerra et al.’s study that only used parents whose child had 
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died from cancer. Relationships with surviving children as well as social networks 
revealed largely positive findings, suggesting that both of these were important in the 
healing process. Self-identity, the final relationship factor, was proved to present the 
most difficulty for bereaved parents. Approximately 40% of participants reported 
difficulty in re-defining their identity post-loss, often relating to issues surrounding 
guilt (Barrera et al., 2009).  For those parents who were successful in incorporating 
their loss into their re-defined self identity, reengagement with previous interests such 
as exercise and music proved to be important elements in the restoration of identity. 
Based on this point, conflicting opinions are raised for the current research as to the 
suitability of music therapy for those reincorporating music back into their lives. The 
use of music therapy to explore difficult memories and emotions around grief and 
bereavement for these parents could possibly reduce their newly founded positive 
associations with music. 
The third concept identified in Barrera et al.’s study (2009) related to the 
process of meaning making. Humans are constantly engaged in the process of making 
sense of different events throughout their lives, as meaning provides predictability, 
purpose and order (Neimeyer, 2001). The concept of sense making and benefit 
finding in the bereavement process is discussed in recent literature, which suggests 
that a parents’ inability to make sense of their loss can be a predictor of complicated 
grief (Floyd et al., 2012; Holland, Currier, & Neimeyer, 2006; Keesee et al., 2008). 
Although it has been suggested that bereaved parents are faced with a crisis of 
meaning (Keesee et al., 2008), Barrera et al.’s (2009) study reported that nearly all 
parents were able to find some resolution in their life and worldview by 6 months 
after the death of their child. Despite the positive tone to these findings, at least 35% 
of parents acknowledged difficulty in finding meaning with some aspects of their loss. 
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Specific to the loss of a child to cancer, the authors suggested mothers in particular 
identified difficulties in reengagement with the world. Due to the time consuming 
nature of caring for a child through cancer, bereaved mothers often experienced 
difficulty in accepting the loss of their daily routines and finding new ways in which 
to reengage with self and society. Although it may appear a futile exercise to find 
sense and benefit of losing a child, through the use of religion, science and fate, 
parents were able to seek explanation to complex questions and identify opportunities 
for growth, maturation and appreciation of life.  
Continuation or Closure? 
To forget is one of our greatest fears in the face of loss; to forget their voice, 
their smile, the sound of their laugh, the words they spoke, their touch. To ameliorate 
this fear, Worden (2009) spoke of the need of bereaved parents to allow the 
experience of comfort to be accessed through inner representations of their child. This 
continuation of the bond after death can provide a source of strength and support to 
bereaved parents (Weiss, 2008), with 90% of parents in Barrera et al.’s (2009) study 
identifying their ability to maintain a relationship with their deceased child as a key 
factor of their post-loss adjustment. Cacciatore and Flint’s (2012) recent 
phenomenological study on the use of rituals in helping to mediate grief following the 
death of a child further corroborates the argument for continuing bonds. Their key 
findings suggest that rituals not only assist in maintaining a bond with their child, yet 
also assists in their ability to cope and grow through their loss by providing a sense of 
control, empowerment and opportunity to honour the memory of their child. The 
literature highlights some of the ways in which a parent can remain connected and 
continue their bond with their child, including: assisting other families who have gone 
through similar experiences (Decinque et al., 2006); sharing stories (Cacciatore & 
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Flint, 2012) utilizing inner senses such as sound, sight, rituals and images (Arnold & 
Gemma, 2008); and the creation of legacies to the deceased child (Woodgate, 2006). 
These final two points are of particular interest to this dissertation. Through the use of 
song sharing and song writing, parents were provided the opportunity to engage in a 
point of connection with their child, relive memories, and personally create a legacy 
through song, which paid tribute to their child and acknowledged the difficulty of the 
loss. The question of how these interventions assisted or affected the grieving process 
for the bereaved parents provides a point of departure from which this dissertation is 
based.  
In summation to this section on parental bereavement, we are led back to the 
quote by a bereaved mother questioning society’s need for closure in the experience 
of loss: “What is closure, why do we need it?” Woodgate’s (2006) phenomenological 
study of bereaved parents’ lived experience of transition through the death of a child 
from a life-threatening illness found that parents continued to live in a world without 
closure. Most importantly, parents did not see a lack of closure as positive or 
negative; rather, it formed a reality that they accepted would be part of the rest of their 
lives. A word that is seldom encountered in the parental bereavement literature and 
arguably the most pertinent finding of Woodgate’s study, was that parents chose not 
to experience closure. This choice could be argued from a psychological standpoint of 
maladjustment; however, the reasoning could also be as simple as, what parent would 
ever want to experience closure from their love and memory of their child? 
Music Therapy and Bereavement  
Music has accompanied the act of mourning for centuries as it has proved to be a 
sensitive and popular way to not only commemorate someone’s life yet also express 
the difficult emotions of loss people sometimes struggle to find words for (Stein, 
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2004). Over the past decade, the music therapy literature has increasingly been 
reporting on research and the positive role of music therapy within the field of 
bereavement. Common themes arising within the literature to date include music 
therapy’s role in facilitating support (McFerran & Hunt, 2008; McFerran, Roberts & 
O’Grady, 2010; Register & Hilliard, 2008), access and fostering of memories (Dalton 
& Krout, 2005, 2006; McFerran-Skewes, 2004; Roberts, 2006), and emotional 
expression (Dalton & Krout, 2005, 2006; McFerran-Skewes, 2000; McFerran et al., 
2010; Roberts, 2006; Schwantes, Wigram, McKinney, Lipscomb & Richards, 2011), 
and its role in facilitating the processing of different stages of grief (Dalton & Krout, 
2005, 2006; Hilliard, 2007; Yun & Gallant, 2010). In relation to this final point, there 
have been a number of recent quantitative studies that have highlighted the 
effectiveness of music therapy in helping to reduce some of the negative 
symptomology often associated with grief. In Yun and Gallant’s (2010) clinical study 
on women who were experiencing issues with grief and forgiveness, 21 female 
participants received twelve individual music-based counselling sessions over a six-
month period. T-tests yielded significance suggesting that music-based intervention 
was found to decrease the women’s perceived forgiveness and grief issues as well as 
reducing depression scores. Despite the positive results, the lack of a control group 
makes it difficult in interpreting whether the results were achieved due to the added 
musical component to the traditional counselling sessions. In another study that did 
use a control group in its comparison between music therapy and social work groups 
for bereaved children, results suggested music therapy helped to improve grief 
symptoms and behavioural problems in comparison to social work, which only 
improved behaviour (Hilliard, 2007). Although the measurement tools used report 
high reliability, a degree of caution is warranted as parents and guardians completed 
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both questionnaires. By not including input from the children, the results are subject 
to observational error as well as negating the individual and often internal experience 
of grief. Rosner, Kruse & Hagl’s (2010) fairly recent meta-analysis gives further 
support to the use of music therapy within this field. The study, which was examining 
treatment interventions for bereaved children and adolescents, found that out of 27 
eligible studies, the most successful studies were those that utilised music therapy 
interventions. Overall the literature appears to suggest that music therapy does 
positively target grief symptoms across the age spectrum.  
Although the above quantitative literature doesn’t address specific areas that 
music therapy targets, the qualitative literature does shed greater light on the topic. 
McFerran, who is arguably one of the leading music therapy researchers within the 
field of bereavement, identified four meaning units in her phenomenological 
dissertation of group music therapy for bereaved adolescents (Skewes, 2001). The 
meaning units captured the essential components of a bereavement music therapy 
group and included addressing the emotions of grief, continuing bonds with loved 
ones, the effect of adolescent development and achieving group cohesion. More 
recent studies conduced by McFerran and colleagues in the field of adolescent 
bereavement have replicated the above findings alongside also highlighting the 
importance of music therapy in helping to establish feelings of connection and 
support for its participants and assisting in the process of moving forward (McFerran 
& Hunt, 2008; McFerran et al., 2010; McFerran-Skewes, 2000, 2004). Dalton and 
Krout (2005, 2006) conducted a thematic analysis of 123 songs written by bereaved 
adolescents in individual music therapy sessions. By integrating pre-existing grief 
models discussed in the literature with the themes identified in the songs, the authors 
identified five grief process areas including understanding, feeling, remembering, 
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integrating and growing. Although this model holds promise in helping clinicians to 
shape their work in the field of bereavement, currently these findings are only 
applicable when utilising the intervention of songwriting. Roberts (2006) case 
vignettes on home-based songwriting with bereaved children and adolescents 
concluded music therapy helped her clients to accept, memorialise, empower, express 
and cope with their loss. Despite some difficulties in comparing all of the above 
studies due to differences in session style (individual verses group), interventions 
implemented, and wording used to describe findings, overall findings share core 
similarities and suggest that music therapy is a beneficial medium for addressing grief 
with bereaved adolescents.  
Despite these positive findings, the literature remains problematic due to the 
narrowness of its scope as nearly all of the research and reported programs to date are 
directly related to working with children and adolescents. Given the universality of 
loss and some shared difficulties that many bereaved experience regardless of age or 
gender etc, it is possible to an extent to transfer the information relayed from the 
research to work with bereaved adults. However what remains to be explored is the 
unique challenges, benefits, outcomes and considerations required when working with 
adults who are experiencing grief and loss. This thesis therefore aims to uncover some 
of these questions at hand by exploring the lived experience of music therapy for 
bereaved parents.  
Group Work 
A considerable amount of the literature on music therapy and bereavement describes 
the use of group music therapy, often involving a set-length program (typically 
between 6 to 8 sessions) tailored to address specific age groups and types of grief. 
Although longer programs enable therapists and clients to explore issues at a deeper 
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level, short-term music therapy groups can address immediate needs of clients 
(Jacobowitz, 1992). In one article, Krout (2005) describes a number of one-time 
bereavement groups he has conducted and reflects that the short-term nature of the 
therapy is still beneficial for grieving clients regardless of stage of grief. 
When examining the advantages of group work with bereaved clients, much of 
the literature either explicitly or implicitly draws links to Yalom’s (2005) therapeutic 
factors in group psychotherapy. Factors which are particularly relevant when working 
in the field of bereavement include universality, altruism, the instillation of hope, 
catharsis and cohesiveness. In McFerran’s dissertation direct links were drawn to 
Yalom’s work, with one of the sub-themes identifying that sharing music in a group 
environment led to opportunities for altruism and empathy to occur (McFerran-
Skewes, 2000, 2001). Register and Hilliard (2008) highlight in their article on 
cognitive behavioural music therapy in bereavement groups the benefits of working in 
a group environment as it assists in normalising the experience of grief and offers 
opportunity to access peer support. McFerran & Hunt’s (2008) three-cycle action 
research project in schools, which aimed to promote healthy coping with grief through 
the implementation of group music therapy programs, found similar results. The 
authors reported that the group environment enabled participants to feel “a sense of 
belonging with peers who had similar experiences in an environment that validated 
those experiences” (p. 51). All of the above articles highlight the positive outcomes of 
group work for bereavement, while noting a number of preconditions for the 
achievement of group cohesion. These include the need to feel respected, safe, and a 
sense of trust between group members before disclosing their story and/or feelings of 
grief. Whether these needs and outcomes are also present in music therapy groups for 
bereaved parents remains to be seen.  
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Song Sharing 
It is acknowledged within the literature that music can hold greater significance when 
a person is dealing with a loss due to the way it can form a large part of a person’s life 
and memories (Magill, 2009). The intervention of song sharing draws on this point 
and is a commonly reported intervention within the context of group music therapy 
for bereavement, and involves clients bringing in and sharing with the group a song 
that is significant to them (Grocke, 2007; McFerran-Skewes, 2004). McFerran found 
in her dissertation that sharing songs in a group setting with adolescents not only 
helped to access and foster memories and emotions, yet it also provided opportunities 
for empathy among group members, overall helping to develop group cohesion. 
Furthermore, by using client’s own music choices, it was noted that client’s were able 
to assume immediate ownership to the group session. Grocke (2007) elaborated on 
this point in her book on receptive methods in music therapy suggesting that song 
sharing is a useful intervention in the early stages of therapy as it can help to build the 
therapeutic relationship. This could be an important factor when considering 
appropriate interventions for one-time music therapy sessions.  
One of the potential contraindications when using song sharing in the group 
therapy environment involves how receptive other group participants are when 
listening and discussing musical contributions. McFerran however found that despite 
differing musical tastes among group members, the majority of participants were 
respectful of people’s musical choices and what the song signified (2000, 2001; 
McFerran & Hunt, 2008).  Overall, when working with emotionally difficult topics 
such as bereavement, song listening can often be a less threatening way to share and 
explore some of the difficult and painful emotions of grief rather than having to 
verbalise them (McFerran-Skewes, 2000). Given the potentially powerful nature of 
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this intervention, further consideration and research is warranted firstly in 
understanding how the act of listening to another person’s musical contribution 
impacts on the therapy experience for other group members and secondly, if and how 
these songs continue to ‘live on’ in the lives of participants beyond the therapy 
session.   
Song Parody 
Songwriting is one of the most widely used interventions in music therapy practise 
across the full gamut of populations, age groups and styles of therapy. Alongside song 
sharing (discussed above), it is the other most commonly reported intervention used in 
music therapy bereavement work (Schwantes et al., 2011). One of the main benefits 
of this intervention for bereavement is that it provides an avenue for emotional 
expression (Heath & Lings, 2012; McFerran-Skewes, 2004), or as Roberts suggested, 
enables clients to “sing their story through the process of songwriting” (2006, p. 18). 
Schwantes et al (2011) drew attention to the connection between writing, which some 
studies have shown to be beneficial for bereavement, and songwriting. The authors 
suggested that songwriting may be more beneficial due to the combination of both 
musical and written content, however there are no studies which have compared the 
two interventions to date.  
 
Despite its pervasive use in music therapy practice, particularly within Australia 
(Grocke, 2007), song parody has received minimal attention within the literature to 
date other than superficial reports of its use as an intervention within the greater 
treatment design. This may be due to a number of reasons: firstly, the intervention is 
viewed as a less demanding form of songwriting and as such is seen as a way to ease 
clients into the process of original songwriting (Roberts, 2006). As Baker and 
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MacDonald (2013) found in their recent study on therapeutic songwriting 
experiences, original songwriting was the recommended approach in clinical settings 
as song parody was not found to be as meaningful. Although these findings may be 
substantiated within the context of the therapy room, it is still not clear if beyond the 
therapeutic space, the above findings are still applicable.  
The Afterlife of a Song 
The afterlife of a song is a domain that has received little attention within the music 
therapy literature to date, despite the central relevance such a topic holds to the 
profession. Literature that has touched on the topic has done so by specifically 
examining song creations (products of song writing) beyond the therapy room. 
Aasgaard’s (2002, 2005) doctoral dissertation on the life history of songs created by 
19 peadiatric oncology patients identified largely positive findings, suggesting that 
songs which lived on beyond the therapy session continued to be an avenue for 
expression, feelings of achievement and pleasure. Baxter and O’Callaghan (2010) 
started to explore the topic in their article on decision-making about products created 
by palliative care patients. The authors suggested therapists need to engage clients in 
a discussion about the future use of products such as song creations beyond the 
therapy room and when it would and would not be appropriate to listen to these.  
Utilising a grounded theory methodology, Baker (2013) has recently extended the 
discussion further by examining the reflections of forty-five music therapists in 
regards to the ongoing life of songs composed by clients. A significant finding of the 
author’s research suggests that although there are therapeutic benefits in listening to 
song creations beyond therapy, there are also inherent risks including becoming 
emotionally stuck by reliving painful memories and emotions. Baker concludes that it 
is the music therapists’ responsibility to weigh up the potential benefits and risks 
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before providing clients with song creations from therapy. Despite this significant 
contribution to the topic, all of the above research specifically focuses on song 
creations, however, the profession of music therapy utilises a vast range of music in 
daily practise including popular songs that are frequently encountered in daily life. 
How clients relationship to these songs continue to exist beyond the therapy space 
remains to be seen.  
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Chapter 4. Methodology 
An invitation to explore 
The aim of this thesis was to narratively explore the ways in which music therapy, 
specifically song parody technique, shaped bereaved parents engagement with music 
in their lives.  
In order to address this overarching aim, three questions were explored: 
(1) What are bereaved parents lived experiences of music therapy? 
(2) How do bereaved parents lived experiences of music therapy affect their 
ongoing relationship with music? 
(3) In what ways does the song parody technique shape a bereaved parents 
meaning of the song? 
The following chapter presents a detailed description of the paradigms, practical steps 
and processes undertaken to complete the research on which this dissertation is based. 
The chapter will initially explore the broad constructs of the qualitative methodology 
and epistemological positioning of the author including an overview of narrative 
inquiry and the three-dimensional narrative inquiry space. Following on from this 
methodological positioning, the chapter will describe the music therapy interventions 
implemented, methods of data collection, the analysis process and finally ethical 
considerations that arose as a result of researching a vulnerable client group such as 
bereaved parents. 
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Methodological positioning 
 
The Quality of Life 
The act of qualitative research is a human one (Wheeler & Kenny, 2005). It aims to 
develop an understanding of aspects of human lived experience in all its layers and 
dimensions, and as such, uncover the meaning in experience. From a theoretical 
perspective, Denzin and Lincoln posit,  
Qualitative research is a situated activity that locates the observer in the world. It 
consists of a set of interpretive, material practices that make the world visible. 
These practices transform the world. They turn the world into a series of 
representations, including field notes, interviews, conversations, photographs, 
recordings, and memos to the self. At this level, qualitative research involves an 
interpretive, naturalistic approach to the world. This means that qualitative 
researchers study things in their natural settings, attempting to make sense of, or 
interpret, phenomena in terms of the meanings people bring to them. (2005, p.3) 
As concise a representation of qualitative research the above is, a deeper layer that 
acknowledges the conflict and diversity stemming from working with humans 
(Denzin & Lincoln, 2008a) adds further complexity to our understanding of 
qualitative research. Byrne-Armstrong, Higgs, and Horsfall’s (2001) book on critical 
moments in qualitative research acknowledges our humanness as they tell of the 
chaos, the mess, the moments of conflict and personal disruption, and the intrusion of 
our inner and outer worlds during the research process. Such varied views of the 
qualitative paradigm may lead one to question which interpretation or experience to 
align. One possibility may be to situate rather than separate the theory and the 
experience alongside each other, as Daly (2007) remarks, “When we do scientific 
research, we strive for reasoned explanation, representational accuracy, and certainty. 
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When we do art, we strive for arousal, vividness, and interpretive creativity. When we 
do qualitative research, we do science and art” (p. 1).  
During the process of coming to understand qualitative research and to find a 
definition I could attach myself to, I found myself continuously drawn back to this 
Daly quote. Although the concept of research that was not only scientific in nature yet 
artistic, creative and alive in its production reiterated my preference in positioning 
myself as a qualitative researcher, the attraction also felt larger than purely this. The 
realisation came that my personal interpretation and belief of music therapy as a 
profession was being encapsulated in the statement, “we do science and art”. It is at 
this point I have come to realise that I am not so defined as a researcher by the 
paradigm that I choose to adopt, as by the profession of which I am a part. As a music 
therapist, I practice science and art daily; I am constantly finding myself engulfed in 
its reasoning, its complexity, its strive for facts and evidence and then its rejoice and 
sometimes heartache in the emotionality of being and giving creatively. It is because 
of these tensions I find myself choosing a research paradigm that also reflects my 
daily reality.  
A Reason To Explore 
The strength of qualitative research designs is in unravelling the experiences and 
meanings of grief that are unique to each individual (Neimeyer, Hogan & Laurie, 
2008). While quantitative designs in grief work are also essential, providing useful 
information on frequency and intensity of responses, vulnerability, and comparisons 
within and across groups, they are less sensitive to the individual experiences of the 
participants. Barrerra et al. (2007) advocate the use of qualitative methodology in 
their study of parental bereavement for its capacity to capture the depth and sensitive 
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nature of the lived experience of losing a child. Neimeyer, Hogan and Laurie (2008) 
further suggest that qualitative designs are particularly useful in the generation of 
either new theory or expanding on limited theory and providing a deeper 
understanding for how people make meaning of events.  
The increasing use of qualitative methodology in the field of music therapy is 
reflective of trends across the research culture at large (Wheeler & Kenny, 2005). One 
of the primary foundations of qualitative research is its emphasis on describing and 
exploring meaning across a variety of contexts. Relevant to the music therapy 
profession, Rubin & Rubin (1995) stated, “The field of public health is full of 
puzzling questions, complicated relationships, and slowly evolving events – 
phenomena leaving gaps in understanding that invite qualitative methods to fill” (p. 
51). 
The use of a qualitative methodology for this study will allow the research 
questions –understanding the lived experience of music used in therapy for bereaved 
parents – to be explored in depth, through a sensitive and individualistic design. 
Furthermore, the methodology acknowledges the temporality of experience, which is 
paramount to the current design as it traces how the meaning of music evolves 
throughout and beyond the therapy process.  
Constructivism: Constructing Lifeworlds 
As the derivative of the word constructivism suggests, the philosophy of this 
paradigm is underpinned by the premise that our understanding of the world is 
constructed from our personal experiences. Given the individuality of our lifeworlds 
and such experiences, the constructivist paradigm acknowledges there is no single 
truth to be found or known (Lincoln & Guba, 2003). Rather, it is posited there are 
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multiple truths as our reality seesaws between our perceived external reality and 
social worlds, and our internal meaning making processes (Daly, 2007). For the 
constructivist, the act of meaning-making is of prime importance as our actions or 
inactions in our daily lives are often of consequence and shaped by the way we have 
interpreted previous frames of reference (Guba & Lincoln, 2008) and the process of 
interaction in which the meanings are built (Daly, 2007).  
Our worlds are comprised of mental, social, psychological and linguistic 
elements, which we as individuals and social groups constantly create, re-create and 
co-create (Guba & Lincoln, 2007. Lincoln and Guba (Denzin & Lincoln, 2008b) 
suggest that the constructivist paradigm seeks reconstructed understandings of our 
social and lived worlds, however, as Shultz highlights, with this process of structuring 
our understanding also comes a process of self-selection (1962; cited in Flick, 2006, 
p. 79). Such interpretivist processes occur not only in the participants account of their 
experiences, everyday lives and perceptions which they hold and communicate, but 
also as the researcher starts to uncover, create, explain and theorize participants 
meanings (Daly, 2007). So how does one reconcile such bias? With conflict comes 
acceptance, as Polkinghorne wrote “true knowledge is limited to the objects and the 
relationships between them that exist in the realm of time and space. Human 
consciousness, which is subjective, is not accessible to science, and thus not truly 
knowable” (1989, p. 23). Thus, the constructivist researcher attempts to understand 
and portray the multiple perspectives of a persons life-world based on the persons 
story, all its layers and the fluidity of such an active production of experience at that 
point in time (Flick, 2006). It is such a reconciliation that allows the constructivist 
researcher to develop an understanding of what that life tells us about a phenomenon. 
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The use of a constructivist lens for the current research has been adopted for a 
number of reasons: it acknowledges the existence of multiple realities, which account 
for the individual nature of grief (Wheeler & Kenny, 2005); recognises the dual 
import of researcher and participant as both interact and influence each other 
throughout the research process (Finaly, 2006; Wheeler & Kenny, 2005); and views 
all entities in a state of mutual simultaneous shaping (Wheeler & Kenny, 2005). This 
final point is particularly salient to the current research as it recognises that due to the 
temporality of experience, findings will always be partial, emergent and fluid (Finlay, 
2006).  
On Matters Ontological… 
Given that ontology encompasses what we view as the nature of reality and being 
(Healy & Perry, 2000), the constructivist adopts a relativist ontological outlook; that 
is, there is a belief in the existence of and ability for multiple realities to co-exist 
(Coast, 1999; Denzin & Lincoln, 2008; Ponterotto, 2005). Furthermore, these realities 
are largely context bound, shaped by varying factors such as the situation, the social 
environment or the person themselves (Coast, 1999). Elaborating on these contexts in 
the realm of qualitative inquiry, Daly (2007) outlines six ontological assumptions 
which provides a platform on which we can view the different layers of nature and 
reality, including meaningful reality, social, symbolic, temporal, mundane and 
contradictions in social reality. Extending Daly’s assumptions to bereaved parents, it 
is proposed that meaningful reality adopts an ontological centre, as the process of 
grief and grieving often encompasses a search to make meaning of the loss. During 
this process, a person is bound by temporality (time before the loss and time since the 
loss), social interactions (support from friends, family and professionals), as well as 
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day-to-day sociality. These realities, meanings, temporality and sociality, are well 
discussed and reflected on within the qualitative paradigm. Less often discussed, 
however pertinent to the topic of grief are Daly’s other assumptions: the symbolic, 
mundane and contradictory. Our symbolic realities, often nuanced and fleeting, play 
an important role in the lifeworld of bereaved parents by keeping them connected to 
loved ones. Next are the mundane moments of reality, some of which may be painful 
reminders of loss, such as thinking you need to take your lost child to school in the 
morning. Finally, the reality that our social contradictions can take is complex. A 
bereaved parent may contradict the sociocultural customs on grieving in their society, 
or the contradiction may involve emotions (relief versus devastation at the loss) and 
affect (appearing to be coping in your interactions with the social world however 
deeply struggling behind closed doors). By examining these six ontological 
assumptions of reality in relation to grief, the complexity, diversity and richness of the 
lived experience of grief for bereaved parents begins to be highlighted, which in turn 
confirms the adoption of a relativist ontology.  
One of the most salient contexts that shapes our ontological stories and views 
is the temporal nature of our lives. When we ask a research participant to tell us about 
a specific experience, we are asking that a story of our past be told in the guise of the 
present (Daly, 2007). This warping or distortion of time is creating layers of reality as 
actions of our past are told in the emotionality of the present with the predictions of 
the future. Through the ontological outlook of multiple layers of reality however, an 
avenue is provided in which the temporal processes of grief and musical meaning can 
be viewed on whichever or however many paths they either converge on or separate 
for each individual.  
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It is on this thought of an emergent and temporal world that I come to this 
research, holding the belief that we do not discover one meaning to a phenomenon in 
our lives. Rather, we continue to construct meanings in a variety of ways across and 
through time, and as a result, we as human beings live in a constant state of becoming 
(Gray, 2004). Hence, our meanings of experiences will never be expressed in 
completeness, our experiences cannot find a beginning and an end, and our stories are 
constantly evolving, just as we continue to evolve and become.  
Narrative Inquiry 
Humans are natural and effective storytellers; it is the way we converse with others in 
our world, and make meaning for self and others. Some researchers suggest our use of 
story is rooted in human agency (Andrews, Day Sclater, Squire & Tamboukou, 2004). 
The increasing popularity and acceptance of narrative inquiry as a research 
methodology comes not from a development of narrative, but rather from an 
understanding of the transferability of a natural phenomenon such as story and its use 
for us as humans to continue learning, telling, experiencing and understanding our 
“storied” lives. Narrative inquiry is commonly used within the field of bereavement 
research (Bartik, Maple, Edwards & Kiernan, 2013; Ellis, Dowrick, & Lloyd-
Williams, 2013; Gustafsson, Wiklund-Gustin, & Lindstrom, 2011) possibly due to the 
ability to capture the uniqueness of experience whilst handling people’s stories with 
sensitivity. It allows for understanding aspects of the bereavement experience in 
greater depth than what other methodologies do. The shift away from traditional 
positivist research to a methodology such as narrative inquiry may be reflective of 
new trends in healthcare practice and research as Ledger suggests “the shift towards 
management, holistic approaches, and patient-centred care have led to a growing 
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interest in patients’ individual and subjective experiences of illness and healthcare” 
(2010, p. 64). Reflecting on the above, it is surprising given the storied nature of 
music and the largely patient-centred, holistic approach of music therapy, that this 
methodology has not been used more widely within music therapy research until 
recently. The past decade however has seen an increase in authors using various 
forms of the narrative methodology to explore topics ranging from music therapy in 
palliative care (Clements-Cortes, 2009), service development (Ledger, 2010), 
supervision experiences (Kennelly, 2014) to health musicking (Bonde, Ruud, 
Skanland & Trondalen, 2014). Given the sensitive and experiential nature of the 
research topic for this thesis, the way in which music therapy shapes bereaved parents 
engagement with music in their lives, narrative inquiry was chosen as the 
methodology as it could “describe aspects which are hard to express, enable 
reflection, give voice to different perspectives, and reveal insights that would not have 
been possible otherwise” (Ledger, 2010, p. 71).   
Clandinin & Connelly’s (2000; Clandinin, 2006) three-dimensional narrative 
inquiry space will form the guiding theoretical framework for the research. They 
discuss the impetus for arriving at this framework as a need to create a metaphoric 
space, one which captured the wholeness of their lives and their participants’ lives, 
whilst allowing them to engage in the unfolding of experiences as they occurred 
through the elements of temporal, personal, social and situational aspects. Thus the 
overall tenets of the three dimensional space include: Temporality – encompassing the 
constant temporal transition and state of flux that people and events are constantly 
engaged in; Sociality – bridging the personal (intrinsic) and social (extrinsic) 
conditions which constructs the individual’s context, including the relationship of the 
narrative inquirer to the participants, and finally: Place – the physical space where the 
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event and/or inquiry takes place and how this can impact on the experience 
(Clandinin, Pushor & Orr, 2007).  
The three-dimensional narrative inquiry space will inform all aspects of this 
dissertation; data generation, analysis, and presentation. It should be noted that the 
inquiry space is not just a framework for use in the analysis stage of the narrative 
inquiry process, rather, it is a temporal space which exists along the continuum of the 
narrative inquiry experience. It provides a dimension in which to explore participants’ 
experiences, researcher experiences and the co-constructed experiences of participant 
and researcher as they are developed through a relational inquiry process (Clandinin, 
2006); or as one may say, through the shared mutuality of the larger landscape of life.  
Mapping the research terrain 
The Music Therapy Sessions 
The music therapy sessions that are reported on in this thesis were part of an annual 
three-day retreat in the Maleny Hinterlands hosted by the Queensland Leukaemia 
Foundation for bereaved parents in 2007 and 2008. The Foundation’s two counsellors 
were the primary organisers of the annual event and music therapy sessions were 
commissioned for three hours on the Saturday morning of the retreat. The sessions 
involved all the bereaved parents attending for the weekend, the two counsellors and 
the music therapist, myself. The interventions used in the MT sessions were informed 
by the literature as well as my own experience working in the field. Both MT sessions 
adopted the same session structure as follows: 
Prior to the retreat 
All participants were sent an information package about the weekend from the Qld 
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Leukaemia Foundation. Within this information pack, all parents were asked to bring 
along a piece of music, which is meaningful to them (either they had shared with their 
child or was involved in their process of grieving). Parents were made aware they 
would be sharing this piece of music with other group members. 
At the retreat 
The session would start with a meet and greet followed by an explanation of MT and 
an overview of what the retreat participants would be doing during the MT session 
that day. Group members were given an opportunity during this time to ask any 
questions or voice any concerns they may have. Furthermore, it was made explicitly 
clear to all group members that should anyone feel overwhelmed at any stage, it was 
completely acceptable to leave the group room until they felt ready to return. The 
framework of practice in the following music therapy sessions was not concrete. In 
my daily work as a music therapist I primarily practiced within the framework of 
Cognitive Behavioural Music Therapy. However, during the bereavement retreats, my 
therapeutic approach was more eclectic and borrowed tenets from grief stage theories, 
person-centred counselling and growth centred models commonly found in 
bereavement work (Tedeschi & Calhoun, 2008). By adopting this approach, I was 
able to emotionally sit with and meet the needs of clients based on where each 
individual was in their grieving process and if appropriate, explore avenues such as 
change in relationships, personal strength, and existential and spiritual growth; overall 
exploring concepts of past, present and future selves. Refer to 
Intervention 1: Song Sharing 
During this section, each group member played a CD recording of a song they had 
brought to share. Reasons for choosing a certain song to share varied amongst group 
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members, ranging from songs that had been a favourite of their child’s, songs which 
the parent had used to assist them during the initial stages of grieving, to songs which 
the deceased child had written and recorded themselves during music therapy sessions 
they received during the period of their illness. Each parent would discuss their song 
choice with the group either before and/or after the song had been played. Dependent 
on number of group members and the amount of verbal processing which occurred, 
this section would often take between 1 to 1.5 hours. Following the conclusion of this 
section, the group would break for morning-tea and some respite. 
Intervention 2: Song Parody 
All group members were given a book of songs that I had compiled during my time 
practising as a music therapist and asked to put forward suggestions of what song they 
may want to re-write the words to. Once a list of potential songs had been generated, 
an elimination process occurred. This process involved group member feedback on 
suggestions plus therapist feedback related to any potential difficulty in regards to 
form/musical aspects of certain pieces. Once a short list had been decided upon 
(normally 2 or 3 potential songs), I would then sing and play the songs either on piano 
or guitar to the group. Final songs chosen are as follows (see appendix  1A & B for 
complete original song lyrics): 
Year 2007 Better Man by Robbie Williams 
Year 2008 Lean On Me by Bill Withers 
Upon the group choosing a song, using the whiteboard, I would ask group 
members to brainstorm what they wanted their song to be about. Examples of 
suggestions offered include ‘hope’, ‘strength’, ‘support’, ‘memories’, ‘pain’. As 
suggestions were often one word, I used probing open-ended questions to gain greater 
detail. For example, if a group member suggested they wanted the song to be about 
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‘hope’, I would follow up by asking ‘hope for…?’ Common responses to this 
question included ‘hope for the future’ and ‘hope for the pain to go away’. Once these 
further responses were written on the board, more in-depth discussions would often 
ensue as I would probe group members to explore deeper, for example ‘how do you 
find this hope, what will it take’ etc. As more points were added onto the board, more 
connections between points would become apparent. For example, a common fear of 
bereaved parents in moving forward is not wanting to forget anything about their 
child. Thus, core topics of hope, memory and fear became interconnected, allowing 
for much richer discussions to take place.   
Once the group had finished brainstorming, we would re-read through all the 
suggestions, look at the form of the song (ie how many verses) and start grouping 
together themes. Following this, the group and I would sing through the song before 
starting to change the words based on the brainstormed ideas/themes. Upon 
completion of re-writing the words, the group would sing through their version of the 
song a number of times before doing a final recording. This approach to song writing 
is one commonly utilised within the field of music therapy, with a recent publication 
by Baker and MacDonald (2013) outlining a protocol for song parody which is largely 
reflective of the steps described above.  
This second section following the song sharing would take between 1.5 to 2.5 
hours, thus, depending on timing, I would facilitate a final de-brief with the group in 
regards to how they were feeling, how they found the process etc.  
Post retreat 
Approximately 1-2 weeks following the retreat, I would make a CD for all group 
members. This CD included the group recording of their song parody plus a copy of 
all the songs played during the song sharing. The counsellors used photographs they 
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took from the weekend to make a cover for the CD and once finalised, the Qld 
Leukaemia Foundation posted out the final product to all retreat participants.  
Participant Information and Sampling 
The participant pool for the research utilised purposive sampling, which is a 
frequently discussed method in the arena of qualitative research. Seidman (2006) 
suggests that the primary criteria for appropriateness of participation are whether the 
researcher’s topic is central to the participants’ experience and inclusion of 
participants who all experience similarities in structural and social conditions relevant 
to the research. Unlike quantitative research in which samples are often large in size, 
randomized and aim to achieve statistical power, qualitative research is conceptually 
driven, largely utilising small sample sizes, and emphasizing richness in data through 
the generation of a large amount of information from participants, typically through 
in-depth interviews (Curtis, Gesler, Smith & Washburn, 2000). In Curtis et al.’s 
discourse on sampling in qualitative research, a set of 6 ‘sampling attributes’ derived 
from the work of Miles and Huberman (1994) help to further inform and justify the 
use of the current sample. Criteria include: 
(1) The sampling strategy should be relevant to the conceptual framework and the 
research questions addressed by the research 
(2) The sample should be likely to generate rich information on the type of 
phenomena which need to be studied 
(3) The sample should enhance the generalizability of the findings 
(4) The sample should produce believable descriptions/explanations (in the sense 
of being true to real life) 
(5) Is the sample strategy ethical? 
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(6) Is the sampling plan feasible? 
Due to the specific nature of the research question - the lived experience and meaning 
of music used in therapy for bereaved parents - the participant pool consisted of 
bereaved parents who attended the Leukaemia Foundation’s Bereaved Parent Retreat 
in Maleny in 2007 and 2008. Including participants from two separate years increased 
the trustworthiness of the data, as it was possible to observe whether participants’ 
experiences were specific to the particular session that they attended or reflective of 
the music therapy experience more generally. 
Participants  
The study participants were derived from the group of 18 participants who attended 
the 2007 and 2008 retreats. A total of five participants took part in the study and were 
aged 30 and above, from white Anglo-Saxon backgrounds and lived in Queensland.  
During the earlier stages of this research project, it was anticipated that clients 
would be recruited from the 2009 retreat, and that these participants would participate 
in one interview immediately following the therapy session and another around one 
year later. One client from the 2009 retreat was recruited into the study. Following the 
initial interview, the transcripts for this participant were excluded from the dataset as 
the participant did not agree to the conditions of consent that included the use of 
pseudonyms. The interview included in-depth discussions of issues that were highly 
sensitive in nature and legally compromising. As such a narrative using this data 
cannot be published.  
Recruitment 
Due to the vulnerable nature of research with bereaved parents, the way in which 
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potential participants were approached and recruited to the study was carefully 
considered. Hynson, Aroni, Bauld, & Sawyer’s (2006) article that discusses a variety 
of considerations specific to research with bereaved parents suggests that an invitation 
to participate in research via mail is the preferred method by which bereaved parents 
wish to be approached. The primary reasons for this preference is that it is viewed as 
the least obtrusive approach and allows the parents time to reflect and carefully 
consider if they are willing to be involved. Furthermore, in an attempt to avoid 
participant coercion or breach of confidentiality, third party participant recruitment 
was the chosen participant recruitment method. 
The Queensland Leukaemia Foundation was given packages collated by the 
primary researcher to post out to all potential participants. All personal details of 2007 
and 2008 retreat participants (address, phone numbers, email address) were accessed 
by the Leukaemia Foundation from their personal database.  
Packages posted out to all retreat participants included: 
• Study Information sheet (see Appendix 2) 
• Consent form (see Appendix 3) 
• Expression of interest form for participating in the study (included on bottom 
of consent form – see above) 
• Gatekeeper letter from the Queensland Leukaemia Foundation (see Appendix 
4) 
• Official ethics approval form from The University of Queensland (see 
Appendix 5) 
• Pre-paid and addressed envelope to the primary researcher 
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Approximately two months following the initial mail-out, all retreat 
participants were sent another letter (plus another copy of the items as listed above) 
informing them that there was still opportunity to participate in the study should they 
wish (see Appendix 6). Following both mail-outs, a total of five people responded 
agreeing to participate in the research.  
Data Generation 
Qualitative Interviewing 
Interviewing is an important method and tool within the qualitative research paradigm 
as it captures great depth of understanding on a topic (Rubin & Rubin, 2005). 
Qualitative interviews can reconstruct events and uncover participants’ meanings, 
lived experiences, and the thoughts and feelings that accompany these stories 
(Liamputtong, 2013; Fontana & Frey, 2003; Elliot, 2005). As Daly (2007) suggests, 
the interview is a “conversation with an agenda” which, through the constructivist 
lens, works under the assumption that the interviewee is the expert (Smith, 1995). 
Thus, by providing a platform on which participants can explore topics in their own 
words, at their own pace and in the level of depth with which they are comfortable, 
the resultant picture becomes a true and accurate representation of the participants self 
and world views at that point in time (Fontana & Frey, 2003).  
Numerous researchers suggest that interviewing is a recommended form of 
data collection, especially when researching people who are vulnerable, marginalized 
and/or contending with issues of health and illness (Holloway & Wheeler, 2010; Low, 
2013). When working with these types of participants, the interview environment 
allows researchers to continue seeking on-going consent throughout the research 
process, thus, reducing the possibility of coercion (Low, 2013; Rosenblatt, 1995). 
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Extending on this concept, Hynson et al.’s (2006) research with bereaved parents 
found that by providing a “no questions asked” option out of the research, bereaved 
families felt empowered during the process. Given the vulnerability of the bereaved 
parents who participated in the current study, opportunities for processual consent and 
empowerment were continually sought throughout each interview.   
Semi-structured Interviews 
Within qualitative interviewing there are a growing number of approaches, however, 
one of the more favoured styles is semi-structured interviewing (Holloway & 
Wheeler, 2010). The semi-structured approach helps to organize an interview and 
give it focus whilst allowing the interview process to maintain a flexibility, allowing 
the interviewer and interviewee to explore novel areas as they emerge (Daly, 2007; 
Smith, 1995; Taylor & Francis, 2013).  Given the sensitive nature of the current 
research project, a semi-structured interview design was utilized to help keep the 
interview on track and relevant to the research questions whilst also allowing 
flexibility and space should the participant wish to discuss other aspects of their 
grieving process. Once an initial draft of interview questions was created, one of my 
supervisors ran an experiential supervision session during which they tested the 
interview schedule by taking on the role of the interviewer and putting me in the 
position of the interviewee. Upon completion of the mock interview, a debrief session 
took place exploring my reactions to the questions, structure, pace and aim of the 
interview schedule. Changes were made accordingly and the final interview schedule 
was split into three distinct sections (see Appendix 7 for the full interview schedule): 
Section 1 Explored the role of music in the participant’s life 
Section 2 Asked participants to reflect on all the different components of 
the MT session and their experience 
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Tea Break (food provided by researcher) 
Listen to a recording of original version of song used for the song parody  
Section 3 Explored if and how the meaning of music had changed post 
music therapy 
All participants were given the choice of location for the interview between their own 
home or alternatively at the Qld Leukaemia Foundation office. Four of the five 
participants elected to have the interview in their home with interviews taking place 
between one and two years post music therapy.  
Each interview was kept as informal as possible, often taking place in the 
participant’s living room. Following an initial ‘catch up’, I explained to each 
participant the purpose of the interview, an outline of its structure and provided them 
with an opportunity to either ask any questions or provide any information which they 
felt may be important to share prior to the interview commencing. Participants were 
informed they could request a break at any point during the interview or request to 
terminate the interview without penalty at any stage. Following the tea break, all 
participants were given the choice of whether they wished to listen to the original 
version of the song their group had used for the song parody intervention. Participants 
were also provided the option of either listening to the song via an audio CD or more 
privately using earphones. Interview lengths varied considerably, ranging from 1.5 to 
4.5 hours in length. Factors such as participant’s personality, level of disclosure and 
amount of emotional difficulty experienced during the interview impacted on 
interview length. For interviews which were longer, it was generally found that those 
participants had complicated grieving stories and shared these stories alongside much 
more personal information particularly during the tea break section of the interview. 
Although not all information was relevant to this particular research project, as the 
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literature recommends, it was still important to provide this space and forum for 
debriefing and sharing should the participant wish to do so.  
Member Checking 
Member checking was implemented following all interviews. Participants received in 
the mail a complete verbatim copy of the interview transcript, including any 
discussion that occurred during the tea break, no later than 8 weeks post interview. 
Views on the use of member checking within the field of qualitative research are 
divided, with some advocating its use based on its ability to add a further layer to the 
research as it allows participants the opportunity to continue to build further upon the 
interview and/or indicate whether they feel the interview was a true representation of 
their perspective on the topic (Dickson-Swift, James, Kippen, & Liamputtong, 2007, 
2009; Forbat & Henderson, 2005; Koelsch, 2013). Others though have highlighted the 
contentiousness of member checking due to aspects such as changed perceptions over 
time, defensive reactions from participants or difficulty in adopting a critical stance 
due to the relationship between researcher and participant (Holloway & Wheeler, 
2010; Sands, 2013).  
For the current research project, member checking was implemented as it 
allowed the participants the opportunity to remove from the transcript any information 
they felt uncomfortable about including, the chance to add any additional information 
they may have overlooked during the interview, and the opportunity to clarify any 
points in further depth. Three of the participants chose not to make any amendments 
to the interview transcript. Two participants removed large sections of the interview 
(primarily all of the tea break discussion) due to the highly sensitive nature of the 
topics discussed.  
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Of note, for a number of participants, regardless of whether they made 
changes to the interview transcript or not, the act itself of re-reading their story was an 
emotionally difficult one. Thus, member checking of the narratives was decided 
against in an effort to avoid any form of re-traumatisation given the large period of 
time which lapsed between the interview and when the final narratives would have 
been available to send. 
 
Reflexivity 
In order to account for the humanness of qualitative research with all its messiness 
and moments of intricate subjectivity, the act of reflexivity is integral to the research 
process. Reflexivity can be described as a researcher’s heightened sense of self-
awareness within the process of the research including the ability to reflect on how 
the researcher’s own beliefs, experiences, values and history might shape and 
influence the research process (Elliott, 2005; Josselson, 2007). By engaging in this 
process of reflection, a greater sense of transparency, clarity and acknowledgement of 
moments of countertransference can be achieved. 
Dickson-Swift et al., (2009) discuss in their examination of researching 
sensitive topics that given the emotional labour this type of research can have, it is 
important that researchers pay due attention to management of the self throughout the 
process. As there were many points throughout the study that my personal story 
intersected with aspects of my participants’ stories, having multiple points of 
reflexivity throughout the research process became crucial during this project. My 
reflexive practices included: 
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(1) In-depth reflexive notes embedded within the interview transcripts that were 
revisited at multiple points throughout the research process. By revisiting 
these notes, I was able to reflect on whether my 
opinions/understanding/analysis of the interviews had developed over time 
and if so, how (refer to Figure 2). 
The section was over so quickly. Joy’s answers at times were so brief I found myself 
wondering why she signed on for this interview if she was only going to give such 
brief answers. I found myself deciding that she was trying to be supportive of all 
research around bereavement because from her experience she understood why it’s 
important. My frustration at her curt responses was somewhat curbed by me thinking 
of her participation in this way.  
Looking back now though, I wonder why I thought she ‘owed’ me better 
answers. Why was it my right to expect anything of her? Wasn’t her sitting there 
enough? This is maybe the core difference between researching and therapy. In 
therapy, it is not about you, the major part is the client, and your expectations are 
whatever they bring to you in the moment. In research though, the role is turned 
around, you see yourself as the major person, as whatever your participants give you 
is going to make an impact on your research. You want their contribution to be good 
because of this. But what I forgot in this equation was that Joy was still coming to me 
as someone who is grieving and struggling to move through the grief; does that mean 
I need to still see her as a client? That my expectations of her are what I would have 
of a client? Where do we meet? I am starting to suspect that it is not in the middle. It 
never can be if you’ve been their therapist also…. 
FIGURE	  2:	  REFLEXIVE	  NOTES	  FOLLOWING	  THE	  INTERVIEW	  WITH	  JOY	  
(2) Sharing of personal written stories with my supervisors (refer to Figure 3). 
These stories would be written at my own perceived critical junctures 
throughout the research process and served as a way for my supervisors to 
understand my story better. By providing this background information, my 
supervisors were able to provide more informed feedback in regards to 
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whether my own subjective interpretation was becoming too dominant 
throughout the analysis and resultant narratives.  
Dear Felicity and Margaret,  
It’s been hard to sit down and write this. 2009 felt like a year of turbulence – a year I 
don’t necessarily wish to remember yet a year I learnt so much. I started therapy half 
way through the year that made me confront all my own grief. It stirred the pot. I 
couldn’t talk or think of Gra [my grandfather] without crying; I couldn’t make sense 
of death; I couldn’t accept life. When I say this I mean, one can’t fully accept their life 
if they can’t accept their own death in the process. All of these fears seemed to collide 
and I became very protective of change. Looking back now at my conference paper I 
gave in Sydney on my PhD topic, I see all the fear of mine that was in that paper. I 
became scared for my patients, I didn’t want them to have to face change, or to go 
through any more hurt and loss. I saw song parody and music therapy as something 
which could cause this to happen and I began to fear it myself. I questioned if I 
wanted to be a music therapist anymore, I questioned its purpose, and so I began 
searching…  
FIGURE	  3:	  EXAMPLE	  OF	  LETTER	  TO	  MY	  SUPERVISORS	  
(3) The most critical point of reflexivity throughout this research project was the 
decision to undergo psychotherapy to explore my own understanding of death 
and the losses in my own life: a process that lasted for eighteen months. Aside 
from my own personal exploration during this time, the therapy process 
became a critical resource for exploring issues of ethics, relationships, 
boundaries, and professional supervision, all directly related to this 
dissertation (refer to Figure 4).  
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Aside from this, what made THE impact in this section was Bonnie’s actual story. It 
was so close to my nephew Josh’s story. The hospitals were the same, the treatment at 
the hospitals was the same, the screw ups, similar. The difference: Josh is still alive. I 
was so confused as Bonnie was telling me all of this, as my mind raced to the different 
narrative inquiry books/articles I had read. I kept thinking of the ones which 
advocated for an incredible openness in the relationship between interviewee and 
interviewer; this would be my time if I’m to go down this path, to share with Bonnie 
my similar story; this could be the moment in which we truly connect; by me opening 
up, what could this mean? I grappled with these questions all throughout. I relived all 
the emotions I had felt throughout Josh’s experience as Bonnie told her similar story. 
And by the end, I couldn’t bring myself to share. The music therapist in me kicked in, 
yelling, “where are your boundaries?” Finally I asked myself the important question 
– the question every researcher and therapist needs to ask before they share 
something personal about themselves: “What purpose would it serve?”  In the end I 
couldn’t see how it could serve Bonnie in any way, it would only be serving me. 
Giving MY grief an outlet the same way Bonnie had just given hers one.  
I held it in – waiting patiently for my next therapy appointment.  FIGURE	  4:	  REFLEXIVE	  NOTES	  REFERENCING	  THERAPY	  EMBEDDED	  IN	  BONNIE’S	  TRANSCRIPT	  
 
Analysis 
In order for the methodology to be responsive to the participants and their stories, a 
number of different analysis methods were inductively employed. On a broad, 
overarching level, the analysis took on a two-phase approach, mirroring 
Polkinghorne’s (1995) assertion that there are “two primary kinds of narrative 
inquiry”: narrative analysis and analysis of narratives. In narrative analysis, the 
researcher, primarily through interview, gains descriptions of events, memories, etc., 
and then synthesizes these episodes that occur throughout the interview into a plot 
that forms the basis of the story. Analysis of narratives works in the opposite direction 
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in that an analysis is conducted across the stories/narratives, resulting in overarching 
themes. Both kinds of inquiry were adopted for this research project as the combined 
results of looking within (narrative analysis) and looking outwards (analysis of 
narratives) provided a much more holistic picture of the experience of music therapy 
for bereaved parents.  
Phase One – Narrative Analysis 
Within this initial phase, a 5-step approach was implemented, primarily utilizing 
Aldridge’s (2005) Therapeutic Narrative Analysis model. This model was developed 
by a music therapist for the purpose of explicating meaning through a constructivist 
lens and is centered heavily around the concept of identifying episodes which the 
narrative brings together.  
Step 1 – Pictorial representation of the 3 dimensional narrative inquiry space 
Given the complexity and large scale of many of the interviews, it was important to 
initially find an avenue through which to capture an overall picture of the participant’s 
experiences. After immersing myself in the interview transcript, including multiple 
read-throughs, personal reflections (reflexivity) and listening to the recorded 
interview itself, a pictorial representation was created. This representation initially 
focused on Clandanin and Connelly’s (2000) three-dimensional narrative inquiry 
space including broad aspects of temporality, sociality and place within the 
participant’s story. Alongside helping to give ‘voice’ to what was already known from 
this surface level analysis and what I was wanting to find out through deeper analysis 
(Kazmierczak, 2001 as cited in Shoemark, 2009), the use of visual representation also 
assisted in providing clarity in regards to aspects of structure, genre and voice of the 
forthcoming narratives (see Figures 5 and 6). 
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 FIGURE	  5:	  PICTORIAL	  REPRESENTATION	  OF	  BONNIE	  
 FIGURE	  6:	  PICTORIAL	  REPRESENTATION	  OF	  JOY	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Step 2: Identify episodes of relevance 
During this phase, episodes of relevance that related to the research questions were 
identified throughout the transcript (see Figure 7). Once completed, episodes of 
relevance were then tabulated according to what research question they were most 
aligned to (of note, there were numerous instances in which the episode related to 
more than one research question).  
 
Research question 1: What are client’s lived experiences of MT for bereaved parents? 
Episode 9 
L: Yup. What was that like I mean knowing that your daughter had written a song, and that was her 
thing that she’d done in a music therapy session and then yourself writing a song in a music therapy 
session 
J: Yeah I just thought that was great.  And I think maybe that was special for me too because of that, 
it made it special 
L: I could imagine it would give you another understanding of what it was like for her when she was 
writing the song 
J: That’s right. Yeah, yeah, cause it was, I was never there. She just did it with the therapist, cause I 
wasn’t allowed to know of course so 
 
 FIGURE	  7:	  EPISODES	  OF	  RELEVANCE	  
Step 3 – Submit episode to analysis 
A broad approach was taken during this phase with this initial analysis adopting the 
language found in the transcript, ranging from single words to sentences to provide a 
descriptive analysis of the section as well as reflexive notes and questions as they 
arose (see Figure 8). 
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Research question 1: What are client’s lived 
experiences of MT for bereaved parents? 
Episodic analysis 
Episode 9 
L: Yup. What was that like I mean knowing that 
your daughter had written a song, and that was 
her thing that she’d done in a music therapy 
session and then yourself writing a song in a 
music therapy session 
J: Yeah I just thought that was great.  And I think 
maybe that was special for me too because of 
that, it made it special 
L: I could imagine it would give you another 
understanding of what it was like for her when 
she was writing the song 
J: That’s right. Yeah, yeah, cause it was, I was 
never there. She just did it with the therapist, 
cause I wasn’t allowed to know of course so 
	  Parallel	  experience	  of	  J	  and	  C	  was	  special.	  Maybe	  it	  created	  a	  deeper	  connection	  	  	  	  	  
Was	  new	  meaning	  created	  to	  C’s	  song	  now	  that	  J	  had	  a	  deeper	  understanding	  of	  the	  process	  C	  went	  through? 
FIGURE	  8:	  EPISODIC	  ANALYSIS	  
 
Step 4 – Generate themes 
This next step was largely an extension of step 3, however, utilized more formal 
language and looked for commonalities appearing within the episodes. Although 
wording of themes often changed and further evolved once written within the 
narrative, this step did assist in bringing together common ‘plots’, helping to give 
greater structure to the story (see Figure 9).  
 
Research question 1: What are client’s 
lived experiences of MT for bereaved 
parents? 
Episodic analysis 
Themes 
Episode 9 
L: Yup. What was that like I mean 
knowing that your daughter had written a 
	  	   	  THEME	  3;	  subtheme:	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song, and that was her thing that she’d 
done in a music therapy session and then 
yourself writing a song in a music therapy 
session 
J: Yeah I just thought that was great.  And 
I think maybe that was special for me too 
because of that, it made it special 
L: I could imagine it would give you 
another understanding of what it was like 
for her when she was writing the song 
J: That’s right. Yeah, yeah, cause it was, I 
was never there. She just did it with the 
therapist, cause I wasn’t allowed to know 
of course so 
Parallel	  experience	  of	  J	  and	  C	  was	  special.	  Maybe	  it	  created	  a	  deeper	  connection	  	  	  	  	  Was	  new	  meaning	  created	  to	  C’s	  song	  now	  that	  J	  had	  a	  deeper	  understanding	  of	  the	  process	  C	  went	  through? 
The	  role	  of	  songwriting	  in	  bridging	  commonalities	  and	  feeling	  of	  ‘coming	  together’	  THEME	  4:	  MUSICAL	  MEANING	  Subtheme:	  Relationships:	  shared	  private	  experience	  and	  meaning	  
 FIGURE	  9:	  GENERATED	  THEMES	  
 
Step 5 – Story creation 
The narrative creation is a culmination of all 4 previous steps, with insights, 
reflections, questions and understandings woven together to create a story that is 
personalized and captures the individuality of each participant (see Figure 10).  
 
I realized this image was from the songwriting section of the music therapy 
session and I started to draw the connections between Angela’s and Joy’s parallel 
music therapy journeys.  
L: What was that like I mean knowing that your daughter had written a song, and that was her 
thing that she’d done in a music therapy session and then yourself writing a song in a music therapy 
session? 
Joy’s face erupted in a smile as she responded ‘yeah I just thought that was great. And I 
think maybe that was special for me too because of that, it made it special.’  
L: I could imagine it would give you another understanding of what it was like for her when she 
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was writing the song 
As Joy nodded in agreement, she exclaimed ‘that’s right’.  
It seemed these parallel experiences of mother and daughter had played a role in 
creating for Joy a threefold deeper connection: to the songwriting intervention, to 
Angela’s song and to the group’s song. FIGURE	  10:	  NARRATIVE	  EXCERPT	  BASED	  ON	  ABOVE	  ANALYSIS	  
 
Phase 2: Analysis of Narratives 
Upon conclusion of Phase One, the second phase of the overall analysis process was 
conducted and involved a cross-case thematic analysis of all the narratives. By 
implementing this second phase of analysis, it was deemed possible to extend the 
understandings of the phenomenon highlighted during Phase One to a broader 
contextualization that sought commonalities of experience. This second phase of 
analysis was conducted in accordance with the steps outlined in Braun & Clarke 
(2006) (which are notably similar to the steps from phase 1): 
(1) Familiarising self with the data 
(2) Generating initial codes 
(3) Searching for themes 
(4) Reviewing themes 
(5) Defining and naming themes 
(6) Producing the report 
Ethical Considerations 
This research study was approved by the Human Research and Ethics Committee at 
the University of Queensland (see Appendix 5).  
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Research with any client group brings up its own set of ethical considerations, some 
of which can be pre-empted and others that are unforeseen and arise as the research 
process unfolds. During the current research project, a number of ethical questions 
arose throughout the process including whether it was fair and ethical to be 
researching bereaved parents and the possible complications of my multiple roles as 
therapist and researcher. In order to address these concerns, a number of different 
methods were implemented, including turning to the literature, supervision and 
exploration of these topics during personal therapy sessions.  
Blurred lines: Researchers with multiple roles 
Within the literature there appears to be divided views around the concept of 
disclosure with some outlining the potential positives that result from the researcher 
sharing with participants their own personal experiences whilst others advocate for 
more strict boundaries in regards to personal sharing (Dickson-Swift, James, Kippen, 
& Liamputtong, 2007, 2009). Boundaries and subsequent ethical guidelines become 
particularly pertinent in the case of the researcher inhabiting multiple roles, namely 
that of a researcher and therapist (Holloway & Wheeler, 2010). The occupying of 
multiple roles becomes an issue of complex navigation not just for the researcher yet 
also for the participant. In the event of the interview being focussed on a particularly 
difficult topic that brought up painful memories, it is understandable that the 
participant may reach out to the interviewer for additional support, advice, or help. 
Numerous researchers agree that although the researcher needs to retain boundaries, 
ethically, a human response is necessary, with the immediate needs of the participant 
remaining the main priority (Rosenblatt, 1995). My personal experience during this 
research project was that participants were very respectful and aware of my multiple 
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roles; rather, the main struggle that occurred was within myself. 
Researching bereaved parents: Is it fair? 
There is always increased concern within the research arena when conducting 
research with participants who are vulnerable; a category into which bereaved parents 
can fall (Hynson et al., 2006). As a therapist and researcher, I was acutely aware of 
the possibility of causing psychological distress due to the personal and reflective 
nature of the interview process. As Elliott (2005) suggests, the interview process can 
prompt participants to reflect on topics and aspects of their lives that they had never 
previously considered; a phenomenon that I witnessed in a number of the interviews I 
conducted. In these instances, rather than causing distress, participants would become 
reflective and curious about this new insight. At other points during the interview 
however, some participants did become visibly upset, particularly when recounting 
memories of their child. Although there is a natural reflex to want to take away a 
person’s pain, which is largely driven by “researcher guilt”, it is also acknowledged in 
the literature that these difficult moments can be therapeutic (Postmus, 2013). As 
Postmus (2013) points out, in the event that a participant does become upset during 
the interview, it is the interviewers responsibility to “know when to continue asking 
questions, when to adjust the interview, or when to stop the interview” (p. 245). 
Despite the difficulty of the topic, it has been found that bereaved parents can benefit 
from having a space in which to acknowledge their pain and tell their story (Hynson 
et al., 2006; Rosenblatt, 1995). In Hyson et al.’s (2006) study into the impact of 
research on bereaved parents, findings suggest that bereaved parents often agree to 
participate in research for largely altruistic motives including the hope their 
contributions may help other bereaved parents and the opportunity to discuss and 
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express their grief in a supportive environment.  
Conclusion 
This chapter provided the reader with an understanding and reasoning for the 
methodological positioning that informed this study, namely using a constructivist 
lens through which to employ narrative inquiry. Furthermore, arguments were 
presented explaining why narrative inquiry, despite being a fairly novel methodology 
in music therapy research, was an appropriate choice due to its ability to richly 
capture experience with vulnerable client groups whilst acknowledging the existence 
of multiple realities. A detailed account was provided in regards to how the study of 
five bereaved parents was carried out, including aspects of sampling, recruitment, 
interviewing, member checking and the therapy sessions. Due to narrative inquiry 
being an emerging methodology in music therapy research, a detailed explanation of 
the analysis process was provided with descriptive examples to highlight the rigour of 
the process. In conclusion the ethical considerations when researching a vulnerable 
client group such as bereaved parents was explored. Drawing from all of the 
information provided in this chapter, the following five chapters will present the 
resultant narratives of Joy, Bonnie, Guzzi, KG and Francine3: exploring the way 
music therapy, with a specific focus on song parody, shaped their engagement with 
music in their lives.  
                                                
3 Preceding each narrative will be a picture I have taken which I felt captured the essence of 
that particular participant and their story 
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I raced in and grabbed the yellow envelope from the pigeonhole as soon as I spotted 
it. Another person had written back to me about my study. I impatiently tore the 
envelope open to see who it was and as I saw Joy’s name, I was jolted back two years 
to an image that had imprinted on me. We had just finished a very emotional, at times 
harrowing three and a half hour music therapy session at the Leukaemia Foundation’s 
bereaved parent retreat. Despite this, the group was upbeat and had decided to eat 
outside in the rotunda that was nestled amongst bushland. As we ate and the women 
quizzed me about my upcoming wedding, I remember spotting a movement from the 
corner of my eye. As I looked over I saw Joy, a lone figure standing around ten 
meters away from the group, tall, thin, and nervous. Her shoulders rounded forward as 
she hugged into her body drawing deeply on a cigarette. As I watched her, I felt I was 
observing an etching of grief and I worried for her. 
That night I stood in my kitchen and nervously punched in the numbers Joy had given 
me: straight to voicemail. After numerous attempts over the next week plus a message 
left unreturned, Joy finally answered. As I finished introducing myself, Joy still 
seemed unsure as to why I was calling her. I started to panic wondering if she even 
remembered signing the consent form and sending it to me? After this awkward 
beginning, Joy and I finally settled on a date and time to meet at the Leukaemia 
Foundation for an interview and said our goodbyes. I hung up the phone, exhaled, and 
as I walked into my living room, I thought to myself “she hasn’t changed”. 
Song Parody: A Triggered Tale 
L: I have the original recording of the song you rewrote the lyrics to, the Robbie 
Williams recording of Better Man, would it be OK to listen to it before we continue? 
J: Mmmmm, sure. 
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Joy and I were sitting in a rather sterile conference room at the Queensland 
Leukaemia Foundation. The noise of a working office and people seeped through the 
walls. As I moved towards the CD player, I thought back to the conversation Joy and 
I had had earlier in the interview about this song. She had been quite clear it had 
previously meant nothing to her and was “just another song. Just ah, move along to it 
a bit. I didn’t see it as a sad song”. Yet as I approached the CD player, concern crept 
in. As my finger hovered over the play button, I glanced back at Joy sitting straight-
backed in her seat and reminded myself of my decision earlier to not push her in 
questioning and be content with what she offered me. My finger made contact and 
pressed play. 
As the opening instrumental bar of the song began, Joy’s deep, sharp intake of breath 
filled my ears. It's the type of breath you take when you have been winded, when you 
feel like you’ve been slapped in the face. My mind began reeling as I questioned 
whether I had just slapped her in the face with a memory still too hard to bear? For 
the next three minutes and twenty seconds Joy sat frozen, her eyes trained on the wall 
ahead, expressionless but for the tears that welled. 
L: So can you tell me what that was like for you…. 
J: Yeah it did bring back some…. Joy’s voice was shaking, some of the feelings from 
that day I think 
L: Yeah.., so, memories from that day? 
J: Yeah, but I mean it wasn’t all bad either, but yeah, it just brought back I guess the 
reason why I was at the weekend you know. It just brought that back to me. 
L: Emotionally what was that like? 
Joy’s eyes filled with tears and then her head drooped as she whispered to me ‘not 
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good. Not good…’ 
Watching the pain Joy was going through brought to the surface the conflict I at times 
felt between my dual role as a researcher and therapist. Yet I was also quite shocked 
at the disparity from now to earlier in the interview when she seemed so removed 
when discussing the song. During these earlier discussions, Joy had confided to me 
that she had not wanted to use Better Man for the group song, 
J: I don’t think I chose that one. I chose one of the Beatles ones I think. 
L: Could have been ‘With a Little Help From My Friends’ maybe? 
J: Might have been something like that yeah 
My mind quickly scanned through the lyrics of this well known Beatles tune and it 
became clear that With a Little Help From My Friends, like Better Man, were both 
essentially tackling the same theme: support through difficult times. Despite Joy not 
initially connecting to Better Man in the music therapy session, I started to question 
whether that actually mattered as long as she still felt able to explore and find a voice 
for her main needs? I pressed on. 
L: Has the meaning of this song changed for you since the retreat? 
J: I haven’t played it and I don’t think I’ve heard it in that time, so it did. I think 
because I haven’t heard it, it brought up those feelings, it brings back memories 
L: Why do you think the meaning has changed? 
J: Well because we wrote words to that music, you know, which were our deepest 
thoughts, putting them onto paper which was fairly important so yeah. 
L: So even though that wasn’t the group’s words it still…. 
J: The music still does that. Mmmm. Even though the lyrics are totally different to 
what we wrote, it’s just hearing yeah, it’s a trigger. 
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As Joy discussed the meaning of the song she seemed to become stronger, her voice 
raised in volume and her tone held a curiosity. I noted that as Joy talked further about 
the song, she seemed to engage in a process of uncovering a deeper level of 
understanding of the music, the music therapy process, and herself. Although it 
seemed clear that the song had become autobiographically meaningful to Joy, the 
strength of her words and reactions seemed to suggest it was more than just a case of 
transporting her back to a time and place in her history. Rather, the process of song 
writing created a trigger in which the music has now become a vehicle that enables 
Joy to recollect and recapture her thoughts and feelings, as Joy stated, her ‘deepest 
thoughts’ at that point of time in her life. Although this experience, as evidenced by 
Joy’s reaction when hearing the song, is not necessarily a pleasant one, it remains 
meaningful to her as it was the tool she used to find her voice through the pain of loss 
and tell her story. 
Musical Collisions: A tale of two 
Joy’s daughter, Angela, had spent her adolescence training to be a classical singer, a 
point Joy had discussed at length at the retreat and returned to repeatedly throughout 
our interview. Despite her daughter’s strong connection to music, I was taken aback 
when I asked Joy if she had heard of music therapy prior to the retreat. She nodded 
her head decidedly as she divulged “because my daughter also wanted to study it but 
she didn’t get in to music. We didn’t know she was sick then. You know she had that 
tumor there and when she tried out at UQ she didn’t get in so…”. Despite this, Joy 
continued, “I do think music therapy is really important. And not just for me, because 
I was thinking also for my daughter, because she did music therapy when she was sick 
so I thought that was really important”.  
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As the interview continued, it became apparent that although Joy and Angela’s music 
therapy stories were separate, they were also deeply intertwined. The more Joy 
discussed Angela however, and Joy’s loss of her, the more her grief seemed to come 
to the fore. Her voice continued to sound shaky and become softer and softer until at 
times it was difficult to hear her. Her pain did not escape me and yet I was at a loss. 
Angela and Joy’s lives were so inextricably linked with music, there was no way to 
separate the experiences; there was no way to make this purely about Joy’s music 
experiences as even after Angela’s death, their musical paths continued to collide. In 
order to understand Joy’s experiences, it would be necessary for me to also 
understand Angela’s music therapy journey.  
Angela’s Music Therapy Journey 
Because she was 18 she was in the adults’ hospital, and she was really bored, really 
bored. I mean, if you’re in the children’s you get a lot, so the OT from the children’s 
started coming to see her and suggested music therapy. She really enjoyed it but the 
music therapist didn’t know what to do with her at first. As Angela was already 
writing a song she helped her with that, so it was really good. Cause I wasn’t allowed 
to know as it was a surprise I was never there and she just did it with the therapist; 
she wrote it all about me. She should have been thinking about herself more I thought, 
but maybe she was just…. That was one thing that she was so appreciative of me 
during that time. So that was one thing she got out anyway as it wasn’t for a very long 
time. It was late stage you know before.. yeah, yeah.  
Joy’s voiced trailed off as she reached the end of the story, and as she paused, I found 
myself finishing her sentence in my head “before she died”.  
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Joy’s Music Therapy Journey: Process versus product 
Release 
Despite Joy’s testament of Angela’s positive experiences of music therapy, when it 
came time to attend the bereaved parents’ retreat, Joy reflected, 
“the thing is that I didn’t really want to go because it was early days for me after her 
dying and I didn’t think much of anything cause I just didn’t want to go. That’s all I 
was thinking about so I really had to push myself to go with my neighbour’s help. 
As I was nodding my head Joy quickly added, almost apologetically “I mean it 
changed when I got there”. Yet even as she was adding these words I was musing on 
how Joy’s process of resistance and then acceptance to therapy had at times been my 
own over the years of conducting sessions at the bereaved parents’ retreat. As I 
thought back to the session that weekend, I tried to picture the point where Joy made 
the shift. An image came to my mind of her looking engaged and thoughtful, 
contributing to discussions with decisiveness, at times an urgency, of me noticing a 
women who had earlier seemed like a broken ghost. I realized this image was from 
the songwriting section of the music therapy session and I started to draw the 
connections between Angela’s and Joy’s parallel music therapy journeys.  
L: What was that like I mean knowing that your daughter had written a song, and that 
was her thing that she’d done in a music therapy session and then yourself writing a 
song in a music therapy session? 
Joy’s face erupted in a smile as she responded ‘yeah I just thought that was great. And 
I think maybe that was special for me too because of that, it made it special.’  
L: I could imagine it would give you another understanding of what it was like for her 
when she was writing the song 
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As Joy nodded in agreement, she exclaimed ‘that’s right’.  
It seemed these parallel experiences of mother and daughter had played a role in 
creating for Joy a threefold deeper connection: to the songwriting intervention, to 
Angela’s song and to the group’s song. I was struck however by the dissonance 
between Joy’s current upbeat take on the connection and her reaction upon hearing 
the song earlier. As I delved further into this, it became clearer that there was a 
distinct difference in experience for Joy between the process and the product.  
As I asked Joy to describe to me in detail her experience in the session she reflected, 
The song writing I thought was a great idea, it helped get some feelings out. Yeah, I 
just really enjoyed that too, getting some feelings out to the music 
Over the next few minutes in the interview, Joy repeatedly kept coming back to this 
idea of ‘getting things out’ and the act of release. As her need of expression became 
increasingly apparent, I thought back to an earlier conversation we had had about 
what she felt music therapists do 
J: Oh it’s interesting. They get to your emotions through music I guess. Get your 
thoughts out. There’s all different ways of getting things out of your head and I think 
through music can be one of them 
L: Yeah definitely, they do like to stick around up there don’t they? 
J: They do don’t they. Sort of don’t know what to do with them and um you just need a 
little bit of help to get it out 
As I listened I felt Joy was telling me a story about how she views therapy; it is an act 
of reaching out for help at that moment in time. For Joy the songwriting was a process 
which enabled her to move forward and yet the product, the group song, later became 
something stuck in a time of her life largely shrouded by darkness. Even as Joy 
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commented on the role of music therapy in her bereavement process, she came back 
to this idea, stating I think the one session although it was great and it was good at 
that time, it’s an ongoing process you keep needing. 
L: But then I suppose more things build up and so they need to keep coming out? 
J: Yes, lots of things.  
L: Do you think for that moment in time for that weekend, it played a part in the 
process? 
J:  I do. That weekend was great for me. You know how I really didn’t want to go, oh, 
I got so much out of it. No it was great so I’m really pleased I went.  
*** 
Angela’s Song: the pain and process of triggers 
As we sat in the obligatory therapy circle at the retreat, Joy stuttered out in her clipped 
voice a brief description of the song she had chosen to share with the group; my heart 
raced a little when we were told it was her daughter singing a song she had written. 
Her daughter Angela’s sweet soprano voice rang out clearly from the speakers. Joy 
looked stunned as she sat perfectly still and erect, it felt like she was counting down 
the seconds till it was over. My heart noisily pounded and I felt my throat tighten as I 
too started to count down the seconds.  
*** 
As I was replaying this scene through my head during the interview, it was my turn to 
look stunned as Joy announced “I certainly enjoyed the first part where you know, the 
piece of music was special to that person or gave them reminders or whatever. I 
started to suspect Joy’s theme of process versus product was present again as she 
continued, 
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I think that’s really important. You keep needing triggers through life, I think they’re 
important even though at times you get upset by them, I think its still good to have 
triggers and you know, little reminders of that person.  I mean it was probably a little 
bit hard for me too the first part playing her song cause I just sat there frozen, 
thinking ‘just let it be over’ but I wanted everybody to hear it but I also wanted it to 
be over, but I still wanted to do that. 
I had always wondered why Joy had chosen to share that song that day as I had 
watched the impact it had on her. Yet as she spoke, I started to understand that despite 
the emotional difficulty the product, Angela’s song, posed to her, the process of 
encountering such an autobiographical trigger was just as important in her quest to 
move forward. It seemed a tight balancing act Joy was engaged in in moving forward 
whilst continuing to remember and share her daughters life.  
As I silently applauded her courage, she paused on an “um” before exclaiming, “still 
don’t play it”. 
*** 
Staying Connected 
Regardless of Joy’s fragile and somewhat strained relationship to the songs 
encountered in music therapy (in particular Angela’s song and Better Man), Joy’s 
day-to-day engagement with music continues to play an integral role in her life. As 
we discussed her relationship with music, it became clear that Joy held a deep 
understanding of the way music affects her on a cognitive and emotional level. 
Although music could evoke a full range of emotions in Joy, her selectivity of what 
she listened to helped her to control these emotions and assure her a positive 
experience.  
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L: Ok, what are some common experiences you have when you listen to music? 
Joy stammered to get the words out I just, I just…. I will know if I’m a bit down I will 
go and deliberately put it on, you know what I mean? And something brighter cause I 
know I’ll come better. Like I do get better, my frame of mind. It influences how I feel 
and think.  
The predictability of music to Joy seemed so pertinent, I wondered how this impacted 
on the way she exposed herself to music. I pushed on further, 
L: Joy, can you tell me where you most often use music? 
With no hesitation, Joy said decidedly and without embellishment ‘at home’. I 
attempted to get Joy to go into more depth about this statement yet to no avail. After a 
number of different attempts, I considered what a closed and private person Joy had 
always presented herself as and tentatively I asked, “Is it when you’re at home you’re 
also in your own space?” I watched Joy’s face as the pieces seemed to fall into place 
for her, 
J: It’s mine. It’s my thing yeah. I probably wouldn’t get into it as much… I think it’s 
just for me then, yeah at home.  
L: Yeah fair enough. And I suppose when we’re listening to things that might make us 
a bit more emotional, we don’t want to be around lots of people…. 
J: That’s right, yeah. But I try not to get melancholy so I don’t try to play things that 
will make me melancholy, you know what I mean?  
As I pushed Joy to describe to me in greater detail what music makes her feel that 
way, she closed up stating that she cannot name them. Although Joy depicted her 
music listening as a purely positive experience, I couldn’t help but wonder, given that 
Angela was a musician, wouldn’t there be overlaps? How does she cope with these? 
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As I asked Joy to describe to me in detail her emotional experiences of music, the 
story began to unfold, 
J: I must admit when I listen to Sarah Brightman, cause Angela was learning classical 
music, I do think a lot about her I suppose. But not in a sad way, in her singing way 
L: So it brings back some memories? 
J: It does. Mmmm.  
I noted that Joy’s voice seemed to drop, as she spent time contemplating. 
L: But they don’t make you feel overly emotional? 
J: A little bit yeah. I push past it.  
As I thought about what would make a person want to push through pain in order to 
listen to certain music, I kept coming back to Joy’s need and want to stay connected 
to memories of Angela; of how through music Joy was able to continue to hold onto 
something which mother and daughter had shared and perhaps for Joy, within these 
songs, a part of Angela has been forever captured. This was the music of Angela’s life 
before she became sick. Joy’s engagement with this music was a stark contrast to the 
music which was connected to Angela’s illness and death (in particular, their music 
therapy songs). This music was not something Joy was yet able to push past, instead 
remaining stuck in a time of pain and loss.  
Given this disparity, although I felt that Joy and I had already uncovered so much, had 
relived so much, I felt it was important to try to gain a deeper understanding of Joy’s 
current thoughts and experiences in relation to both hers and Angela’s music therapy 
songs. 
L: So you received a CD of the recording the group did? 
J:  I did yes 
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L: Have you listened to it since the retreat? If you feel up to it, maybe you can tell me 
a bit about what that was like? 
J: Only once when I received it back, and that’s it. I haven’t played it again since. 
Um, just probably very emotional for me  
I noticed Joy’s voice starting to become slightly shaky again and I found myself 
beginning to feel overwhelmed at the impact reliving of this song seemed to have on 
Joy. 
J: It was probably with my bottle of wine she laughed nervously. It would have been 
still early days, mmmmm.  
As Joy described her interaction with the song, it struck me how similar it was to her 
earlier description of Angela’s song which she also had now not played for over a 
year as “I knew what it did to me so um. One day I will when I………” 
As I attempted to understand the ‘why’, I asked Joy whether she hadn’t listened to the 
group song because of how she felt when she heard it the first time 
J: Possibly, because I do avoid, I think I do avoid things. So, I avoid situations, and 
that's why I don’t listen to her song anymore. Cause it was just hurting too much and, 
I’ll know when the time’s right I think. Yeah, I think. Cause you have to cope with life. 
I think that’s hard, you just have to get our there and cope with life so, something has 
to go on hold.  
L:  I think the thing I suppose with listening to music is as you said, it's a personal 
thing and you’re at home, often by yourself so you don’t have immediate support if 
it… 
Joy animatedly proclaimed, “That’s right. That’s right! And it’s not good I don’t think 
being there by yourself with all this stuff and no one there to share it with you. Mmm, 
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that’s right.  
Over the coming weeks as I read and re-read over Joy’s reasoning, I found 
myself continually weighing up the words ‘avoidance or self protection?” Despite Joy 
admitting that she does avoid things, it seemed that Joy had identified music which 
she still feels unable to access without support. Through her interpreted ‘avoidance’ 
of this music, Joy had found a way to self protect from difficult emotional states and 
as a result, she sourced out other ways, other music, in which she could remember her 
daughter positively.  
*** 
For weeks after the interview I felt worried as a music therapist. The impact the songs 
used in music therapy still had on Joy troubled me. Despite feeling reassured about 
the usefulness and effectiveness of the actual process, I questioned what we were 
leaving clients with in the aftermath? For Joy the process of music therapy had been 
beneficial. It had provided her a space in which she felt safe to confront painful 
triggers and proffered her a medium through which she could release thoughts and 
emotions. However the product of both hers and Angela’s music therapy experience 
continues to remain painful as the songs act as a powerful trigger reminding Joy of 
her loss. How does one weigh this disparity? 
As I searched my memory and the interview transcript for answers, I kept 
stopping at a story Joy told which brought me to tears each time I read it. Two years 
on, I finally felt that I had managed to read to the end of the story where I found an 
answer; an answer which on reflection is not about whether the music is painful or 
pleasant, or whether it is still listened to or not. The heart of this story is about the 
creation of meaning to music through emotional engagement and its subsequent 
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connections. And the “aftermath” of this, well, for Joy, is neither pro nor con, it just 
is.  
*** 
“When I was listening to the radio when Angela would go up for her bone marrow 
transplant, I used to hear Snow Patrol’s ‘Will You Lie With Me’4. And she used to say 
to me, ‘mum, could you just lie down for 2 minutes with me’. After she died, I’d hear 
this song all the time and I’d think ‘ooooo’”, as Joy grabbed at her heart. “But, I think 
there are songs out there that just do things to you.”  
 
                                                
4 Actual song title “Chasing Cars” 
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Interlude: 2008 
“Times like these” 
In times like these 
In times like those 
What will be will be 
And so it goes 
And it always goes on and on... 
On and on it goes (Johnson, 2003) 
 
I had been commissioned by the Queensland Leukaemia Foundation for a second year 
to run a morning music therapy workshop with a group of bereaved parents. As 
before, I had no idea of who I would be working with; a source of some anticipation 
and trepidation. Maybe because of this I remember the drive up to Maleny vividly; 
large cup of coffee keeping me company in the early hours of Saturday morning, long 
stretches of open country roads, the CD player blaring out the Jack Johnson CD I’d 
purposefully chosen. I was still feeling heavy from an emotional night before and was 
trying to bring some lightness into my morning before it became even darker. It 
worked to an extent, until the gravel started crunching under the tires as I pulled into a 
B&B/event centre. I remember seeing a row of faces peek forward and Sally the head 
facilitator exclaiming “Oh good, Libby’s here”. 
*** 
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Chapter 6: Bonnie 
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The kids all had their own little songs that were just for them growing up and 
Michael’s is “Billy Don’t be a Hero”. It used to be his little lullaby song that 
he used to get me to sing if he was in pain. I remember at the hospital Michael 
was getting, oh, he had his gallbladder out and they were putting tubes in and 
they were being really rough. And he never objected or cried and he was in so 
much pain, and he sort of grabbed me and said “sing Billy for me mum”. Like 
you’re kidding me, there’s people everywhere and I’m singing ‘the marching 
band came down along main street’ and their looking at me and I’m saying 
“Michael, do I have to sing it?” “Yeah mum, please sing it”. So I’m singing 
Billy Don’t be a Hero while they pulled all these tubes out of him. Yeah, I 
can’t hear that song anymore…. 
 
The sky was grey and my nerves were jangling, wondering what to expect, what 
emotions I might encounter? She must have been waiting for me, maybe looking from 
behind a curtain; maybe also wondering what to expect of this interview. As I hopped 
out of my car, Bonnie came out the front door. I looked at her face and had immediate 
flashbacks to the retreat and her role in that weekend: she had been warm and 
talkative, with a fragility that she desperately tried to hide. Our greeting was one you 
would expect of two people who although were relative strangers, had shared a 
profound experience together; there was warmth and familiarity, yet also a little 
apprehension.   
As we reached the top of the stairs to the living room, I suddenly felt claustrophobic. 
There were large pieces of furniture filling all the spaces and light, but mostly it was 
the pictures. Pictures of Michael covered the walls and shelves, gazing out at us 
through his young pre-teen eyes. I averted my gaze so as not to appear to be prying so 
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soon after arriving, yet as I glanced around the room, my gaze briefly lingered on the 
urn of Michael’s ashes. I started to set up for the interview whist Bonnie and I 
continued to talk, quickly falling into our own rhythm. The last microphone was in 
place, I pressed record and turned to Bonnie. She was sitting straight backed in her 
chair, concentrating intently. In an attempt to put her at ease and help her to feel more 
natural about the interview, I crossed a leg, turned sideways and leaned back into the 
couch; it was time for a chat.  
“It’s the story of your life, what songs you know” 
Act 1: The Light Years 
As Bonnie spoke about the role of music in her life, the story seemed complicated, the 
timelines swaying back and forth, always the epicentre being Michael’s death. As I 
tried to make sense of it, I had the feeling Bonnie was also trying to piece it together. 
Then as things became too much, she would diverge and start telling me about her 
other children. As the birds softly sang outside, Bonnie slowed in tempo and began to 
reminisce,  
B: We’ve always had music going in the house. The kids love music and they all had 
their own little songs that were just for them growing up. When the kids were little I 
had certain music I’d play in the car to keep them quiet. If it was a rainy day, we had 
rainy day sort of music, we’d paint or draw to. It just depends on your mood 
L: It sounds like you used to use it a lot for mood 
B: Yeah, as I said the house was full of music and I think music goes with your moods. 
If I want to get myself out of the mood, if I’m feeling really down or something I’ll put 
something up on that’s got a really bassy beat.  
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As Bonnie talked I was struck by how much music seemed to permeate her life in 
younger years. Music had played an important role for regulating her and her family’s 
mood in daily life; it was the medium through which Bonnie actively enhanced, 
changed and released emotions and moods. Yet it was more than just this. It was 
something she used to create intimate connections between herself and the core of her 
life, her family. Music’s great role in Bonnie’s life was its ability to connect her to 
others. As Bonnie continued to discuss the biographical nature of music, “you sort of 
associate each of the kids with different music”, speaking fondly of each of her 
children’s special songs, I glanced around the room to see Michael’s face staring back 
and I thought of the line from his song, ‘Billy don’t be a hero, come back to me’.  
Act 2: The storm brews 
Even throughout the time of Michael’s illness, music continued to play a prominent 
role in Bonnie and her family’s daily life. She recounted, “because Michael was in 
hospital for nearly 20 months we weren’t home much and we played a lot of music 
while he was in hospital” she said, drawing out a long stress on ‘a lot’.  Yet as we sat 
talking about this period of her life, it became clear that by using music during this 
time, it was re-shaping Bonnie’s future relationship with music.  
So there’s so many musics that remind me of so many, Bonnie paused, cautiously 
selecting her words, good times, but also, you know, not good times she concluded, 
sounding tired. And um, you know, songs that happen at certain times, like Delta 
Goodrem. We were playing her CD on the way to the hospital the day he was 
diagnosed. I can’t listen to Delta Goodrem. 
As Bonnie said these final words, I mused how they were the same words she used 
when talking about Michael’s lullaby song, ‘Billy don’t be a hero’. Until this point, 
Bonnie had talked about music either as a whole entity, or when she did speak of 
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specific songs it was because they were fondly associated with certain people in her 
life. I had the impression that even during all those months spent at the hospital, 
music continued to still play the same role it always had. Yet following Michael’s 
death, it felt as if the association had shifted from music linked to people to music 
linked to a time, or period of her life; in Bonnie’s words ‘not good times’. By using 
music so often throughout Michael’s illness, it had become the vehicle which 
captured the memories of this time and formed an associative link; a link which 
Bonnie went on to describe:  “a lot of the time, a piece of music can put a movie 
through your head of where you were when you heard it and that sort of thing… 
Bonnie paused and started nervously laughing, her voice shaking as she proclaimed 
‘not sure how to answer that one’ before continuing, like even a beginning riff of a 
song can make you think ‘oh remember when…yeah, it’s the story of your life what 
songs you know.  
I felt heavy as I listened to these final words. Losing myself in the tragic turn in 
Bonnie’s life story, a nagging question kept coming to mind: how do you feel about 
the movie that now runs through your head when you hear certain music? 
Act 3: Dark days 
Bonnie’s shoulders rounded forward, her sentences repeatedly punctuated with the 
words ‘used to’ and ‘now’ as she started telling me about music in her life since 
Michael’s death, 
L: What role does music play in your life? 
B: It’s funny though, cause since we’ve lost Michael, I don’t listen to music as much 
Bonnie stated matter-of-factly. Well it used to be, not, as I said not since we’ve lost 
Michael, it used to be the radio was the first thing that was turned on in the morning. 
But um, yeah, Bonnie hesitated reflectively before continuing, now I usually have the 
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TV on as background noise now, she stopped before almost inaudibly asking you 
know? Bonnie rushed on, not always particularly watching it but, whereas it used to 
be the radio or a CD on or something… As Bonnie listed the ways she used to engage 
with music her voice slowed and softened, her words deflecting, giving a great sense 
of sadness as she recounted to me a different type of loss she had encountered. Her 
eyes were averted to the floor as she flatly let out a sigh. I too paused, allowing her 
space before she raised her head and continued, 
If I’m downstairs doing the ironing I’ll put the radio on, but I don’t, Bonnie paused, I 
don’t really listen to it as much anymore she stressed. 
L: Yeah, not kind of purposeful listening? 
No she stated strongly, its just there, in the background, droning on stuff she 
concluded languidly. I still love music, but I still can’t just listen to a lot of it anymore 
cause um, so much music reminds me of Michael. Not that I don’t want to be 
reminded but um, you know, certain music can just make you really cry. I am listening 
to music more now, the last couple of months, but….   But yeah, sort of, Bonnie tilted 
her head to the side before pronouncing with a mixture of surprise and realisation, it’s 
sort of sad really cause yeah, don’t really listen that much anymore.  
 
Taking into account the changed role of music in Bonnie’s life, we began to explore 
what her actual responses were to music now. Although she could control what and 
how much music she engaged with in her home environment, there still remained 
many situations in which she would be inevitably exposed to it such as at social 
gatherings, shopping centres, and restaurants, as Bonnie recounted, 
If I do listen to music, I have to be careful what I choose. Some music can make you 
feel wonderful, and other music can just put you on the floor in a heap crying, Bonnie 
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started to laugh before quickly rushing into the rest of her story, getting louder and 
more excited as she told it, ‘like you’re sitting there at the lights and a song will come 
on and one day you can listen to it and you’re laughing or singing with it, next day 
the song might come on and you’re at the lights and tears are pouring, and you think 
“but the other day I liked this?” she finished before erupting into laughter at her 
situation.  
As hard as I found the concept of eliminating music from my life, I started to 
understand the many reasons why Bonnie felt the need to. One, which was becoming 
apparent, was the uncertainty music now held. Although Bonnie laughed when she 
talked about this, I sensed she also felt confused by what was happening. Music had 
become unpredictable, and to some extent, perhaps it was easier for her to disengage 
from it than being constantly unsure of how it would make her feel; whether she 
would cry, feel pain, laugh, or find joy. Everyday was different and as Bonnie 
concluded it largely ‘depends on my mood and where I am’. Although it had been 
four years since Michael had died, her grief still seemed raw at times, her world still 
chaotic with Bonnie, trying to find ways to protect herself from this pain,  
B: Sometimes if I go into a shop and there’s a song on I have to leave.  
L: Yep. So like, a Delta Goodrem song? 
B: Yeah, yeah Bonnie’s voice trailed off. Which is, it’s amazing how much emotion. 
Like, even a beginning riff of a song, yep, I’ve gotta get out of here Bonnie gave a 
single stab of laughter.  
As I sat picturing Bonnie running out of her local shops, away from the music, she 
offered a final part to her story about her relationship with music; those times since 
Michael’s death when she ritually used music.  
There’s four or five songs that we played at Michael’s service and those songs are 
now Michael’s songs and the music’s set to the film clip. I play that on his 
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anniversary cause it’s only a day apart between his anniversary and his birthday 
Bonnie’s voice started to shake, so, I’ll play that before we go do the flowers and 
stuff. And like if I’m really really missing him, which is everyday, but, if I’m really 
really missing him and nothing is picking the mood up, I might put the songs on. I 
can’t always sit and watch the photos but I’ll listen to the music as I’m doing 
whatever I’m doing, but yeah, just depends. Somedays you’re stronger than others 
and music… her voice trailed off as she came to the end of her story.  
 
The first section of the interview was over and as Bonnie went into her kitchen to get 
a drink of water for both of us, I suspected she needed a few minutes break before 
continuing. I sat alone in her living room and thought back through everything I had 
just heard, trying to draw together the main themes which were coming out in 
Bonnie’s account of her relationship with music; the unpredictability, the 
associations, the active avoidance in an attempt to protect herself from emotions and 
memories still too difficult to bear, the profound change of her musical identity. But 
most importantly, the theme which seemed to permeate through all of Bonnie’s story 
so far was music’s ability and role in connecting her with people and times in her life. 
Although Bonnie suggested it was this connection between music and Michael which 
had led her to disengage with music now, I mulled on the fact that this was still the 
thing she drew on in her most difficult hours (if I’m really really missing him and 
nothing is picking the mood up, I might put the songs on). As I sat pondering on how 
music therapy could fit into this story Bonnie entered the room and placed in front of 
me a pitcher of iced peach tea with the matching tea set, commenting ‘this was 
Michael’s favourite’.  
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A bridge over troubled waters: Song listening in music therapy 
Anticipation 
I had just asked Bonnie to take her mind back to the beginning of the music therapy 
session in which the group members were to share with each other a special piece of 
music. Without hesitation, Bonnie immediately began to reminisce, “I was a bit 
apprehensive when I first walked in cause I wasn’t sure… she paused, yeah, I wasn’t 
sure whether it was going to be a big cry session or, I just didn’t know what to expect 
so I was a bit apprehensive.” I nodded in agreement as Bonnie spoke, thinking her 
apprehension seemed perfectly feasible, especially given her recent relationship with 
music and of its emotional effect. 
After a brief pause, Bonnie continued on, and then I do remember thinking, oh gosh, 
the song that I picked is pretty well an acquired taste song, and it can be a bit long so 
I was a bit apprehensive about whether they would like Michael’s song cause, I 
dunno, she stopped talking as a look of confusion came over her face, I don’t know 
why I cared if they liked it really? As Bonnie was talking I remembered back to the 
retreat, and how just before she played the CD to the group, she had nervously 
explained all her reservations about the song which she had just relayed. I started to 
understand the intimacy of the act of sharing music with people, and not just any 
music, but music that represented a person. The music listening/sharing had been a 
symbolic act for Bonnie where she could introduce her son to the group, and in doing 
so, afforded the group members the opportunity to get to know her son and also hear 
Bonnie’s loss.  
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Keeping it real 
As we talked further, it became clear this section of the therapy played many 
important roles in strengthening Bonnie’s connection to the other parents, all the lost 
children, and the group dynamic. Bonnie elaborated, 
B: Watching the parents’ faces when their child’s song was on, it gave you, well 
you’ve got empathy anyway and you sympathise with them, but you don’t necessarily 
feel them Bonnie stressed.  
L: Yup, feel connected or… 
B: Well you’ve got this connection because you’ve lost a child, and the connection 
seems stronger cause we’ve all lost kids the same way, but to watch their faces as the 
music was playing, you get a better insight of them as well. You know some of them 
the song would come on and they’d just, everything would just drop Bonnie paused, 
others of them you could see they’d light up. It depends on what the song meant, 
Bonnie paused before slowly continuing you know, was it a song about the child 
dying, or was it a song about the child’s life? Does that make sense? Also I think it 
made the kids or the person they’re grieving for more alive, more real. Not just 
someone we spoke about… Yeah, I just, I thought in that context of everyone sitting 
around and listening, to me it made the weekend better.  
Although Bonnie did not greatly discuss this point, I found myself struck by the idea 
that music could give a sense of ‘life’ to the children. Music therapy had enabled 
parents the opportunity to share their child with others, and as Bonnie had reflected, 
‘aspects of their personality', which as a result helped to make the child seem real and 
celebrate their life rather than mark their death; points which I mused must have 
brought great comfort, and possibly beyond the music therapy session, connection. 
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For Bonnie though, one of the key factors of this section of the music therapy was the 
opportunity it provided to gain a deeper level of understanding and insight into the 
other group members’ grief and loss. As I reflected on why this would be important, I 
kept returning to the concept of isolation in grieving. I wondered whether for Bonnie, 
the chance to ‘feel’, ‘watch’ and ‘listen’ to others grief helped her to reflect on her 
own experiences and journey of grieving and feel supported and connected in the 
process. This concept of support was especially significant to Bonnie as she reflected, 
 The way each parent reached out to any of the parents that got upset too. There 
wasn’t much of that until that session you know. Like people reached out and we 
talked about our kids and everything, but when the music, people would actually grab 
someone’s hand 
L: And be there for them 
B: Yeah, and I thought that meant a lot to me 
I nodded my head as Bonnie concluded, reflecting on her account of how the music 
therapy had really brought this group of strangers together, the music connecting them 
to something much deeper than words. Although Bonnie never used the word, it 
seemed that the music listening had exposed in Bonnie and the other parents their 
vulnerability, and by doing so, had opened them to the opportunity to be supported 
and support others through their mutual loss.  
Emotional rollercoasters 
Despite all these largely positive recounts of the music listening, I kept coming back 
to Bonnie’s metaphor of a rollercoaster. Deciding to try and understand this better, I 
ventured, 
L: Can you remember any emotions or memories that you experienced? 
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B: Well, when my husband Anton played the Enya song, I did have to get up and go 
out because I don’t like to break down in front of people. I like to do that on my own. 
But I remember I excused myself and said I’m not ugly crying in front of you people. 
As Bonnie began her story I remembered watching her face becoming red, her eyes 
becoming watery holes before standing up, covering her face and running outside. 
Bonnie continued her story of what had happened once she’d left the therapy room. 
And I walked outside and I could hear the music and there were butterflies, Bonnie 
paused, just a couple of butterflies you know doing as butterflies do. Yeah, and I’m 
watching the butterflies and I’m crying and I’m listening to the song. Once the song 
was over, I was like, take a breath and go back inside, but I suppose because that 
Enya song was so personal, that let me go.   
Despite her tears and vulnerability during her husband’s song choice, it seemed that 
Bonnie’s experience had provided her a release in her own space and a chance to 
authentically connect with her own grief. As Bonnie continued to recount her 
emotions during the song listening she listed other group members’ songs, talking 
through which ones ‘brought the tears’ and others that ‘made me feel happy’. As 
Bonnie finished reminiscing, she finally concluded ‘it was very rollercoaster, 
listening to a song, one that would break your heart and you’d have to leave, then a 
song that you used to sing with your own kid, which made you happy. Yeah, it was 
very rollercoaster, it was very… Bonnie’s voice faded, her sentence suspended.  
Looking back over Bonnie’s story of this section of the music therapy, it seemed in 
hindsight to be a journey, both personal and as a group. It had touched on the 
multitude of emotions that make up grief, and in Bonnie’s eyes, had been a time of 
coming and growing together for the group, of creating intimacy, connection and 
support through sharing their love and loss through music.  
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Reminders 
As I sat interviewing Bonnie in her living room, it had been twelve months since the 
bereaved parents’ retreat. Despite the lapse in time, it appeared that the songs played 
in the first half of the music therapy session continued to live on and have a role in 
Bonnie’s life, as she divulged, 
Now if I hear a piece of music that was played that day, it reminds me of these people 
and their children and where we were and I wonder how they’re doing and you know. 
You know, I can’t think of her name, but she played the Circle of Life song. So now 
that’s to me, when I hear that song, that’s her song.  
As Bonnie spoke, I realised that the songs from the music therapy session had 
reacquainted her with her previous relationship patterns to music. Each of the songs 
was ‘owned’ by the parent who had played it and helped Bonnie to feel connection to 
that person, their child, and the time they had spent at the retreat together. The music 
now acted as a bridge which linked Bonnie back to a time and place in her life; a time 
in which she had experienced support and was reminded that others had experienced 
similar losses and she was not alone in her experience or feelings. I wondered whether 
she still felt this sense of support when she heard the music.  
As I pondered on these thoughts, Bonnie continued on with her story,  
It’s funny cause the other day, we were in the shop and I’m standing there and 
Anton’s going, 
 “what are you doing?” 
 and I said “I can’t leave now because one of the mother’s little girls song’s on”  
and he’s going “Oh God”, Bonnie groaned, imitating her husband 
“well I can’t leave the shop halfway through the song” Bonnie burst out laughing as 
she reencountered the conversation between herself and her husband. And then what 
the funny thing was on the way home on the radio it played. Like I haven’t heard that 
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song since, well that day, and like 10 years before, and I heard it twice in the one day 
and it’s just funny that, yeah, that her song came on. 
Although Bonnie was laughing throughout her story, there was also a seriousness to 
it, evidenced by the fact that Bonnie could not bring herself to leave the store whilst 
the song was still playing. I had the sense that it was important to Bonnie to honour 
the mother and child to whom this song ‘belonged’. I was interested to find out more 
about the feelings behind this story as I probed further, 
L: What was it like to hear that song? 
B: I sort of, I just said hello. You know, I just said, “Oh, hi, how’re you doing?” sort 
of thing as I’m listening to the song. I was gunna send her (the mother) an email and I 
forgot and now I’m thinking oh will I upset her if I send her an email saying the song 
was on and I thought of her… Whereas, if that was me, I would have liked hearing 
it….  
As Bonnie concluded, I reflected on her wariness about sending the mother an email. 
Although Bonnie’s connection to the music from the retreat was a positive one, she 
was also aware of and highlighted the other end of the spectrum; a spectrum which 
she herself had experienced often since Michael’s death. Connection can also bring 
pain. I sensed a shift in Bonnie’s story, possibly a change in her relationship with 
music since the music therapy session. In order to fully explore this however, I now 
needed to understand her experiences of the second half of the music therapy session.  
Song writing in music therapy 
Bonnie was laughing loudly as she joked with me about how old she was. This had all 
been brought on by my asking her about her first encounters with the song Lean on 
Me; the song Bonnie’s group had chosen to rewrite words to in the second half of the 
music therapy session at the retreat.  
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B: Yeah I first remember hearing it when we learnt it for choir a million years ago 
Bonnie laughed, when I was in primary school 
L: What was your usual response to the song? 
B: I’d just sing along with it, yeah it was sort of a happier song 
L: Did the song hold any particular or personal meaning? 
B: Well no not really, other than childhood. Becoming serious, Bonnie looked me in 
the eye before stating, it means more now I think.  
The story of a song 
‘I want this song; no I want this song; that song’s not appropriate!’ Bonnie giggled as 
she mimicked the other group members trying to agree on what song to use at the 
beginning stages of the song writing process. Coming back to topic, Bonnie 
continued, ‘but I think the song that ended up being chosen was the most appropriate, 
and I do remember I said ‘well that one’. I think because the original lyrics mean a 
lot as well, cause when you’re grieving, you need people to lean on, you need friends 
that you can lean on and yeah, when you’ve lost a child, those friends are pretty far 
apart. They are there the first week or two, a month, you know, then they get further 
and further apart. The further down the track you are, the less they are there for you. 
So yeah, I thought that song was good.  
Although the group changed the words to ‘Lean on Me’, it was clear that it was 
important to Bonnie that the song in the original format also carried meaning and 
relevance to her life and her loss. I wondered whether the fact that she felt connected 
to the original words might help to increase her connection to the song the group 
wrote? Or the opposite? Regardless, it was clear that the selection of the song carried 
a therapeutic importance within itself. The song had helped give voice to Bonnie’s 
personal experience, her feeling of isolation in her grief and her need for support. I 
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briefly mused on how this meaning was already so contrasted to Bonnie’s earlier 
reflection on the song’s meaning from when she was a child.  
Wanting to find out if and how the process of changing the lyrics to this song, with a 
group of parents who had gone through similar experiences to Bonnie, parents who 
were already actively involved in supporting each other, may have helped to shape 
these meanings even further, I pressed on with the interview.  
L: I know it might seem a while ago now, but can you just take me through what that 
was like writing the song? 
B: I enjoyed doing it but I’m not very poetic, Bonnie admitted sheepishly. So you 
know, I didn’t participate that much that I can recall. Bonnie paused and tilted her 
head as she thought before continuing, but then again, I talk so much I may have, I 
like to have a chat she burst out laughing. Yeah, I think I sort of sat back more with 
that one. But if I didn’t agree with a line of choice I’d say so. And I didn’t like singing 
cause I can’t sing, but I enjoyed watching everyone else enjoying singing it. Actually, 
I took a lot of photos of everyone singing instead.  
Initially, Bonnie’s account of the session made me question what exactly she had 
found enjoyable as she hadn’t enjoyed the singing and felt that she had sat back with 
the writing of the song. As I listened closer to her story however, I started to see that 
what Bonnie took from the song writing wasn’t about the individual steps that made 
up the intervention (ie, song selection, writing, singing, recording). Rather, her 
enjoyment was based on the process as a whole as Bonnie expanded, “I remember 
laughing you know, coming out of the room and people laughing about the song and 
stuff. Not the words, but you know, [we] enjoyed the process I think of making the 
song because that part was at the end, we’d done the round’. Furthermore, it seemed 
important that Bonnie felt she had options within the process, so although Bonnie said 
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she didn’t greatly contribute to the writing of the song, she valued the fact that 
‘everyone got to have their say’. I started to realise that the value of the therapy was 
not in how much Bonnie participated, rather, it was the way she participated and the 
fact that she had the opportunity to hear other’s stories and option to voice her 
experiences and emotions if she felt she wanted or needed to. Coming back to the 
core meaning of the song the group had chosen to work with, Bonnie concluded, “I 
think having the music and everyone there leaning on each other and listening and 
sharing. Yeah, I thought the music was brilliant”.  
 
Coming together  
Unlike the song listening which was more an individual experience, it had become 
apparent that the song writing to Bonnie was about the group experience. Yet as we 
started to discuss this further, Bonnie made it clear that she felt it was only able to do 
this due to her stage of grieving and the time that had passed since Michael’s death. 
She expanded, 
Cause we’re a bit further down the track than the other parents, the way we were 
grieving that weekend was not as raw as the other parents were. Cause um, you know 
the first 2 years, its so raw and every feeling is just bombardment and tenseness, so I 
think the other parents would have got more intensity out of the song whereas I think 
it was more, more uplifting, more, what’s the word I’m trying to think of, it gave us 
more in common: the lyrics and the music and the process of doing the song,. I think 
that if I had have done that session earlier, there would have been more strength in 
the feelings about it.  
L: So, it uplifted you and made you feel that you shared something in common? 
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B: Yeah, it felt more a coming of feelings than, than an intensity of my own. Like it 
wasn’t all internal, it was everybody’s for me. Like, everybody was grieving, 
everybody sung the song, everyone knew what the words meant, and how strong the 
words meant for them. But I didn’t internalise it.  
L: Yup. Do you think sharing like that with people who’ve had common experiences 
though was a part of the process? 
B:  Yeah. I think that if I tried, if we tried to write a song like that with a parent who 
hadn’t lost a child, you’d say, ‘what the hell are you thinking, you don’t know. Get 
out’. You know. ‘Don’t put your two bits in until you’ve walked in my shoes’.  
I found myself bracing at her words, wondering how she felt about me coming in 
interviewing her, me running a therapy session, me, who hadn’t lost a child…  As my 
mind pondered these questions, Bonnie continued, 
but when you come together with a group of parents who have all shared the same 
experience, you know, different tracks their all on, but you’ve shared it. And then you 
come together and you try and collaborate on something that’s going to mean 
something to everyone. I think that means more. 
Although Bonnie didn’t feel she experienced an ‘intensity’ from the song writing, she 
reflected on this as a positive as it enabled her to move beyond herself and her 
internal emotions to experience something more connective and collective. It struck 
me that we had again come back to Bonnie’s theme of connecting to people with and 
through music. And although this had been something Bonnie hadn’t engaged in 
much since Michael’s death, as she discussed this new connection which occurred 
during the music therapy session, it appeared she was not only comfortable with it, 
yet welcomed it. In Bonnie’s eyes, the ability to ‘come together’ was primarily due to 
the homogeneity of the group’s shared experience of loss. For Bonnie, this 
homogeneity was the gateway for the creation of meaning in the session; what we 
now needed to explore was whether this was strong enough to carry over beyond the 
session? 
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Change 
I was sitting on the lounge listening to Bill Withers voice ringing out of the speakers 
as I watched Bonnie getting up and down from her seat, letting dogs in and out of the 
house. Finally she settled and sat extremely still with a look of intense concentration 
on her face as she listened carefully. I wanted to study her face but felt I owed her 
some privacy in this experience, so averted my gaze. The song stopped, the room was 
silent. After some time, I ventured forward, 
L: So, are you able to tell me what that was like for you just then, to hear that piece? 
 
Having slowed in pace from the rest of the interview, Bonnie explained “actually I 
think that might have been one of the first times I’ve actually listened to the proper 
lyrics of it. Cause you usually only ever sing the chorus, which is more upbeat 
than….” She drifted off before continuing “it did remind me of the song we sang 
yeah, and the more meaning behind that song”. Bonnie’s sentence ended abruptly as 
she sat in silent contemplation. I was surprised by how much her demeanour had 
changed, how serious she had become compared to earlier.   
L: So the meaning behind the lyrics you wrote as a group? I probed 
B: “Yeah as well as you know, the original lyrics, the meaning behind that song, its 
actually sort of ” Bonnie paused, gathering her words, “a sadder song than the music 
implies isn’t it”. As her voice dropped at the end of the sentence, you could almost 
hear the realisation setting in. I felt sad as I thought back to her only earlier laughing 
about her initial encounters with the song as a child. “Now it’s the lyrics and not so 
much the rhythm of the music” Bonnie pressed on, “sometimes if you stop and 
actually listen to the words it changes the whole concept of a song” 
Although Bonnie had alluded to the meaning of the song having changed, I was more 
surprised to see that the purposeful act of listening to the song within the interview 
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alone had not only further changed her understanding and meaning of the song but 
also the way she listened to it. It struck me at this point how the very nature of 
changing concepts and gaining greater depth of something is an act of permanency 
and can never be completely ‘undone’. Lean on Me was now a happy song from 
childhood and a sadder song of adulthood for Bonnie.   
Shared Meaning 
Despite this sadness, Bonnie felt adamant that the experience of listening to the Bill 
Withers version of the song was not as strong in comparison to if she listened to the 
group recording,  
B: But like, as I said, listening to the lyrics is not as emotional as what, if I had 
listened to the words that we had put to the music, I think I would have cried. Bonnie 
paused before slowly continuing with a quiver in her voice “because it would have 
meant more. And remembering the people and all their kids and all that senseless 
loss.” 
This was the first time in the interview that Bonnie had become quite emotional. I 
could see she was fighting back the tears. Her strong demeanour throughout the 
interview so far was becoming ‘unstuck’ and I had to wonder whether the music we 
had just listened to could be a contributing factor? Her words and actions seemed to 
be telling two different stories, so I continued, 
L: So have you heard this song besides from now since the retreat? Like on the radio 
or… 
B: No only as I said I had an email with the music, but not with the lyrics on it. And I 
sent it on to a group that I belong to and one of the mums from that weekend away is 
a member now to so I sent it to them, but mainly for her cause it would have meant 
more to her cause we were at the group together. The other mum wrote back saying 
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‘you know I was only just thinking of that song the other day and singing it’. And I go, 
‘oh, I can’t remember the words’. But yeah, it takes you back to…. Her voice trailed 
off.  
L: How’d it feel when you heard that song on the email? 
B: Um, a little emotional actually. Yeah, and another mum actually did a stationary 
up for me with Michael’s picture and put the song on it as well so, it obviously means 
a lot to a lot of people. You know. But yeah, before I’d always thought it was more of 
a happier song so had never had considered it to be a really sad song before the….her 
voice trailed off. Funny how a concept of a song can change when you have a 
different association with it. You know like, I think they played it again at another 
Leukeamia thing I went to, a memorial service as well. And I remember sitting there 
and the song come on, and that was after that weekend away, and I said to Anton ‘ the 
words are wrong’, and he goes’ no these are the right words’. Oh, Ok. Yeah I think 
the song now it’s more about sadness and not what I had thought, friendship, it 
changes meaning.  
Despite the contradictions at times in this part of Bonnie’s story, it was clear that the 
original song Lean on Me had played a part in Bonnie’s grieving numerous times over 
the past year. Although Bonnie acknowledged that this song obviously held meaning 
to many people during times of loss, she felt she held additional meaning due to its 
use within music therapy. In line with Bonnie’s previous use of music, she continued 
to use the song as an active connection to other group members and a way to continue 
to share the experience and support of that weekend. I had a sense from her words that 
a strong sense of group identity was still being carried forward (it would have meant 
more to her cause we were at the group together).  
*** 
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Following our interview, I sent Bonnie a copy of the group recording with the lyrics 
that we wrote in the music therapy session. A few months later I contacted Bonnie via 
email to find out some final answers to her story. Bonnie had been anticipating the 
arrival of the group recording so I was interested to find out since receiving it, what 
her reaction was each time she listened to it, especially given her earlier reflections 
that she felt it would be a much more powerful experience. 
B: I think it depends on where you are emotionally. Some days it brings up lovely 
memories of the time we spent getting to know each other and our kids… other times 
it’s a reminder that we were there because we all had watched our child die… 
Overall I have fairly positive feelings about the song 
It seemed that there was still volatility to music listening for Bonnie and an 
uncertainty of response. However, unlike her avoidance of other music, it appeared 
that she was continuing to engage with this song and draw on its ability to connect her 
to the other group members and provide support.  
As Bonnie had discussed in the interview, the act of association is a powerful 
mediator and has the ability to shift long-held meanings. For Bonnie the act of using 
and then re-encountering the song Lean on Me within the context of loss meant that 
the songs meaning had changed from one of friendship to one of sadness at the time 
of the interview. Although this change of meaning could be interpreted as negative, 
the important point for Bonnie was that this sadness was shared and about something 
connective rather than isolating. Although the music therapy session didn’t alter the 
way she continued to engage with music in her everyday life, as there was still clearly 
trepidation, what music therapy did do was provide new associations to certain pieces 
of music; associations that weren’t directly linked to Michael. Although these songs at 
times made Bonnie feel sad, unlike other music, she could tolerate this sadness 
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because she viewed the connections as positive and supportive. In her final 
correspondence with me, Bonnie relayed the core of how the meaning of the song 
Lean on Me had changed for her as a result of using it in music therapy, 
B: The words have more of a personal meaning… it’s more about our loss and the 
friends we have now made through our journey of that loss.  
It seemed that over time and increased exposure to the music, Bonnie had found a 
way to integrate the meaning to one of both friendship and sadness.  
*** 
A few days later I sat down to transcribe the interview. There were sections, which for 
ethical reasons, have not been relayed in this narrative, however, the act of still having 
to transcribe them overwhelmed me with emotions. I needed a break. I stood up and 
went over to the edge of the balcony, and as I stared out and tried to calm myself, I 
saw a butterfly. It immediately reminded me of Bonnie’s butterflies she saw when she 
went outside at the retreat when Anton’s song was playing. As I was thinking this, the 
butterfly flew up to me and briefly hovered inches from my nose. I thought of 
Michael, and like Bonnie did in the shopping centre, I quietly said ‘hello’.  
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As I sat in my office re-listening to the interview, I marvelled at its pace. It was fast; 
direct; to the point. When I asked a question, I received a straight answer followed by 
a confirmation that “I’ve answered that? Righty-o”. It was contagious. I started to 
match Guzzi, rushing through the interview schedule with little room for private 
reflection, for pauses to reminisce or contemplate. Later, as I listened to the recording 
and followed the transcript, I came to the realisation that I wasn’t really in the 
interview. This was Guzzi’s story to tell with his own voice, and any reflections I had 
as a researcher/therapist, would have to wait. 
Meeting Guzzi 
Guzzi is a man’s man who is clearly cut from the cloth of the country. He likes his 
footy; he likes his shed; and he likes fixing things. He is a man of few words unless he 
has something to say, and if he does, than you’d better be prepared to hear things 
straight up; Guzzi calls it as he sees it. Given this, and the fact that he had not seemed 
at all engaged during the music therapy session at the bereaved parents retreat a little 
over a year ago, his agreeing to an interview came as a surprise. I continued to muse 
on Guzzi’s reasons for accepting my invitation and the role his wife KG had played in 
his consent to participate, until it was time. I hopped out of my rental car parked 
across the road from his house, crossed the road and pushed open the gate. 
I began by ringing the doorbell; then decided to try knocking; and finally 
resorted to calling out. The front door was open so someone was home, just not 
‘here’. As I stood alone on the stairs, hands full with CD player, papers, consent 
forms, afternoon tea, I thought to myself “yup, I really don’t think he’s very invested 
in this interview – he’s probably forgotten”.  
Feeling somewhat uncomfortable, I ventured round the side of the house into 
the backyard, all the while calling out “hello, Guzzi, hello, anyone home?” 
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Eventually, Guzzi ventured out of his shed – dressed in the uniform of the 
quintessential Aussie male: singlet, stubbies and thongs. As he saw me, a look of 
complete surprise came over his face and I thought to myself “yup, completely 
forgot”. Wasting no time, he led me into the downstairs room and told me to pull up a 
barstool. He sat across from me, arms folded, and in his gruff baritone voice said, 
“alright”. 
Music: It’s a personal thing 
“At times, at times, music does play a part in my life. I mean I don’t normally sit 
down and play music, it just depends on what I’m doing and what mood I’m in. I like 
to have it as a background, unless I’m by myself, yeah, then it's a different story.” A 
smile crept on Guzzi’s face as he playfully added, “I might crank it up then. But I, ah, 
I think back to last year. I had a couple of months,” Guzzi paused and drew in a deep 
breath, “by myself, and I was doing up underneath the house here and yes, I’d get the 
old records out and I’d just go and relive a bit of youth. Records,” Guzzi tilted his 
head upwards as he reflected, “they’re a bit personal aren’t they? Certainly when you 
go back into your past. So it’s more for your gratification. Yeah, it’s personal isn’t it, 
music can be.” Guzzi exclaimed with surprise in his voice. “I mean, it can certainly 
be very group orientated as well, but there are times when you want to savour it just 
by yourself. You don’t want to include other people.” Having come to this conclusion, 
satisfied, Guzzi gave two short nods of his head as his deep voice reverberated on an 
“mmmm”.  
“Our dynamics of this house have changed in the last couple of years,” Guzzi 
stated matter-of-factly, “and now,” he paused, “I use music very seldom. Certainly 
after my son TC died his CD’s got flogged; by me” he stressed. “All of his music. 
Because TC had never really shown an interest in music you know, until he was first 
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diagnosed. But from that point on, I guess we got something out of his choice of 
music, which was good. But,” Guzzi’s voice drifted off, “I haven’t played his CD’s 
for a long time. But when I do listen to music, and I’m thinking back to when I was 
doing up under the house, some songs certainly bring back ah, memories of times 
gone by. Certainly dragging out those records you might relate some to people that 
you know, either they introduced you to that group, or, you had a good experience 
listening to that. But, all in the past,” Guzzi concluded with finality. 
The pace of the interview suddenly halted. As Guzzi reflected back over his 
words he slowly restated “but now, no. No, I wouldn’t be using music at…. at all. 
Very seldom. So…” his voice came to a stop and a quietness filled the room. Shaking 
his head as a coy smile played over his face, Guzzi suddenly looked up and rushed 
“you’re going to get totally different answers from KG hey” he burst out laughing. As 
the laughter faded, Guzzi thought over common experiences he has when listening to 
music before pressing forward. “As in moods or emotions, yeah some make me feel 
good, but the timings gotta be right for it. I mean, I can’t just go and put a record on 
and expect something to happen. I think I’ve gotta be in the mood first, and that just 
accentuates the feeling that I’ve got. It enhances it yes, but it doesn’t alter it” Guzzi 
reasoned. Retracing his words, Guzzi suddenly scrunched up one side of his face as 
his voice ascended on an “oh, I might change my mind on that.” He paused 
thoughtfully before continuing on, “yeah, it can be a mood changer. No I will change 
that. And it’s always in a positive way. There’s no negatives that I can think of 
Libby,” Guzzi proclaimed definitively. “As in you hearing a piece of music and you 
suddenly relate ‘oo, that wasn’t a good time?’ No, I don’t have any of those. It makes 
me feel good, that’s what it’s there for isn’t it?” Guzzi chuckled. 
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Researcher Reflections and Analysis 
Music listening for Guzzi is an incredibly personal and private experience, a point 
which he continued to highlight throughout this section of the interview. As every 
individual has a unique relationship with music, the relevant question therefore 
becomes ‘why this relationship?’ As I read through and re-listened to Guzzi’s story, 
deeper layerings started to become apparent. Guzzi acknowledges how music can be 
‘group orientated’; however what he suggests is that for him to really engage with 
music, he has to be alone to ‘savour it just by yourself’. It is only when he has this 
personal space does he allow himself to connect and immerse himself as he ‘cranks 
up the volume’ and ‘relives a bit of youth’ through memories. These memories 
however are from a different time in Guzzi’s life. Although he never expanded on this 
point I couldn’t help but wonder if it was a time when he was much younger, before 
he went through the loss of not only TC but also another son years earlier than TC’s 
passing; a time when life wasn’t complicated by loss, grief, or pain.  
Despite the dearth of music in Guzzi’s life now (I use music very seldom), it 
struck me how he described all of his music listening experiences as positive (it’s 
always in a positive way, there’s no negatives). I asked myself ‘if this is the case, 
why almost erase it from your life?’ As I pondered this, I also found myself coming 
back to another question, ‘why did you stop listening to TC’s CD’s?’ Although Guzzi 
never said the answer to either of these questions, I felt they were somehow 
connected. Maybe music stopped doing what Guzzi felt it should do (it should make 
you feel good). In reaction to this, it is possible he stopped listening to TC’s CD’s and 
removed music from his daily life. Either way, I couldn’t help but note as Guzzi 
talked about how music is no longer in his life, there was a sense of sadness in his 
pauses of speech.  
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Given Guzzi’s somewhat ‘complicated’ relationship with music and the fact 
that I felt there were parts of his story either slightly withheld or maybe not even 
realised by Guzzi at this point in time, it did bring up some important questions: how 
his extremely personal relationship with music might impact on his experience of 
group based music therapy? and, if Guzzi feels music is only to be used and 
experienced positively, how will he feel about using music to explore difficult times, 
emotions, and memories in the music therapy setting?   
Music Therapy: On the outside looking in 
“I didn’t really know what to expect for the whole weekend, ah, so I wasn’t blinkered, 
Guzzi paused as he searched for the words, “but I guess I just took it as it came. I 
don’t think there was really any emotional change before or after, but,” looking 
somewhat sheepish, he continued “I guess I didn’t give it really, ah, the full attention 
that maybe,” he said hesitatingly, “it warranted. I guess there’s always going to be 
some discomfort with people you don’t know. Yeah, I’m not saying your all on a 
downer, but you’re there for a down reason” he laughed wryly.  
Looking In 
My memories are a bit vague but I certainly enjoyed the first part, the song listening. 
The choice of music was varied, and I mean, not everyone played the same song did 
they? Guzzi asked rhetorically before quickly answering himself. No, so obviously, 
like anything else, there are different views and different feelings generated by 
different music. But listening to other people’s ah choice, Guzzi paused mid sentence, 
yeah, is an eye opener. In earnestness Guzzi continued, that’s enjoyable. Some 
obviously you mightn’t enjoy, but it meant something to them. Yes! he answered 
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himself with resolve. And that’s the important bit isn’t it? Mmm, he mused before 
concluding, not what we think.  
On the outside 
I don’t think Lean On Me would have been my choice Guzzi erupted laughing before 
continuing on casually, yeah I went with the flow. There was a couple of others in 
there that ah, well maybe they appealed to me more. Whether I could modify the lyrics 
in a meaningful way, I don’t know he stated matter-of-factly. I mean I’m familiar with 
Lean On Me; it’s been around a while hasn’t it? He asked questioningly. But no, I 
can’t pick a place where I first heard it or it first gelled with me or anything like that. 
No particular meaning, no people, places, emotions or anything like that Guzzi listed. 
No, just a song he sang.   
The song writing, I found a bit difficult Guzzi admitted. I, he paused for a long 
time searching for the right words, as a group, I found it difficult. There was a lot of 
noise, suggestions coming from all over the place he ventured on cautiously, and in 
any of those situations I think you’ll find dominant people will get their point across 
of what they want to do, and everyone else just tags along. I mean, that goes in any 
walk of life he offered, but I think I stood back. Not saying, Guzzi started laughing as 
he rushed to clarify, I can be dominant if I want to be, but I didn’t have any real 
thoughts come into my head anyway. You know, if I had a flash of something that I 
thought was pretty good, I would try and get my point across. But, trying to gather 
your thoughts in that group thing, I couldn’t do that he said shaking his head, I 
needed to be by myself.  
But I guess you’re governed by time Guzzi reasoned. But maybe as a different 
view, righto, Guzzi straightened, you get fifteen minutes to do a few lines. He briefly 
paused before accentuating his next words, by yourself, and then maybe, he stressed, 
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bring them in as a group thing. I think that would have worked better for me, his 
voice sounding still undecided, but in doing that, I think you’d have to be in a private 
situation where you weren’t bombarded with other things, and maybe put your own 
thoughts into words, again Guzzi paused before stressing, by yourself. I know 
songwriters do sound off each other and you know, they do work in duos, but, Guzzi’s 
voice changed, becoming higher in pitch and softer in timbre, I think it’s a pretty 
personal thing song writing. He paused before nodding his head and exclaiming ‘mm’ 
in surprise. Returning to his normal speaking voice Guzzi concluded, so, I would find 
it easier to do it by myself than in a group situation. Ok. 
Researcher Reflections and Analysis 
As Guzzi recounted his experience of music therapy, an image came to my mind: of 
him standing with his hand held out keeping something at a distance. My initial 
interpretation/impressions were largely based on his indifference towards the music 
therapy (I don’t know if the session did anything for me personally). As much as I 
didn’t wish to reduce this difference to a gender issue, it was impossible to discount 
the fact that all of my other participants were female and Guzzi’s experience was so 
different compared to theirs. I had encountered a similar distancing with male clients 
of a similar demographic to Guzzi in the past, and from my experience, it took a 
number of sessions before I could ‘break through’. I quickly concluded that Guzzi had 
placed a barrier between himself and music therapy, purposefully creating distance. 
My conclusions seemed justified as Guzzi himself admitted during the interview that 
he ‘didn’t give it really the full attention that maybe it warranted’. As I immersed 
myself further into Guzzi’s story however, I started to question if it was this simple. 
By viewing the relationship between Guzzi and music therapy as reciprocal, I opened 
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myself to hearing the full story: Guzzi may have kept music therapy at a distance, yet 
music therapy was also involved in keeping him distanced, on the outside looking in.  
 
Despite Guzzi recollecting that he experienced no emotional change over the 
course of the music therapy, as he reflected on the session, he seemed to become quite 
sensitive. Continuously interjecting his sentences describing how ‘difficult’ he found 
the song writing, I had the impression he was undergoing a process of trying to 
understand why he reacted so strongly against the intervention. As he examined this, I 
noticed he kept coming back to the word he had used to describe his relationship with 
music: personal. It seemed that the way Guzzi preferred to engage with music had 
subsequently impacted on how he was able to engage and experience music therapy. 
The group environment, which does require sharing and openness, challenged and 
confronted Guzzi; he could not find the space from the group (trying to gather your 
thoughts in that group thing, I couldn’t do that) or the connection to the group 
(there’s always going to be some discomfort with people you don’t know) to allow 
him to explore his thoughts and feelings around his loss. The discordance of this 
experience had a dual effect as Guzzi ended up distancing himself from the 
intervention and from the group. 
Although Guzzi’s experience of song writing was not a positive one, he 
discussed his experience of the song listening rather differently, describing it as 
enjoyable. Speaking metaphorically, I had the sense that this intervention left the door 
open to Guzzi, allowing him to approach as he wished. For the most part, the song 
listening did not require Guzzi to disclose himself to the group, affording him the 
opportunity to be able to sit and hear others stories. He appeared to take his role as a 
listener seriously, evidenced as he stated ‘some you mightn’t enjoy, but it meant 
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something to them. And that’s the important bit isn’t it?’ Although the goal of 
therapy is often for clients to share and disclose, this wasn’t an option for Guzzi: 
doing so confronted him and went against how he felt comfortable and safe to engage 
with music. Instead, the act of listening became the therapeutic intervention (listening 
to other people’s choice is an eye opener) that allowed Guzzi to engage on his own 
terms.  
*** 
As I thought back on Guzzi’s words (I don’t think Lean On Me would have been my 
choice), I couldn’t help but wonder if this initial process in the song writing (choosing 
a song to parody) was one of the factors which led Guzzi to disengage during the 
intervention? Is working with a piece of music which is not of your choice enough to 
distance you from the rest of the process I wondered? Although I was left musing, 
Guzzi seemed quite nonplussed and ventured forward to discuss Lean On Me. Aside 
from him acknowledging that he knew the song but it had never held any particular 
meaning to him, he struggled to recollect more specific observations of his previous 
encounters with the piece of music. Recognising this, Guzzi suggested “I need to play 
it again don’t I… get the gist of it”. Agreeing with his suggestion, I put on the 
recording. Except for some brief banter at the beginning of the piece, Guzzi made 
himself comfortable, arms crossed with his head nestled down resting on his chest, his 
eyes closed as he listened intently.  
*********** 
Significance: Where the river runs deep 
Well I’ve got something to relate to now haven’t I Guzzi pronounced boldly as the 
music stopped. I do have a time, place, whereas before, it was like I say, it was just a 
song. Obviously, the lyrics in there are saying, Guzzi paused as he thought through 
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the words and then in a slow, measured voice began, ‘when you are down, I’m here, 
shoulder to cry on’. And I guess everyone needs one of those he finished reflectively. 
Changing back to his normal demeanour, Guzzi continued. So I mean it was a good 
choice of a song to start with for the weekend. It didn’t need any modifying did it he 
burst out laughing. I mean, some songs the lyrics are secondary, it’s the music first. 
Becoming more serious Guzzi carried on, certainly you take more meaning of the 
lyrics now than what you did before. Although we didn’t really analyse the song, we 
used it and Guzzi briefly paused before making his final point, the lyrics are 
meaningful.  
Coming back to his original idea, Guzzi continued, so when I hear the song 
now I can relate it to that weekend in Maleny and the reasoning for the weekend, 
Guzzi’s voice suddenly became clipped, and obviously our son comes into play then 
doesn’t he. I mean, Guzzi’s voice became softer and lower, there’s lots of things that 
happen throughout each and every day that brings Tyler into play, and for that matter 
his brother as well, but obviously more so Tyler. So, it’s just another reminder, his 
words tumbled out as his voice faded away. Regaining himself, he continued on as 
normal, I wouldn’t say its going to be overpowering or anything like that when I hear 
the song, its just like ‘ding’ his voice sung, ‘good, right-o’. I remember we did this, 
this, this, this and this he listed off on his fingers, when you hear that song. Yeah so, 
you do have, now he stressed, a time and place to put it to, whereas a lot of songs you 
don’t have those. In that first section there we were discussing some songs and can 
you relate them to people, places, moods, emotions or whatever. Well there are some 
out there that do have strong images when you hear it or think of it, but not a great 
deal, no. Expanding on this thought, Guzzi continued, I think it would have to be 
something significant, he inhaled deeply, for the music to be, oh what’s the word he 
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mused, the trigger! Yes, it would have to be a pretty strong event. So Lean On Me 
before the retreat was just a song. Now obviously, it’s got a meaning, Guzzi screwed 
up his face as he contemplated his words, aw, not a meaning but its got some 
significance, whereas before it didn’t have. Does the song have a meaning for me? 
Guzzi questioned himself. What, if I heard it in three weeks time, it came on the 
radio, would it automatically say ‘I was in Maleny and we did something about that?’ 
he parodied himself. I think you’ve certainly jogged my memory by being here again. 
Coming back to the question on hand, Guzzi pondered, it could do! I couldn’t be 
concrete on that no. Certainly in the immediate future it will he accentuated, but will 
that last the distance? I don’t know. Concluding his thoughts, Guzzi said with 
decision, For the immediate future, I don’t know how long it will last, but it will have 
some significance, yes.  
Researcher Reflections and Analysis 
Although Guzzi’s experience of the song writing and choice of song at the retreat had 
been somewhat negatively tinged, it seemed the passage of time alongside listening to 
the original recording of Lean On Me in the interview had given him new perspective. 
He now felt that the song ‘was a good choice’ in contrast to our previous discussions. 
As he joked that the lyrics ‘didn’t need any modifying’, I wondered if he had a point. 
Had the original lyrics already described his thoughts and feelings around his loss 
thereby making the rewriting of them seem irrelevant? I suspected his new viewpoint 
was partly related to environmental conditions: unlike the music therapy setting where 
Guzzi found himself overwhelmed by the group, our interview setting was much more 
personal, in Guzzi’s own personal space. By being in a setting with which he was 
familiar and congruent to how he likes to engage with music, possibly Guzzi now 
found himself not only able to listen and engage with the music, but also able to 
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express himself about the music. Whatever the reason, it was clear that Guzzi had 
found a new depth to the words of the song which enabled him to relate and find 
meaning.  
 
Looking beyond just the lyrics, Guzzi felt that an association had been created 
to this song; it now took him to a specific time and place in his life (I do have a time 
and place, whereas before it was just a song). As Guzzi reflected on the creation of 
song association, he was insistent that it required the event or place where the song 
was encountered to be significant (I think it would have to be something significant 
for the music to be the trigger). I found myself somewhat amused to note that even as 
he discussed this point, Guzzi didn’t seem to draw the connection or acknowledge the 
link he was making: there was something about the music therapy session which had 
been significant enough for him to create a connection with this piece of music. 
Although part of me desperately wanted to point this out to Guzzi, I also strongly 
believed that people lead themselves to their own understandings and uncovering in 
their own time. Although he was somewhat hesitant to use the word meaningful in 
relation to the song, Guzzi did concede that he felt for the immediate future this song 
would carry some meaning and significance for him. How long this would last 
though, Guzzi felt unsure.  
As I was getting ready to write up Guzzi’s story, I kept wondering about the 
song and its significance, and the question Guzzi posed to himself, will it last the 
distance? I felt there was a possibility factors such as time, place and even lyrics that 
had felt relatable had the capacity to fade over time. What I didn’t feel would fade 
though is the deepest layer of the story between Guzzi and Lean On Me, the reason 
behind it all: his son. Despite everything, the difficulty he experienced during the 
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song writing, the distancing from the group and intervention, the initial disconnection 
between him and the song, it seemed that over time, all of these factors played very 
little role in how Guzzi now experiences the song. Throughout every step of those 
processes, enjoyable or not, the reason why he was there was always going to be 
present. Just as now when he hears the song, the reason why it’s significant, will 
always be there: “I can relate it to the reasoning for the weekend, and obviously our 
son comes into play then doesn’t he. So, it’s just another reminder.”  
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“Times like these” 
In times like these 
In times like those 
What will be will be 
And so it goes 
And it always goes on and on... 
On and on it goes (Johnson, 2003) 
 
It had been two years since KG and I first met on one of those perfect spring days in 
September, at the bereaved parents retreat in Maleny. Two years on, a half dozen or 
so email exchanges and a plane ride between us, I found myself sitting in KG’s 
outdoor entertainment area. I’d just finished interviewing her husband whilst KG was 
at work, and we were busying ourselves with making cups of coffee and small talk 
while we waited for her. Suddenly KG came bundling around the corner, a little 
flushed. She had left work early and ridden her bicycle home to meet me for the 
interview. A tall middle-aged woman, lean and browned from her sporting pursuits, 
KG bursts with energy. Almost reflexively I found myself doing a scan for the visible 
signs of grief but nothing seemed to be betraying her story to me; I hadn’t spotted any 
memorabilia, her voice was vibrant and full of life, her eyes were not heavy with 
sadness. I found myself musing on the saying ‘they breed them tough in the outback’.  
As we sat in the sticky summer heat, the light small talk at times felt like a dissonance 
in our shared knowledge of how I’d become acquainted with KG and Guzzi and why 
our relationship had continued. It had been around four years now since their lively 
and spirited teenage son, TC, had passed away from Leukaemia. Despite the small 
talk, every so often KG would weave TC into the conversation as we sat out back, and 
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it struck me every time she uttered his name, how much she missed him. I found 
myself feeling expectant that this was going to be a big interview, that there would be 
depth and openness and honesty. Cuppa finished, cake eaten, KG gave me the signal 
it was time as she stood and said “right, let’s do this”. I followed her into the room. 
“And there has always been laughing, crying, birth, and dying” (Johnson, 
2003) 
KG and I perched ourselves atop bar stools opposite each other at a billiards table. It 
felt disjointed from the casualness of afternoon tea and I could sense KG stiffening. 
Feeling a little awkward, I put on my researchers hat and started the interview, trying 
to get KG to paint me a picture of her relationship with music. Even before KG 
started talking, I already feel that she would tell me how happy music makes her, how 
much she loves it. The hard part would be finding the other side, the private side to 
her relationship with music.  
K: “Music plays a big part in my life actually, always has. It can lift me up when I’m 
feeling down. I’m very receptive to music depending on my mood and certain ways 
I’m feeling, how I’m feeling. I like to listen to music just to lift me up. Then on the 
other spectrum it can make you feel sad too if it's a sad song” 
L: “Would you find out of those two extremes, the uplifting is more the one that you 
gravitate to?” 
K: “Oh definitely, definitely.”  
Although KG’s words had partially been what I had anticipated, there was 
something further she seemed to be hinting at concerning her experience of the sadder 
side of music. I found myself reluctant to push for answers. The interview seemed to 
be progressing in a totally different way to what I had thought. It was difficult work at 
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times to get answers out of KG and I had become distracted thinking if there was 
something I could do; was she uncomfortable, was she nervous?  
Despite music being such an important part of KG’s life, I was aware that she 
had not mentioned how or if music had factored into her relationship with TC. I 
thought back on all my other interviews and how this had been such a prominent part 
of the discussion. It was with some relief that as KG began to describe her day 
musically, the picture became a little clearer. It became apparent that KG not only had 
a strong sense of her own musical identity which had remained stable over time, she 
also had a distinct and strong sense of TC’s musical identity. Despite the fact that TC 
was no longer with her, he continued to live on and be present through his musical 
identity.  
“I’m sort of more the 60’s and 70’s. I wouldn’t be able to tell you any of the modern 
day singers. Um although Green Day and all of those I got a little dose of that from 
TC. And Jack Johnson and John Butler Trio, all of those were TC’s and I do enjoy 
them.”  
I tried to probe a little further to understand what drove and motivated KG’s 
choice in music listening. Given that when I’d asked her if there were any particular 
CD’s she would choose to listen to, she had mentioned Jack Johnson, one of TC’s 
favourite artists. I wanted to understand what it was about his music that led her to 
listen to it 
K: “I don’t really go in with, I just sort of have a look “ooh yeah, haven’t heard them 
for a while” 
L: “Ok. So to connect you maybe to the past?” 
K: “Well I don’t know if its… I just enjoy that music” 
I shrugged off KG’s answer. 
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L: “So what are some common experiences you have when you listen to music?” 
KG: “Memories are a big thing. Ah, especially when I listen to TC’s music.” 
I briefly did a double take, wondering whether KG realized she had just contradicted 
herself? I mused on the process of interviews and how they sometimes help in 
unfolding understanding on a topic for the interviewee. Whether or not this was the 
case for KG I am unsure, but I was suddenly so very aware of that big billiards table 
that was separating us; me on one side, KG on the other and a sea of green between 
us. What I now know though was that TC’s continuing musical identity served as a 
connection for KG. I thought back to Jack Johnson and the retreat…  
      *** 
We were all sitting in a circle and I had just finished introducing myself and music 
therapy. I’d had Sally ask each person to bring in a piece of music that either 
reminded them of their child or was something they had shared together. In order for 
the session to run smoother, I started going round the circle collecting each person’s 
CD before we started. I stood in front of KG and she said apologetically, “Oh we 
didn’t know we had to bring any music. We don’t have anything with us”. I quickly 
started offering her some options but KG didn’t seem too perturbed about the 
situation; if anything, it felt like I was more upset about it than she was. In her loud 
bright voice she announced, “well I know what song I would have played”, “oh, 
what’s that?” I asked. “Well anything Jack Johnson really, but probably ‘Times Like 
These’.” I shook my head and stammered out “Oh, I have that in my car. It was what 
I was listening to on the way here!” “Well how about that, really?” I let out an 
internal sigh. I’d managed to avoid the challenging position of one group member 
feeling “different” to the rest, a position which has the capacity to change the group 
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dynamics. And then it dawned on me what a strange coincidence that our lives had 
just overlapped.  
      *** 
“Times Like These” wasn’t just a song by an artist that TC liked. The song was laden 
with meaning, marking a pivotal time in his life. He had chosen this song for a reason; 
a reason which was not lost on KG. 
“TC bought that CD in Perth when he was diagnosed. That’s who he wanted, and just 
“Times like these”, birth and dying… and it was just as if he was letting me know. I 
don’t know, it just seems when I look back on it now. But he’d always play that 
song….” 
I was struck as KG was telling me this how many of the parents told me 
similar stories of their children using music as a way of sending messages; messages 
beyond the capacity for words alone. For KG this song had always represented TC 
and the story he wanted to tell her. This was TC’s song to her, a point which she had 
emphasized in our discussion at the retreat following the song being played to the 
group. Having known of this song’s history and meaning before our interview, it was 
hard not to notice as we sat talking that the song may have acquired new meaning and 
ownership since we last met.  
“Memories are a big thing, especially when I listen to TC’s music. Like my..” 
KG paused and brought her hand up and patted at her chest with two strong beats 
“song.”  
KG’s words “like my song” initially caused me some confusion until I 
realized she was referring to “Times Like These”. Although she hurried on with no 
further reference and started discussing TC’s history with the song, I found myself 
continuing to come back to these words. I began to play with the possibility that this 
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song’s history had evolved as a result of that weekend. There was too strong an 
emotional connection to this song for it to lose the enormity of meaning TC had given 
it. Despite this, KG’s actions and words in our interview suggested to me it could be 
possible that the song now held an additional meaning; a connection to another time 
and memory in KG’s life; to a weekend two years ago in which KG honored TC’s 
memory and life through music. I started to feel a sense of anticipation. If this new 
connection was possible, what about all the other music used throughout that 
morning?  
The CD player murmured softly in the background. As a recording of all the 
parents’ songs shared that weekend began playing, KG matter of factly stated “so 
here are the songs”. It felt like an invitation to explore. 
“Boys and girls with hearts that take and give and break” (Johnson, 2003) 
“I found listening to the parents’ music very, very emotional.”  
As KG and I discussed the first section of the music therapy session where parents 
were asked to bring a song which either reminded them of their child or which they 
had shared with their child I started to watch her intently. Her face became animated 
and her voice picked up pace as she started talking about each parent’s song and how 
the music had touched her. The words ‘they bring her to life’ kept running through 
my head, and it occurred to me that maybe all of those parents together that weekend 
did help to do that for KG – bring her back to life. It was certainly apparent that KG 
had felt a very close connection to everyone in the group and had found something in 
the session which may have been difficult for her to find elsewhere, 
“I think because we were just so joined by our situation, we all shared the same thing 
that it did, it just impacted similarly when we listened to everybody else’s. We shared 
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our songs, just listening to the words and thinking about the child and thinking about 
the parents.”  
KG’s words spoke to me of the important role group therapy can play, especially for 
people who may feel isolated in their experiences and emotions. Despite a certain 
level of intimacy which can be lost in a group situation, it appeared that the music 
listening actually helped to bridge an intimacy between group members as KG 
reflected, “the first section was more personal, it was very deep.” As I reflected on 
KG’s words, I felt it was not only the act of sharing something so personal as a piece 
of music with private and treasured memories which made the experience so profound 
for her. The depth was also in the space that music gave people as KG said to “just 
listen and think”.  As the therapist, I had always felt that the songwriting section was 
more personal, yet as KG talked, I started to realize the depth of intimacy that was 
created among the parents from the act of sharing music which was their connection 
to their child. 
“A lot of the songs I’d never really listened to the words, it’s more the tune, it's the 
beat. But I found I was really concentrating on the words. What are those words 
saying? Why is this song so special to you? I wanted to hear the words.” 
As KG reflected on the importance of the words to her that day as a way of 
helping her to understand the meaning of the songs, I couldn’t help but think back on 
the way TC had used a piece of music, specifically its words to convey an important 
message to KG. I wondered whether KG was using the other parents’ music in a 
similar way? 
Whilst searching for an understanding of KG’s experience, I was drawn to a 
word she used repeatedly throughout the interview: share. For KG, a core element of 
the “therapy” which occurred in that session was being with people who she 
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understood and who understood her; people she could trust to share and understand 
her experiences, who she could relate to and even learn from. Yet it was more than 
that. Although KG had not kept in contact with anyone from the retreat, it was 
apparent she still felt a connection to everyone in the group based on what they had 
shared. Music had not only brought people together to share their loss during that 
weekend, the experience of sharing songs which were so personally meaningful had 
created memories and connections for KG which she continued to draw on. KG 
reflected, 
“When I got the CD I just played it to death. And the other parents’ music as well. I 
just enjoyed it” she said as her voice trailed off. “It would bring back memories of the 
session. I could recall whose song it was. Recall their child. I just played it and 
thought “oh yeah, I remember this, I remember this song. I remember…. 
Sometimes if I hear a song on the radio I think “oh that’s one of the songs”. Mmmm, 
takes me back”.  
“And heal and grow and recreate” (Johnson, 2003) 
The song listening and sharing seemed to have such a profound and lasting impact on 
KG I started to wonder what more the songwriting could possibly have given her. Yet 
even as I was thinking this, I had a niggling image in the back of my mind of KG at 
the retreat during the song writing section, sitting poised, lent forward, face animated, 
contributing… 
“And then moving on into the story. The second section was more enlightening and 
peppy. I put a lot of my feelings on paper. I’m a journal writer, so I did find it good 
just sort of thinking ‘ok what can we put here’. It wasn’t as personal because it's a 
group, a group thing, everyone.”  
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As soon as KG told me she was a journal writer it felt like a few more pieces 
fell into place. I started to understand why she seemed so comfortable taking part in 
the intervention. But it also made me think of the differences between writing in a 
journal and writing a song with a group. Your journal is a private affair, it doesn’t 
matter what goes in there because it is only for the writer’s eyes and judgment. But to 
sit with a group of people and write a song, to share personal feelings, to reach a 
common ground, to allow everyone’s voice and story to come through; what does that 
give or take away from the experience of purely dealing with your own story? As KG 
reflected on her group experience of writing words, her reflections started to shift 
from the experience not being as personal to one that held great depth as a result of 
the reciprocal group process  
“And then writing and sharing our words, you know working together, and I mean it's 
a very personal thing. And to be able to share it with other people it was very, very 
moving. Very um, yeah in the same boat, you are not alone. It was good hearing other 
people’s ideas and beliefs and what they wanted in there.” 
Although it was starting to sound as if both the music listening and the song 
writing shared the same core, KG quickly differentiated her experience between the 
two, 
“We were all listening and all sad, tears. Whereas having the second section after, 
you could tell by the end we were all holding hands and swaying and singing. So that 
picked us up.”  
Even as KG recalled the memory during the interview, a smile came to her 
face and voice, as if there was a sense of healing that had come with it. Her words 
were a stark reminder to me of the heights and depths music can take us to. I 
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wondered whether that was a reason she, along with the other parent participants had 
such strong recollections from the weekend two years ago.  
Despite the difficulties that the depths can take us to, KG did not appear to 
begrudge that experience from the session. However it did seem important to her that 
she wasn’t left there; that the therapy took her to a different place, a place that was 
lighter. I thought back to the retreat and remembered noting to myself how 
uncomfortable KG had seemed in her sadness by the end of the music listening. She 
had been eager to take a break from it all; the music, emotions, loss, and stories.  
“I felt loss, not only for myself but for the other parents as well. And then when we 
were singing and working and hearing it come out, it was just, be bop feel good. It’s 
just what you needed after that big heavy dose in the first session.” 
The songwriting had lifted KG from a darker place and allowed her to express 
and feel emotions that she more commonly sought through music; the ability to feel 
uplifted. Despite the emotional difference between the song listening and songwriting, 
it was apparent that the two sections of the session had a role to play and were 
interlocked for KG. Symbolic of a journey with a specific destination,  
“I got something out of both of the sections. And I really didn’t put one over the other 
or look at it ‘I enjoyed that more than that or the other’, it was more both because 
they both had the parents there.”  
Thinking back on some of the destinations for my other parent participants, it 
was always with the children. And yet for KG, it was the parents, it was her. I felt like 
she had continuously pointed to this throughout the interview as she kept the focus on 
the shared experience, the coming together, and the connections the music was 
creating between her and the other parents. Given this pattern, I mused on where the 
meaning of the song used for the song parody would take KG. 
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     *** 
“But somehow I know it won't be the same 
Somehow I know it will never be the same” (Johnson, 2003) 
 
 “Big yellow taxi?” 
“I will survive?” 
The song suggestions were coming in thick and fast. I had asked the group to choose a 
song from my songbooks which they would like to rewrite the words to and it felt like 
the floodgates had opened.  
“Lean on me.” 
“Oo I love that song” KG piped up 
I thought to myself, I think we have a winner. 
 *** 
“Yeah I just love it. It’s got a nice beat and it just picks you up when you need a 
friend. It’s one of those songs that will, when you need it, it will find you. It’s 
uplifting, it feels good, you can do this, get through. Yeah, we all need somebody.” 
I had just asked KG to tell me about her history with the song Lean On Me; her 
interpretation of and relationship to the song. Her words were poignant, and again 
came back to the recurring theme of music delivering messages. It seemed this song 
in particular had been present in her life during difficult times in the past and had 
been a companion to her as KG animatedly recounted  
“Its one of those songs that if there’s something going on or you're a little bit down, it 
will, it will come on” suddenly her hands rushed together as she mimed a clap “and 
the universe just ‘get out of that slump’ and plays that song for you.”  
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As KG spoke, I found myself wondering whether the song had found KG and the rest 
of the group for a reason that weekend in Maleny? Her words, we all need somebody 
re-echoed.  
Although KG had suggested that it was the beat of the song which drew her to 
it, as she talked further, her reasoning and connections appeared to run deeper. She 
talked of the importance of a songs words resonating with the listeners experience. As 
my mind ran back through the original words of Lean On Me, it was hard not to be 
struck by the parallel of the song talking about support and this being one of the very 
themes which KG kept highlighting as a pivotal aspect of the music therapy 
experience. 
“And that’s how songwriters do it. They express themselves through their music. A lot 
of songwriters when you listen to their words you just think ‘gee, what happened in 
his life for him to write this?’ A lot of times you can relate to it because maybe what 
their singing you’ve experienced it yourself, and that’s what draws you to that song, 
that music.” 
It was becoming clear that the words to Lean On Me were important to KG; 
she could relate to them and find comfort in them. I felt like we were getting closer to 
the heart of this interview. If the words were so important, how had rewriting them 
affected her meaning and relationship to the song? 
L: “Do you think the meaning of the song has changed for you since using it in music 
therapy?” 
KG paused, letting out a lengthened “ah” as she thought through the question, and 
then announced “not the meaning of it”. 
I was taken aback and yet I remembered back to earlier in the interview where I had 
felt KG had contradicted herself. I decided this was worth pursuing more; perhaps KG 
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just needed more time to explore her experience of the song out loud before she 
reached conclusions. For now, we changed focus as KG recounted for me how her 
experience of music had changed since experiencing and participating in music 
therapy.  
“It hasn’t changed and it’s not the same. I know that’s a contradiction. But I mean, 
it’s always, music, its constantly changing, its constantly evolving, its all different 
things on how you feel,’ bout how you feel about it. You know when the next great 
tune comes, it just takes you to that next, next place.” 
I thought back to the evolution of TC’s song “Times Like These” and how the 
experience of sharing that song in the music therapy session had created an additional 
connection for KG. With the help of KG’s words, I now understood the way she 
regarded and viewed this process of change. For some, such a change could be 
viewed as a loss. For KG, music itself was a process of creation and evolution, 
malleable by experiences and time; much like life.  
Despite these conclusions, I felt no closer to understanding what Lean On Me 
meant to KG now. I started to question whether the word ‘meaning’ was mismatched 
to KG’s vocabulary when talking about music; I couldn’t seem to recall her using the 
precise word through the interview, even though her sentiments hinted at it. I tried a 
different tack, 
L: “What about your experience of re-encountering it since music therapy? Is it the 
same….” My voice trailed off  
K: “Well, it's the same with the added ‘this is our song’. It’s ‘oh good I love this 
song’ and then its, ‘It’s our song, the group of us’. We all share that.” 
Her words were simple but clear. Over the course of time and experiences, our 
relationship to music is constantly evolving. For KG, all of the music played in that 
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music therapy session that day has been coloured by the experience. I started to 
realize the real question was not if but rather, what colour?  
For KG, it was the colour of connection, memories, support and 
understanding. It was the experience of sharing; an experience she will never lose.  
“I think that one song, Lean On Me, will always, that is a change because its not only 
a really good song, now it's a song that I think ‘oh that’s our group, that’s our heaven 
in the hills song. Heaven’s Song.’” 
 **** 
As the interview came to an end it had felt like KG and I had come a long way. I 
looked at the billiards table separating us and wondered at what point in the interview 
it had ceased to feel like the distance between us was so wide?  
Months after the interview I sat in privacy re-listening to our discussion. I 
caught myself smiling as I listened to two women’s voices cutting across Bill 
Wither’s voice as he sang Lean On Me. I replayed in my mind the two of us bobbing 
our heads to the time of the music, our voices growing louder as the song went on. At 
one point KG closed her eyes, lost in the music, memories, emotions? I was never 
quite sure, but I did realize that it was at this point the music became our connection.  
What will be will be 
And so it goes 
And it always goes on and on... 
On and on it goes 
(Johnson, 2003) 
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As the sun streamed into the room couched deep in the hinterlands, the two 
counselors, ten group participants, all bereaved parents, and myself, sat in stillness. 
The song Francine had brought along to share with the group, The Circle of Life from 
the Lion King, roared through the speakers. As Francine lent forward in her chair, her 
face crumpled as she heaved out sobs; rivers of tears expelling from her as her body 
shook on the point of convulsion. Everyone in the room seemed paralyzed by the 
intensity of her emotion; I found myself shocked by her vulnerability and depth of her 
emotions. A display so raw and powerful that a year on, as I interviewed participants 
who were also in the group, each person recollected Francine’s song, commenting 
that it had been a connecting and humbling experience for them that day. Sitting in 
the living room of Francine’s granny flat, nearly a year on from the retreat, I noted 
that she sat calmly, as between reflective pauses, she began to recall her experience of 
that moment… 
     ***** 
The Circle of Life 
“Oh my God, what am I going to do here” the words tumbled out as Francine 
recounted to me her initial thoughts when told she needed to bring along to the retreat 
a meaningful piece of music to share. Francine continued, 
“So after I got over my panic, um, then I just remembered a piece of music that when 
I first came home and I was in those really raw days of grief, there was a piece of 
music that absolutely touched my heart, The Circle of Life, and that expressed so 
much for me about life and about it is a circle you know…. So that’s why I chose that. 
I just grabbed it and didn’t give any more thought to it.”  
Yet by the morning of the music therapy session, the implications of 
Francine’s song choice became apparent to her and her anxiety grew as she reflected, 
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“I came in with some anxiety. I was worried about playing the music, about listening 
to it, um, I didn’t know how I’d be. So I think I was concerned about you know, how 
am I going to be when this…. Because I know I will revisit the pain. And um, I was 
there to participate and gain something from it, but I also did not want to be so 
overwhelmed that I couldn’t function.”  
I nodded my head, empathising with Francine’s fear and uncertainty as she 
continued to confide that the most difficult part of the three-hour music therapy 
session had in fact been when she played her song. With great pain, Francine recalled, 
“the emotions that I felt were” she stopped talking before slowly continuing with a 
quivering voice, “pain and just a reminder of the loss, and what that encompasses is 
a whole lot of memories, and the bottom of that is just that desolate feeling of loss and 
a reminder that they’re no longer here. So when my music was playing it was what 
that meant to me. The circle of life: how we do live and we do die, every one of us. 
Because in those early times of grief, you go into the depths of the black hole and it’s 
just so overwhelming. You think ‘am I ever going to feel anything but this great hole 
in my chest?’ But what it did show me was that I could listen to the music, I could go 
there and be OK” she stressed.   
“You came out the other side?” I tentatively questioned 
“Yes I did, yes I did.” Francine whispered, her voice almost inaudible.  
When people share 
Although Francine experienced such intense emotions, fear and pain in the sharing of 
her own song, I was surprised to hear this didn’t overshadow or detract from her 
experience of listening to the other group member’s songs. Instead, the very nature of 
the group experience of sharing helped Francine to contextualise herself and her 
experience of song sharing differently as she explained,  
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“Instead of being here with my own pain and grief or whatever, when people share 
that just opens up. You’re no longer sitting on your own and feeling isolated, it 
becomes much wider. So you see yourself and experience yourself in a much bigger 
context.” Francine paused before continuing, “so instead of me shutting down into my 
own grief, my experience was I opened up.”  
The words “opened up” brought back the image of Francine crying in front of 
the group and I started to understand how by changing the context of her grief from 
something isolating to something shared, she was able to let go of the emotions the 
song brought up for her. Furthermore, the experience allowed her to see not only that 
she could be “OK” listening to the song, but also perhaps showed her how far she had 
come on her grief journey; a concept that held importance to Francine’s 
understanding of grief, as she herself exclaimed “I benefited greatly from being able 
to go at that stage.”  
Although the process helped Francine situate herself along a grief trajectory, 
the most powerful aspect of the song listening for Francine was in the act of sharing 
and extending, as she recalled, 
“I so value when people are sharing their pain, their journey. And I felt really 
honoured and privileged to be sitting in that room and sharing with everybody else. 
You don’t share that with many people.” Francine confided before continuing, “I 
think it helped by everyone there sharing their music and their story, and the love that 
I felt there in that room for everybody. Not just my love,” Francine clarified, “but 
everybody was holding everybody else. It was extremely moving, extremely moving.” 
Francine concluded. 
Francine’s words touched on themes which I’d heard in multiple interviews by 
now; the importance and intimacy of the act of sharing music and stories; the feeling 
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of being held and supported in the group environment; the act of opening up and 
experiencing oneself and one’s grief within a larger context. These were all such 
powerful and vivid experiences within such a condensed period of time, I was left 
sceptical, wondering if the songwriting section could offer any more to Francine, or 
was she too burnt out from the intensity of the song listening?  
*** 
Song parody: A voice too soon? 
“The second part of it when we chose the song, um,” Francine paused for a long time, 
I presumed she was gathering her thoughts. Finally she blurted out, “what was the 
song that we chose?” 
I stumbled over my words, flabbergasted “Lean on Me. Um…”, it was now my turn to 
pause and attempt to gather myself before continuing, “the song we wrote was called 
‘Heaven’s Song’”. 
“Heaven’s Song”, Francine repeated slowly, the words signalling a vague recollection 
in her.  
“Francine, can you remember if and why you wanted to use ‘Lean on Me’ to rewrite 
words to based on your story?” I probed further 
“No”, she answered outright before continuing, “I don’t think it was my first choice, I 
just voted for the one that was, you know….” 
“A consensus” I concluded as she nodded in agreement.  
“Pretty much, cause I was actually wanting to move through it. See I didn’t really 
want to hang around too long,” Francine gave a little laugh. “cause I thought, I do 
not want to be mince-meating this” she stressed, “I don’t want to go into all this, I 
really didn’t, I wanted to move through fairly quickly but at the same time I wasn’t 
disrespectful, I did contribute, but I was keen to move through it.”  
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Francine sounded annoyed yet I couldn’t grasp who it was she was annoyed 
at. Me, the group, herself, the memories? Although her statements felt somewhat 
jilting, I could understand that given how significant and emotional the first section of 
the session had been for Francine, she might approach the song writing with a sense 
of caution and weariness, her words “I don’t want to go into all this” confirming my 
thoughts.  
I decided to shift the focus and started questioning Francine on when she’d 
first heard the song and if it brought back any memories. She appeared to relax 
although remained non-committal in her responses, stating that she couldn’t 
remember the song and would have to hear it. After asking if there were any previous 
memories she attached to the song, finally Francine answered decisively, “I don’t 
recall having any strong memory to that song”.  
I smiled at Francine, stating, “which answers the next question, did it hold any 
particular meaning for you?” 
Francine burst out laughing loudly, “No, I don’t think it did.” she smiled, “I think it 
was just a nice song with nice words, the tune was easy to sing and work with, it had 
a nice little melody and was a respectful song” Francine concluded.  
Given Francine’s difficulty in remembering the song Lean on Me, I found 
myself surprised to hear her announce, “I can’t remember the words but I know what 
I wanted out of the song. I wanted it to be about or to be an expression of our 
survival.” Her voice sounded so fragile, she paused before reaffirming quietly, “that’s 
what I wanted it to be about.” As I nodded, listening, Francine rushed on,  
“It was very easy for me to say that when I was 3 years down the track instead of 3 
weeks. I didn’t even want to live for the first 2 years’ she stated matter-of-factly, ‘so 
that’s what I was looking for in the song and starting to think about in terms of where 
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to from here sort of thing. I was looking for the strength that it has taken for each one 
of us to have experienced what we have experienced,” she paused before adding 
disbelievingly, “and still be sane. Because the memory of the child is always there. I 
don’t need a song to remind me about my son,” she gave a little ironic laugh at the 
thought.  “But sometimes I need to be reminded that I’m here and sometimes I forget 
that I’m still struggling and I’m still trying to find sense of it all and find a reason to 
be here and to continue to live. Because our grief is our grief, and our loss is our loss. 
And nothing changes that, that goes without saying. We need to find a balance in our 
life, and while we focus on the loss, then it’s more difficult to move on. There’s a part 
of the process where you don’t want to move on because it can feel as though if you 
move on you’re leaving the person behind. And that’s not really true, but that’s how it 
can feel and how it can seem. So anyway, I’ve raved on a bit, but I guess that’s what I 
was looking for. Is that making sense?”  Francine concluded questioningly.  
Francine’s words were poignant and revealing, and finally I felt I could grasp 
the extremities of her reactions and recollections of the song writing. By shaping the 
song to be a testament to the self and survival, Francine had found herself at a point 
where she had to grapple with some challenging concepts: how to move forward 
without leaving those lost behind? Her conviction and words about survival had been 
so insightful and powerful, yet I started to wonder whether this question had been too 
confronting at this stage for Francine, and as a result she had blocked out memories of 
the music during this section. I thought back on her words about not needing a song to 
remind her of her son, but needing one to remind her of the struggles she is still going 
through and found myself thinking, “Is this really what you want to be reminded of?” 
I waited patiently for the point of the interview where I could find out from her what 
role this song now plays in her life, if any.  
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I could sense Francine was becoming tired as we had covered a lot of weighty 
memories. Upon inquiry of whether she needed a break, Francine agreed she would 
need one shortly. I started to wrap up this section of the interview with some 
questions on her overall experience of the session,  
“So thinking of the two activities, was there one that you felt you got more out of than 
the other?” I inquired. 
Francine sighed as she considered the question, “Um no, there’s not really a 
comparison, I got different things” she paused, “certainly the sequence that you did 
was obviously done for a particular reason, it ended on a more uplifting place for 
people, just that feeling of unity and strength within the group, that people could 
leave with those feelings rather than the feelings of the grief that the songs took us 
into. But I, I can’t say that one was any better, it just brought out different things.”  
“That makes sense” I agreed, albeit a little surprised she had weighted the 
interventions equally. As a final overall snapshot, I asked Francine to recall her 
feelings across the full 3-hour session. Reflecting back, Francine started to tentatively 
recall,  
“I know I was tired at the end cause it was quite exhausting. But thinking about it 
now, it felt like a journey, almost coming out the other side of the journey. So, going 
in to revisit the pain, acknowledging it, sharing it, and then having an avenue of 
coming out of it. I think the song that we composed, that was the avenue of coming 
out. I didn’t know that at the time,” Francine confided, “cause I don’t know that till I 
reflect on it.”  
 I was struck by how much her description of her journey during the session sounded 
like the different stages of the grief process. Also, how perceptive she had been that 
the ordering of the interventions had been very purposeful, with the final goal to come 
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out uplifted and unified as a group. As these points came together, I reflected back on 
this entire section and started to feel slightly uneasy, something wasn’t right. I began 
to wonder whether the session pushed her too far, if she wasn’t ready for an “avenue 
to come out the other side”. Furthermore, I sensed Francine had two different 
experiences; the experience in the moment of the session (song listening), and the 
experience post-session after she had had time to reflect on what had happened (song 
writing). How the act of recording a song, which captured a moment in time, would 
factor in to this I was unsure. One thing was certain, I needed to find out how she now 
felt about this song; was it still an avenue out the other side? 
*** 
Given Francine’s somewhat variable reactions to the songs played throughout the 
music therapy session, it seemed important to briefly back-track and try to understand 
the more general role music currently plays in her life. After initially being asked this 
very question, Francine proceeded to produce a rather superficial account. As she 
talked further however, she started to open up,  
“I’m just realising I played my music more before my son died” she announced 
somewhat surprised, “I don’t play music as much now.” Francine stated before 
explaining her discovery further,  
“After the death I moved back to my home and I did play my music then and I used 
music, sometimes a couple of the songs that came on really helped the grief” she 
stressed, ‘but since then, I hadn’t realised,’ she announced surprised again, “since 
then I haven’t listened to music very much at all. So there might be something in 
that!” she exclaimed.  
“Do you still listen to those songs that you referred to?” 
No, no I don’t get that out now, Francine stated with finality.  
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I found it interesting that Francine had used music through such a vulnerable 
and difficult time in her life, and once she had moved past that initial stage of grief, 
she also moved past music. Unlike other parents who grieved the fact they had to cut 
music from their life in order to help them cope, Francine appeared to accept this 
change of role unquestioningly.  
Upon further probing, it came out that for Francine, music had to either be 
functional (mood enhancement, to accompany another activity etc) or something 
incredibly deep which tapped into emotions and memories. Francine started giving 
detailed examples of recent times that music truly “touched her”. During her recount 
of the experiences, it became clear to Francine and myself the incredible 
unexpectedness of emotion from music as Francine uncovered,  
“That particular day I was with friends and they asked me how I was going 
and I said I’m travelling really well. And we put this on <music> and I’m a mess. I 
went into a really painful place,” Francine spoke quietly, “and that’s what happens. It 
catches me off guard.” Pausing for a moment to gather her thoughts, Francine then 
continued, “I probably noticed that more since my family died. You know, I seem to be 
a bit more sensitive I guess and a bit more vulnerable in those areas. So, it’s probably 
where you are within yourself,” Francine reasoned, “I mean, music’s music. Words 
are words. Voices are voices. It’s about where you are in your life, or what’s 
happening in your life, what might just be under the surface, what needs to be 
released, what you need to be put in contact with. Music will do that: it’s like an 
avenue.  
I mused on how we had found ourselves back at the same phrase from earlier: 
music as an avenue. This time however, I felt Francine gave more context. Music was 
actually an incredibly powerful way for Francine to explore and express emotions, 
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however, almost too powerful as she did not seem to have control over her reactions. I 
sensed this was probably the reason she had stopped engaging with music on an 
emotional level in recent times; she understood its power and chose not to let herself 
go into those “painful places”.  
The shrill ring of the telephone cut through the room, surprising us both. As 
Francine hopped up to answer it, I started to wonder, given this discovery, how she 
would react to this final section of the interview during which I was going to offer to 
play the original version of the song Lean on Me that was used for the song parody. 
As she hung up the phone and came to sit back down, I proceeded tentatively,  
“Did you want to hear the original recording of Lean on Me?” 
“Um, I don’t think so.” Francine responded, somewhat curtly 
“No?”  
“Um,” she paused for a long time, clearly weighing up the offer, “what purpose 
would that serve today to listen to it?” 
Although I had expected some resistance, I was still taken aback by just how 
cautious Francine was in regards to hearing this song. It did not escape me how she 
was trying to ascertain if listening to the song had a function, which as discussed just 
before, was really the only way she liked to engage with music nowadays; if it is 
functional and purposeful. I explained to Francine that the next lot of questions were 
directly related to what it is now like to hear the song since the retreat. Somewhat 
hesitatingly, Francine agreed to listen to the song. Almost as an afterthought, she 
quickly added,  
 “But this is not our version of it, this is the original version right?” 
“Yup, this is Bill Withers,” I reassured her. 
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“Ok” she agreed. As the music started, Francine sat in stillness, ear cocked to the side, 
listening intently.   
*** 
The interview ended not long after we listened to the song. Not because Francine was 
upset, rather, she just didn’t have too much to say about it. She agreed that the song 
had become more meaningful to her, but not because of the music therapy. Rather, 
when she listened to it, it reminded her of her journey over the past 30 years, the ups 
and downs, and the support she had had along the way. I couldn’t help but feel that 
she had somehow ‘closed down’ in this last section. I had the image that as soon as 
she knew she was listening to music, she put a protective layer around her, not 
allowing it in. I thought back on the music that she had ‘black-listed’ and wondered if 
Lean on Me was now on that list. I had the sense that as soon as a piece of music 
touched something too deep, too painful, Francine would sooner discard of it rather 
than face it; once banished, never to return.  
The interview wrapped up. I told Francine I would send her a copy of the 
group’s recording of the song and would be in touch with a few written questions to 
answer in response. There were hugs, smiles and warm wishes between us as I 
departed and started on the long drive home. I re-played the interview mentally, trying 
to discard all the moments of contradiction to uncover the essence of her story. 
Overall I felt that Francine had found the music therapy session very beneficial for 
that moment in time. The song listening had been a cathartic release for her, an 
opportunity to see that she could allow herself to be taken to a dark and painful place 
and come out the other side (albeit in the context of a supportive environment). 
Likewise, despite some initial fear and reluctance for the song writing, Francine found 
this invention was also a powerful experience in building strength and unity in the 
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group by using music as a tool to explore coming out of the pain and grief towards 
survival.  
Retrospectively however, Francine displayed strong resistance to revisiting 
any memories associated with the songwriting part of the session. Without having 
Francine give me an answer as to why this was, I didn’t feel that I would ever know 
her reasoning. I suspected on one level, Francine’s aim to explore survival in the 
parody was still a topic that she was struggling to understand and accept. On another 
level, the physical act of recording the song, of capturing that moment in time, that 
moment with all of its fears, emotions, loss, experiences and meanings, is a reminder 
of her loss. Like the other songs she no longer listens to, this song has the capacity to 
‘catch her off guard’, be unexpected and take her to a dark place.  
 
*** 
I placed the weighty interview transcript in the mail and included a copy of the group 
recording of the song parody to Lean on Me, titled ‘Heaven’s Song’. I anxiously 
awaited a response. Months went by. There were unanswered emails and voice mail 
messages from me gently checking in with Francine to see if she had even received 
the package in the mail. Time started to run short as I was about to move to Japan. I 
tried to ring again, and this time Francine answered. She was brief in her responses. 
She had found member checking the interview transcript difficult, but was nearly 
finished. When I tentatively asked her if she’d had a chance to listen to the recording, 
she became very quiet before affirming that she had. I became worried as I 
questioned,  
L: “How was that for you?”  
There was silence on the other end of the line until finally she whispered, ‘not good’.  
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A few days later I received the package in the mail including a sheet with the 
additional questions typed out. The transcript had whole sections cut out and all 
names crossed out, the words ‘my son’ written above. I turned to the additional 
questions that were directly related to listening to the group’s recording of the song. 
There were n/a’s written in response to many of the questions, until my eyes focused 
in on Francine’s words typed in bold, 
I have not listened to the group recording and do not wish to. 
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Chapter 10: Discussion 
Drawing from the personal narratives that explored the unique nuances of experience 
for five bereaved parents, this final chapter will examine the overarching themes 
and/or commonalities that were present in relation to each of the research questions: 
1) What are bereaved parents lived experiences of music therapy? 
2) How do bereaved parents lived experiences of music therapy affect their 
ongoing relationship with music? 
3) In what ways does the song parody technique shape a bereaved parents 
meaning of the song? 
Based on the presented themes, recommendations and implications for practice will 
be suggested followed by final conclusions on how music therapy, specifically song 
parody, shaped bereaved parents engagement with music in their lives.  
The starting point: Music therapy for bereaved parents 
In order to understand the longer-term experience of music in the lives of bereaved 
parents, it was imperative to first garner an understanding of the music therapy 
experience itself. Following a cross-case analysis of the five narratives, three broad 
themes were found to capture the lived experience of music therapy for bereaved 
parents: 
Theme 1: Music therapy fosters intimacy and interconnection 
Theme 2: People experience complex emotions during music therapy 
Theme 3: The structure of the music therapy session can have a significant impact  
 on clients 
As has been previously highlighted, the music therapy bereavement literature to date 
is primarily focused on work with children and adolescents, thus, the following 
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section will add to the current knowledge base by providing a new perspective in 
music therapy practice with a particular focus on working with adults. 
Theme 1: Music therapy fosters intimacy and interconnection 
The concept of intimacy has been briefly touched upon within the literature, most 
commonly in dyadic work be it with couples (Gotell, Brown & Ekman, 2009; 
Hinman, 2010) or the parent-child dyad (Edwards, 2011). Relevant to this study 
however and to a wider variety of music therapy work in general is the concept of 
intimacy within the therapeutic environment, which can encompass the participants, 
the music, and the therapist in various combinations. Rykov (2001) discusses the act 
of intimacy that occurs in the palliative care therapeutic space, reflecting on how 
music has the capacity to create an intensity, which can help with healing yet can also 
easily overwhelm clients emotionally. Francine, Bonnie and Joy reflected on similar 
encounters, describing a sense of apprehension and anxiety before sharing their song 
and then emotional catharsis following it. The experiences of these participants lead 
us to a point that is under-acknowledged when utilising the intervention of song 
sharing: when we ask clients to share a piece of music with a group of people, we are 
requesting them to engage in a highly intimate act. Given this fact, consideration 
needs to be taken when implementing this intervention, with particular attention to 
group factors such as level of group cohesion, style of group, and boundaries, in order 
to ensure a safe environment is provided in which to share musical contributions. 
Although this provides a starting point, developing a more comprehensive 
understanding of an intervention as widely used in music therapy practice as song 
sharing is warranted in order to develop better parameters for use including 
contraindications.   
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The theme of interconnection was present throughout all four female 
participants narratives including interconnection between group members and 
interconnection with the music. Although the literature commonly discusses the way 
in which music therapy increases feelings of connection in group bereavement work 
(McFerran & Hunt, 2008; McFerran et al., 2010), the concept of interconnection, in 
which a reciprocal relationship occurs between two beings or entities, better 
encapsulates the experience of these bereaved parents. Schwantes et al., (2011) 
highlight the importance of reciprocity in grief work, particularly in relation to the act 
of sharing meaningful music. For Bonnie, Joy, KG and Francine, the mutual act of 
song sharing followed by the collaborative process of song writing, created an 
environment that allowed participants to share their experiences, memories and 
burden of loss. This intimate act of sharing helped to break the isolation of grief and 
bring these bereaved parents together through their similar experiences. The four 
women expressed feelings of gratitude for this experience and suggested the music 
therapy session assisted them in acknowledging and moving forward in their stage of 
grieving for that moment in time. This finding opposes reports in the psychology 
literature that suggests people experiencing normal grief do not benefit from therapy 
or emotional disclosure (Currier et al., 2008). Giles et al (2009) offered a differing 
opinion on the topic, suggesting that music is helpful in establishing group formation 
and positive bonding experiences. This is reflected in Bonnie’s experience of grief 
therapy as she highlighted throughout her interview that she personally found a 
difference between traditional grief therapy modalities and music therapy, suggesting 
that music therapy was more effective in bringing the group together, interconnected.  
Although the theme was encapsulated in the experiences of the four female 
participants, for Guzzi, because of the intimate nature of the therapy work, feelings of 
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disconnection occurred, particularly evident in the intervention of song writing. As 
Guzzi was the only male participant, it is hard to draw connections as to whether this 
reaction to the therapy session was a result of his personality, or more reflective of the 
male experience of grief therapy. Murphy et al’s (1998) study that explored gender 
differentiation in treatment, found bereaved fathers did not report any benefits from 
treatment, which they suggested was in alignment to previous study findings. More 
recent studies however in the field of psychology (Aho et al., 2011) and music 
therapy (Schwantes et al., 2011) have identified positive changes in bereaved males 
following grief work. Similar in both studies however was the presence of a male-
only therapy group that spanned a number of sessions compared to mixed gender. The 
fact that the session Guzzi attended was a mixed gender one-time therapy group may 
account for his levels of discomfit in the group environment.  
Overall, the theme of intimacy and interconnection strongly draw back to 
Yalom’s (2005) therapeutic factors of universality and altruism, which McFerran-
Skewes (2000; 2001) found in her work with bereavement groups. Despite the 
difference in age and emotional development between McFerran’s work and this 
current study, the presence of similar themes suggests that regardless of age, bereaved 
person’s often share the same needs of the group environment: the opportunity to be 
heard, supported and connected.  
Theme Two: People experience complex emotions during music therapy  
Arguably one of the most commonly published outcomes of music therapy research is 
its ability to elicit emotional responses and expression. Thus, the second overarching 
theme that people experience complex emotions during music therapy corroborates 
previous literature. When reflecting on the emotions experienced across the three hour 
music therapy session, participants offered a vast array of accounts and emotions 
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ranging from “extremely emotional; anxious; draining; painful” through to 
“energised; enjoyable; feel good”. All five participants used both positive and 
negative emotional descriptors when recounting their experience, with a number of 
participants capturing this range and complexity of emotion through the descriptor 
“rollercoaster”. McFerran et al., (2010) also found similar results suggesting that 
music could both encompass a broad range of emotions and “allow for swift transition 
between them” (p. 562). This state of transition was heightened even further for some 
of the participants during the song sharing.  
Although all participants described the experience of some positive emotions 
during the session, the primary focus upon reflection was based around difficult 
emotional states. Participants in Schwantes et al’s (2011) bereavement group shared 
similar experiences, describing their experience of music therapy as creating feelings 
of greater sadness felt more deeply. Despite the experience of these emotions, the 
authors concluded that through song writing, the feelings were able to be contained. 
This concept of containment is an important attribute of music therapy, particularly 
when working with populations in which the expression of emotion is central to the 
clients needs. Although containment of emotion during the music therapy session was 
also evident in the current study, findings which will be discussed in coming sections 
question if longer term this really is the case.  
Theme Three: The structure of the music therapy session has a significant 
impact on clients 
It has long been assumed that the way a music therapy session is structured is an 
important element of the session planning process, and is a skill largely taught in 
practical settings. Aside from early childhood and paediatric literature which follow a 
highly formulated session structure, there is a dearth in the literature which discusses 
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the topic, much less research which actually explores if there are optimal ways to 
structure music therapy interventions. In the current study however, the topic of 
session structure was prominent in three of the narratives, with particular emphasis 
placed on the ordering of interventions. KG, Bonnie and Francine all discussed the 
sequence (song sharing followed by song writing) of interventions, reflecting on how 
the session was shaped emotionally. All three women catagorised song sharing as 
emotional and painful, whereas songwriting was seen as cathartic and enjoyable. 
Although song sharing was found to be an emotionally difficult intervention to 
engage in, all participants felt it was essential to have the opportunity to address these 
difficult emotions in a contained, safe and supportive environment. However, all 
women stressed the importance of then having a ‘less heavy’ intervention such as 
song writing following on. By using interventions in a way that enabled an emotional 
trajectory to be enacted in the therapy session, it allowed participants to 
metaphorically work through their grief, as Francine suggested by revisiting, 
acknowledging and sharing the pain and then having an avenue through which to 
come out the other side. As there is no literature to compare this finding to, it is hard 
to determine whether the sequencing and emotional underpinnings of the 
interventions was indicative of general music therapy practice or if this finding was 
unique to work in the field of bereavement.  
From old to the new 
The question of how music therapy affected ongoing relationships with music and 
shaped the meaning of songs used in therapy for five bereaved parents was explored 
in-depth during the interviews. Participants spoke at length about the story of music in 
their lives; starting from its role pre-loss through to post loss and then post music 
therapy. Each story was individually nuanced and as such, the experience of music 
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beyond the therapy room is best captured in the individual narratives of the five 
bereaved parents in this study.  
Although the research questions -  
(1) How do bereaved parents lived experiences of music therapy affect their 
ongoing relationship with music? 
(2) In what ways does the song parody technique shape bereaved parents’ 
meaning of the song? 
 were initially treated separately, after completing a cross case analysis of all 
five narratives, overall findings for each question proved to share core concepts. Thus 
the following section will explore the questions under the one umbrella.  
For the five bereaved parents in this study, it was found that all participants, new 
and/or additional meanings were created and associated to the music used in therapy, 
specifically for the song parody technique. The way participants engage in the process 
of music therapy can impact on their longer-term meanings and associations to the 
music. These meanings continue to exist for a significant period of time post music 
therapy, irrespective of level of engagement within the session.  
Although the main focus in the interviews was placed on the music used for 
the song parody technique, as has been previously explored in the narratives and 
discussion, the song sharing intervention also played a significant role in the 
therapeutic process. Analysis of the narratives revealed distinct pathways of how 
music used in song sharing and song parody continued to exist in the bereaved parents 
lives.  
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Pathway One – Song Sharing 
For participants who brought an emotionally difficult piece of music to share in the 
therapy session, the negative or difficult associations to that piece of music were 
ongoing and any form of engagement with this piece of music post therapy was 
avoided. Furthermore, these participants did not suggest they had formed any 
associations to other group member’s musical contributions during song sharing.  
	  FIGURE	  16:	  NEGATIVE	  SONG	  SHARING	  PATHWAY	  
Pathway Two – Song Sharing 
On the other end of the spectrum, the participants who brought positive pieces of 
music to share continued to have a positive relationship with that piece of music. 
Additionally, these participants also developed new associations to the music other 
group members played during song sharing, and continued to positively engage with 
these songs post therapy through a mixture of purposeful listening alongside chance 
encounters in public spaces. These musically fostered associations encountered post 
therapy were primarily linked to people, namely the parent who had shared the song 
and their deceased child.  Participants who experienced these associations spoke 
positively of the encounter and found that although these new memories did remind 
them of this difficult time in their life, it also brought back the feeling of support they 
experienced during the group music therapy session.  
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 FIGURE	  17:	  POSITIVE	  SONG	  SHARING	  PATHWAY	  
Pathway Three – Song Parody 
In relation to the process of meaning post therapy for songs used during the song 
parody intervention, there were many similarities to the two pathways discussed 
above, however, it is warranted to closely examine the process as its own entity.  
 FIGURE	  18:	  SONG	  PARODY	  PATHWAYS	  BEYOND	  THE	  THEAPY	  ROOM	  
Regardless of whether the participant actively or passively engaged, or 
disengaged, during song parody, all five participants suggested that new meanings 
and associations had been created to the original song following therapy. These new 
meanings/associations were still evident one to two years post therapy for all five 
participants. When encountered post therapy, the music acted as a trigger; for some, 
the song acted as a reminder of the music therapy session, linking them back to the 
time, place, people and reason for the therapy session. For others, upon encountering 
the piece of music, they were directly reminded of their loss and grief. Regardless of 
what associations the piece of music held, all participants experienced complex 
emotions when encountering the piece of music post-therapy.  
Song Parody 
Intervention 
New/
additional 
meaning 
and 
association 
created 
from music 
therapy 
When heard 
post music 
therapy - 
song acts as 
a trigger 
Reminder of 
time, place, 
people and 
reason for 
music 
therapy 
Reminder of 
loss/grief 
Brings up 
complex 
emotions 
Active 
avoidance of 
song/music 
from music 
therapy 
Continue to feel 
supported and 
connected to other 
group members 
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Despite the complexity of emotion, for the participants who were reminded of 
the music therapy session, listening to the piece of music ultimately allowed them to 
continue feeling supported and connected to the group members and the experience of 
the music therapy session. Unlike most literature that has reported the ability of music 
to facilitate the process of continuing bonds between the bereaved and deceased, from 
a post therapy perspective, music used in therapy has the capacity to continue the 
bond between group participants and the experience of therapy when encountered 
beyond the therapy room. Rolvsjord (2005) intimated at this possibility suggesting 
that the therapeutic potential of songwriting is connected to the relational experiences 
during the process and the way the song is used within and beyond the therapy room. 
For those participants who were able to create positive connections to the music used 
in therapy, having a meaningful medium through which they can access continuing 
experiences of support may assist in promoting resilience (O’Callaghan et al., 2013) 
alongside the use of positive coping skills. This concept of music extending its 
therapeutic process and potential beyond the therapy room was also found in Baker 
and MacDonald’s (2013) study with students and retirees which reported that 
listening to song creations helped them to feel empowered, able to cope and 
supported. The possibility of music therapy interventions having the capacity to 
extend into the daily lives of clients so positively is an encouraging prospect for the 
profession. But as both the current study as well as findings from Baker & 
MacDonald have shown, this isn’t an invariable outcome.   
For those who were directly linked back into the pain of their loss, they 
actively avoided encounters with the song post therapy. A number of participants 
reflected throughout the interviews that they avoided encountering music from the 
therapy session. This avoidance was towards their own musical contribution during 
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song sharing and/or the group song parody. For these participants, when hearing the 
original recording of the song parody during the interview, they displayed strong 
reactions towards the music and became visibly emotional. Although this is a stark 
contrast to the earlier described relationship of connection and support, there is much 
that the profession of music therapy can learn from these participants negative 
reactions; namely, through the concept of process verses product. For the two 
participants who now avoid the music from the therapy session, looking back through 
their experience at the time of the song parody intervention, both participants found 
the process valuable and cathartic in their journey of grief. Thus, although the process 
of creating a song in therapy was experienced positively despite the painful 
experiences it dealt with, the product beyond therapy no longer had a place in the 
lives of these participants.  
Aasgaard (2002; 2005) discussed similar findings in his thesis on the life 
histories of original song compositions of paediatric oncology patients. He reported 
that even when creating sad songs, clients can experience positive feelings of 
achievement and satisfaction however these songs will seldom be used beyond the 
therapy session, suggesting that these songs did not have a place in the client’s 
musical histories beyond the one time it was created. Thus, although at the time of the 
interview for the current study, participants wished to avoid re-encountering the 
music from the session, this disengagement with particular pieces of music is actually 
normal and mirrors the reactions of the women in DeNora’s (2000) study who 
actively avoided musical memories, emotions and behaviours they did not wish to 
encounter in their daily life.  O’Callaghan et al. (2013) proposed that bereaved 
persons’s avoidance of certain music is not necessarily a maladaptive approach, 
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rather, it suggests that participants are choosing when and how they wish to engage 
with music, specifically music that connects them to their loss. 
Clinical Implications and Recommendations 
The above findings are revealing in relation to how music therapy shaped the way 
five bereaved parents continued to engage with music in their lives beyond the 
therapy room. Given the continuing impact it can have as these five narratives 
suggest, calls in to question why the music therapy profession has not delved into this 
arena sooner. The following section therefore will provide some initial implications 
and recommendations for clinical practice.  
The meaning of “my” music 
The implication of meaning harks back to the original impetus for undertaking this 
research. Similar to my own experience, for the five participants of this study, the 
meaning of music used for the song parody intervention changed as a result of the 
therapy process, and for a substantial period of time. Although no participants felt 
resentful towards the change of meaning, this still remains a critical implication which 
therapists need to start considering in their daily practice.  
In order to acknowledge the possibility of meaning change when undertaking 
the intervention of song parody, the findings from this research would suggest that 
when clients are initially choosing music to use in the intervention, therapists should 
discuss with clients the possibility of the song changing in meaning and association as 
a result of the therapy process. By adding this step to the process of song parody, 
clinicians are providing an opportunity for clients to make an informed decision in 
regards to the longer-term role of certain music in their life.  
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Consideration point – Therapist self-care 
Although this topic wasn’t directly dealt with in this study, a combination of the 
findings alongside my personal experience of meaning change to songs used in 
therapy warrants contemplation as to how this could impact on the therapists 
themselves. In the case that music therapists are aware of songs taking on new 
meaning as a result of using the music in therapy, therapists should start to reflect on 
where their musical boundaries may lie. The result of this might mean therapists 
choosing not to use certain pieces of music in the therapy space. As contentious as 
this suggestion may be, it is potentially an important topic for further debate within 
the profession.  
Educating clients 
As shown through the five narratives, long-term meanings, emotions and reactions to 
music used in therapy is unique, thus, it is not possible to create a definitive guideline 
to present to clients in regards to how they may experience music in the future, 
beyond therapy (eg. You will recall feelings of being supported when you hear this 
song in the future). What is possible, and timely within the profession, is a push 
towards educating clients about the possible longer-term implications of music 
therapy, particularly, how clients may be able to optimise the positives (the possibility 
of accessing continuing feelings of support through music listening) and negating/ 
dealing with the negatives (recognising strong reactions to music; considering if and 
when/where is best to engage with this music should clients wish to).  
The current study extends on Baxter & O’Callaghan’s (2010) article on the 
future use of song creations by highlighting possible implications for practice that 
extend further than products a client may choose to play. Findings hint at the 
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possibility that all music used in song sharing and song parody interventions has the 
capacity to change in meaning and association as a result of the therapy process. This 
brings to the forefront of discussion not only the music we choose to hear, but also the 
possibility of encountering music we weren’t expecting to or prepared to hear in 
public and private spaces.   
As discussed in the previous section, one of the first ways music therapists can 
engage in ethical clinical practice is by educating clients at the beginning of music 
therapy sessions so as their music choices are informed, giving clients more control of 
the process as it unfolds beyond therapy. For the song parody intervention this may 
involve: -­‐ Finding out from clients whether their music choice for the session is a piece 
of music that is significant to them?  -­‐ Finding out if the piece of music is regularly encountered in their day-to-day 
lives? 
Education of clients needs to start receiving more critical attention within the field as 
it not only ensures safe practice but also arm clients with the knowledge and resources 
of how to optimise the use of music in their daily life following on from therapy.  
 
The use of familiar popular songs in music therapy practice 
As has been highlighted, there are a number of implications for using popular music 
in the therapy setting, namely, the consideration as to whether clients already have 
pre-existing memories and associations attached to the music. Clinicians wishing to 
run song writing sessions need to weigh up the pro’s and con’s of song parody 
compared to original songwriting in order to choose the most appropriate intervention 
for the specific client group with which they are working. Baker (2013; Baker & 
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MacDonald, 2013; in press) has recently provided a large amount of comprehensive 
research on this very topic, providing important comparisons between different styles 
of songwriting and frameworks to guide clinicians in practice. Building upon Baker’s 
contribution to the field, this study provides some of the first findings in relation to 
how client’s experience songs used in therapy in their daily lives, thus, highlighting 
the importance of making the most appropriate choice for the client group. When 
using popular songs in therapy with bereaved clients, clinicians need to be aware of 
the potential for clients to revisit painful experiences when they re-encounter the 
songs associated with their grief in their everyday life, by chance or by choice. This is 
an issue that requires further attention and exploration.  
Limitations of the study 
Design 
The strength of the methodological design of this study is the depth and richness that 
was able to be captured through the use of narrative inquiry. The methodology of 
narrative inquiry was well suited for research with bereaved parents as has previously 
been suggested in the literature (deCinque et al., 2006; Gustafsson et al., 2011) as it 
acknowledged the individuality of the grieving experience and enabled the parents’ 
stories to be told, largely through their own words. What narrative inquiry brought to 
this study is the ability to explore the nature of the bereaved parents experience, and 
the meaning that music had in their lives, pre, during and post music therapy.  
With any qualitative study, there is limited potential for generalisability. The 
small size of the participant pool (18 in total) and the small number who chose to 
participate (5) means that any findings are merely suggestions of possibilities that 
need to be investigated more fully in future research. 
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In other health studies that have utilised narrative inquiry, researchers have 
either had more participants (deCinque et al., 2006; Ellis et al., 2013; Gustafsson et 
al., 2011) or have used multiple points of data collection (Clements-Cortes, 2009), but 
there is still limitations on how reliable and transferable the findings may be.  
Further, generating data at more points in time would have assisted in creating a 
longitudinal design to map the post-therapy trajectory of music used from therapy. 
This undoubtedly would have had an impact on the parents’ grieving process, as well 
as the potential for the frequent discussions to create artificial relationships with the 
music. 
Context 
The vulnerability of the participant group had an impact on the research in a number 
of ways. First, difficulties with recruitment were experienced because of the need to 
approach participants sensitively and accept that some of the participant pool would 
not be emotionally able to revisit their experiences of music therapy. Second, 
recruiting participants 12-24 months post music therapy meant that some connection 
with potential participants was lost. Finally, the final narratives were not member 
checked to avoid any possible re-traumatisation, and thus did not have the opportunity 
to comment on the researcher’s interpretation of the interviews. 
On gender… 
Although gender ratios were skewed in this study, it is not uncommon in bereavement 
research for the majority of the participants to be female, possibly due to differences 
in grieving styles (Sochos & Bone, 2012). Past studies have reported that bereaved 
males tend to avoid exposure to painful emotions and expression and communication 
of these emotions, particularly within the therapy room (Guinther, Segal, & Bogaards, 
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2003; Sochos & Bone, 2012). Results from Alam et al’s (2012) study suggest that 
when developing a bereavement support program, it is important to take into account 
gender differences as well as screen for difficulties in expressing emotions and grief. 
A limitation of this study was that the findings presented in this chapter are largely 
based on the experiences of the female participants, with the single male participant’s 
experiences uniquely different. 
Future research  
While this study has provided rich understanding of the experiences of bereaved 
parents, there is potential for this to be explored more widely within the area of 
bereavement. Alternative designs, such as longitudinal and/or mixed methods designs 
would potentially provide richer and more generalisable perspectives. Further, 
different data generation strategies such as journaling or email exchanges may 
minimize the impact of the research on the grieving process itself. 
In addition, the effect of music therapy on participants’ longer-term 
relationships with music beyond the therapy room needs to be explored more widely, 
with different populations, interventions and therapy contexts. This a critical next step 
in music therapy research, to ensure that music therapy practices are ethical and safe, 
acknowledging the potential power of the medium with which we work.  
Conclusions 
This research study was the first of its kind within the field of music therapy and 
aimed to narratively explore the ways in which music therapy shaped bereaved 
parents engagement with music in their lives. The findings revealed three overarching 
themes for bereaved parents’ lived experience of the music therapy session: fostering 
intimacy and interconnection; experiencing complex emotions; and that the structure 
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of the session has a significant impact on clients. Furthermore, it was found that for 
all participants new and/or additional meanings were created and associated with the 
music used in the song parody intervention, and this had an impact on their longer-
term meanings and associations with the music. These findings suggest that music 
therapy, which is widely considered to be a noninvasive form of therapy, may have 
further reaching effects and implications that in some instances, may place clients at 
risk of re-traumatisation upon re-encountering the music from the therapy room in 
their everyday lives. This issue needs to be investigated more widely; as this is the 
first study of its kind, it is difficult to generalise findings. Further research needs to be 
conducted across different populations and contexts in order to ensure that music 
therapists are providing clients with a therapy experience that truly does no harm. 
Coming back to the question posed by a student as to whether it really matters if the 
meaning of one song changes because of music therapy: I believe this thesis has 
illustrated that yes it really does. It matters not just to me, but to the profession.  
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Postlude 
What it means to whisper goodnight 
As I say goodbye to my thesis and the stories of loss I have been living with for the 
last few years, I find myself coming back to an experience I had whilst living in 
Japan. It is an experience that has stayed with me closely; an experience that was 
powerful enough to create a shift within; and now is an experience I wish to share 
with you.  
*** 
From Saturday evening, an eerie silence descended over Japan as the spirits of 
ancestors were welcomed back into this world, marking the beginning of Obon. Obon 
is a Buddhist festival in which the living welcome back and pay pious due to those 
they have lost in an attempt to relieve the suffering of the dead. It is a time when 
families gather to remember, where the evening marks a time of day in which the 
other-worldly roam, where shop doors are bolted shut, and the air is filled with a 
lingering, as if you are no longer walking in this world. I had heard of this festival on 
my first trip to Japan years ago and was struck by the sound of it. Since starting my 
PhD, the Obon festival had become to me a pilgrimage of sorts I felt I needed to 
make, and the time had come… 
 
On the evening of August 16th, Sean and I embarked on a train to the outskirts 
of Kyoto to Arashiayama Park, the soul of the Obon’s end. As we trekked from the 
train station, the streets remained solitary as we occasionally glimpsed rickshaw’s in 
the distance or the tail-end of a kimono sweeping around the corner. We arrived at the 
Oi River and caught our breath as we surveyed thousands of people lining the 
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riverbanks and bridges, men and women alike in their Yukata (summer kimono), the 
river standing still at the foot of looming mountains above which ominous dark clouds 
threatened. The sun was setting, and the shadows of dusk were reminders of the 
solemnity of the evening ahead.   
It is the Japanese belief that the spirits rest in the waters, so it seems only 
fitting that at the end of their Obon, they send the spirits back to rest with a final 
offering of lanterns floating down the waters, carrying messages of farewell. 
Embracing this offering, I rather sheepishly approached a tent and asked in my poor 
Japanese for two lanterns. From here I was directed to a calligraphy table that had 
long strips of paper laid out and was instructed to write goodnight to the souls I was 
celebrating. I then moved my way to a darkened tent in which candles shone, incense 
flowed and a large group of monks, hands in prayer, chanted hypnotic melodies in 
unison. It felt as if the world had diminished to this single moment in time. I clung to 
my cards of goodnight as I approached the front towards the monks, fearful of the 
finality this ritual appeared to be marking, until I stood before these men of peace and 
pinched the grounded rice between my fingers bringing it to my forehead: a symbol to 
say ‘I will always remember you’, as the tears flowed. 
Overcome, we moved to the riverbank where we sat in silence and watched as 
thousands of lanterns silently glided past us. It was a reminder to us of the 
extraordinary capacity of love we possess as humans. Each lantern not only marked a 
life, it marked a person who was loved, a person who loved, and a story unique to 
their existence. And then within seconds, the lantern had passed. 
At 8pm, five massive bonfires in the shapes of various Kanji were lit on the 
hillsides of the mountains engulfing Kyoto, a spectacular display to mark the finish of 
Obon for the year, and a final gesture to frighten any lingering spirits which hadn’t 
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returned to their world. Famished from the proceedings, we headed to an izakaya; 
after all, Obon is a celebration of life. We ordered copious amounts of food, and large 
beer jugs of scho-chu, to which we raised our glasses high in the air, and for a final 
time whispered goodnight. 
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Appendices 
Appendix 1A: Song parody choice for 2007 retreat  
 
Better Man 
By Robbie Willams 
 
Send someone to love me, I need to rest in arms 
Keep me safe from harm, in pouring rain 
Give me endless summer, Lord I fear the cold 
Feel I'm getting old, before my time 
Chorus 
As my soul heals the shame 
I will grow through this pain 
Lord I'm doing all I can 
To be a better man 
 
Go easy on my conscience, 'cause it's not my fault 
I know I've been taught, to take the blame 
Rest assured my angels, will catch my tears 
Walk me out of here, I'm in pain 
Chorus 
 
Once you've found that lover, you're homeward bound 
Love is all around, love is all around 
I know some have fallen, on stony ground 
But Love is all around 
 
Send someone to love me, I need to rest in arms 
Keep me safe from harm, in pouring rain 
Give me endless summer, Lord I fear the cold 
Feel I'm getting old, before my time 
Chorus 
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Appendix 1B: Song parody choice for 2008 retreat  
 
Lean on Me 
By Bill Withers 
 
Sometimes in our lives 
We all have pain, we all have sorrow 
But if we are wise 
We know that there's always tomorrow 
 
Chorus 
Lean on me when you're not strong 
And I'll be your friend, I'll help you carry on 
For it won't be long 
'Til I'm gonna need somebody to lean on 
 
Please, swallow your pride 
If I have things you need to borrow 
For no one can fill those of your needs 
That you won't let show 
 
You just call on me, brother, when you need a hand 
We all need somebody to lean on 
I just might have a problem that you'll understand 
We all need somebody to lean on 
 
Chorus 
 
If there is a load 
You have to bear that you can't carry 
I'm right up the road, I'll share your load 
If you just call me 
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Appendix 2: Study information sheet sent to all potential participants 
 
 INFORMATION FOR PARTICIPATION IN RESEARCH PROJECT 
TITLED: 
Music and meaning: A study of the lived experience of music used in therapy for 
bereaved parents 
 
Investigators 
1. Ms	  Libby	  Gleadhill	  BMus	  (Perf),	  MMusThy,	  University	  of	  Queensland,	  	  
School	  of	  Music,	  St	  Lucia,	  4067.	  
Email:	  l.gleadhill@uq.edu.au	   Ph:	  0401	  238	  067	  
	  
2. Dr	  Felicity	  Baker	  PhD,	  BMus	  (Hons)	  Melb,	  MMusThy	  (Hons)	  Melb,	  	  
Department	  of	  Music,	  University	  of	  Qld,	  St	  Lucia,	  4067.	  
Email:	  f.baker1@uq.edu.au	   Ph:	  07	  3365	  3740	  
	  
3. Prof.	  Margaret	  Barrett,	  University	  of	  Queensland,	  
School	  of	  Music,	  St	  Lucia,	  4067.	  
Email:	  m.barrett@uq.edu.au Ph: 07 3365 3514	  
 
Dear (bereaved parent group member), 
 
I invite you to participate in the research study Music and meaning: A study on the 
experience of revisiting music used in therapy for bereaved parents. This study is 
being conducted as part of a larger doctoral study through the University of 
Queensland. The research aims to understand: 
 Music therapy client’s perceptions and experience of music used in song 
parody (song writing) music therapy interventions; 
 The impact of song parody technique on music therapy client’s experiences. 
 
Should you agree to participate in this study you will provide valuable data to further 
inform music therapy practises and a greater understanding of client’s longer-term 
experiences and meaning of music used in therapy. Additionally, the study will 
further inform understanding of the longer-term role music plays when it is used as 
part of the therapeutic process. You have been identified as a potential participant 
through your attendance and participation in music therapy at the Queensland 
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Leukemia Foundation’s bereaved parent retreat. Your participation is entirely 
voluntary.  
 
Study Description 
As a past participant of music therapy at the Bereaved Parent Retreat, your reflections 
on the song parody process and past and present experiences of the song used in the 
process are particularly valuable. It should be noted that although group songs were 
written and recorded as part of the weekend retreat, the primary focus will be on the 
original version (including the original lyrics) of the song used by your group. Should 
you agree to participate you will be asked to: 
1. Participate in an audio-taped interview (approx 60 minutes). In this interview 
we shall discuss: your understanding and expectations of music therapy prior 
to the session; what the experience of the music therapy session was like for 
you, in particular the song parody activity; whether the song used for the 
parody had any prior meaning for you; whether the meaning of the song has 
evolved since its use in the music therapy session; the experience of music 
therapy and song writing in relation to your bereavement process; and the 
experience for you now of re-listening to the original song used. During the 
interview you will be given the opportunity to listen to a original recording of 
the song on an MP3 player provided by the primary investigator (Libby).  
You will be asked to review the transcription of the interview to ensure that it 
is a true and faithful record. You will have opportunity at this time to make 
any corrections, deletions, and/or additions that you consider necessary and 
appropriate.  
 
Place of Research 
Should you wish to participate, the primary investigator, Libby Gleadhill, will contact 
you and organise a time to meet with you when convenient. You will be given the 
option of either meeting Libby at the South Brisbane Leukaemia Foundation or if you 
would refer, Libby to come to your home residence to conduct the interview.  
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Ethical Considerations 
It is possible that you might feel uncomfortable during the interview and/or music 
listening. Should this occur you may stop the interview and/or music listening at any 
point. You may choose to withdraw from the study at any time without effect or 
explanation. Should you wish, you may also withdraw any data you have contributed 
to the study. Every effort will be made to protect your anonymity including use of a 
pseudonym, fictionalisation of personally identifying data, and labelling transcripts 
(audio and written) with pseudonyms.  
 
All data will be kept in a locked filing cabinet in the School of Music at The 
University of Queensland for a period of 5 years, after which it will be destroyed. 
Cross-references from pseudonyms to real names will be kept in a password-protected 
file on a secure server at The University of Queensland. Electronic data will be kept 
in password-protected files on a secure server at The University of Queensland. The 
transcripts of your interview will be made available to you for comment and/or 
amendment and you will receive a summary copy of publications that arise from this 
study. I would greatly appreciate your commitment to and participation in this study.   
 
This study has been cleared by one of the human research ethics committees of the 
University of Queensland in accordance with the National Health and Medical 
Research Council’s guidelines. You are of course, free to discuss your participation in 
this study with project staff (Libby Gleadhill) contactable on email: 
l.gleadhill@uq.edu.au; tel 07 3365 7373). If you would like to speak to an officer of 
the University not involved in the study, you may contact the Ethics Officer on 07 
3365 3924.  
You may indicate your consent to participate by signing the attached consent form 
and returning it in the enclosed post-paid pre-addressed envelope. Should you agree to 
participate in the study, on receipt of your signed form I shall contact you to arrange 
the interview.  
You will be given a copy of the signed consent form to retain for your own records.  
 
Yours sincerely, 
Libby Gleadhill 
Chief Investigator 
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Appendix 3: Consent form for participation in the study 
 
CONSENT FORM 
Music and meaning: A study of the lived experience of music used in therapy for 
bereaved parents 
Investigators 
 
1. Ms	  Libby	  Gleadhill	  BMus	  (Perf),	  MMusThy,	  University	  of	  Queensland,	  	  
School	  of	  Music,	  St	  Lucia,	  4067.	  
Email:	  l.gleadhill@uq.edu.au	   Ph:	  0401	  238	  067	  
	  
2. Dr	  Felicity	  Baker	  PhD,	  BMus	  (Hons)	  Melb,	  MMusThy	  (Hons)	  Melb,	  	  
Department	  of	  Music,	  University	  of	  Qld,	  St	  Lucia,	  4067.	  
Email:	  f.baker1@uq.edu.au	   Ph:	  07	  3365	  3740	  
	  
3. Prof.	  Margaret	  Barrett,	  University	  of	  Queensland,	  
School	  of	  Music,	  St	  Lucia,	  4067.	  
Email:	  m.barrett@uq.edu.au Ph: 07 3365 3514	  
 
Purpose: - This study investigates the lived experience of music used as part of the 
therapeutic process and the impact the song parody technique has on music therapy 
clients’ experiences.    
Duration: - The duration of my participation in the project will involve one interview 
which will take approximately one hour plus member checking of interview 
transcript.   
Procedures: - I understand that I will be asked to participate in one individual 
interview. I understand that this will take place at my chosen location (either home or 
Leukaemia Foundation, South Brisbane). I understand that I will be asked to review a 
transcription of the interviews. 
Risks: - I understand that there is a minimal risk that I might feel emotional during 
the interview. 
Benefits: - I understand that my participation will benefit the music therapy 
profession through providing a greater understanding of clients’ longer-term 
experiences and meaning of music used in therapy and the role music plays when it is 
used as part of the therapeutic process. I might derive personal benefit from 
participation in the study through the opportunities it will provide for further 
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reflection on my experiences throughout and since the music therapy session at the 
Bereaved Parents Retreat.  
Confidentiality and Privacy: - I understand that: my confidentiality will be 
maintained through the use of pseudonyms and the fictionalization of identifying 
personal details in any written reports arising from the project; cross-references from 
pseudonyms to real names will be kept in a password-protected file on a secure server 
at The University of Queensland; all data will be kept in a locked filing cabinet in the 
primary investigator’s office at The University of Queensland and/or in password-
protected files on a secure server at The University of Queensland for a period of 5 
years, after which it will be destroyed.  
Voluntary Participation: - I understand that my participation is entirely voluntary. I 
may choose to withdraw from the project at any time without effect or explanation. 
Should I wish I may also withdraw any data contributed to the study at that time.  
Contact Details: - I understand that should I have further questions in relation to this 
project I may contact Libby Gleadhill (l.gleadhill@uq.edu.au; tel 0401 238 067).  
Feedback and Results: - I understand that I shall be forwarded a summary of any 
publications arising from this study.  
 
This study has been cleared by one of the human research ethics committees or panels 
of The University of Queensland in accordance with the National Health and Medical 
Research Council’s guidelines. You are of course, free to discuss your participation in 
this study with project staff (Libby Gleadhill contactable on email: 
l.gleadhill@uq.edu.au; tel 0401 238 067). If you would like to speak to an officer of 
the University not involved in the study, you may contact the Ethics Officer on 07 
3365 3924.  
The procedures and ethical implications of this study have been fully explained to me 
and I give my informed consent to participate in this research: 
Leukaemia Foundation Retreat Participant: 
 
Name: ……………………………………………………: Signature: 
………………………………………. 
Date: ………………………………………………… 
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Leukaemia Foundation Retreat Participant witness: 
 
Name: ……………………………………………………: Signature: 
………………………………………. 
Date: ………………………………………………… 
 
Primary Investigator: 
 
Name:  Libby Gleadhill         Signature: 
………………………………………... 
Date: ………………………………………………… 
 
In order for the primary investigator (Libby) to contact you to arrange a suitable date 
and time for the interview, please provide the most appropriate contact details below. 
Home Phone: ……………………………………….  
 
Mobile: ……………………………………………...  
 
Email: ………………………………………………………… 
 
 
Should you wish to participate, please place this form completed in the pre-paid envelope provided 
Many thanks 
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Appendix 4: Gatekeeper letter from Queensland Leukaemia Foundation 
 
15 December 2008 
 
University of Queensland 
Research Ethics Committee 
School of Music 
St Lucia, Qld, 4067 
 
Dear Sir/Madam 
The Leukaemia Foundation of Queensland gives approval for Ms Libby Gleadhill, 
consultant music therapist, to conduct a research project involving bereaved parents 
who have attended bereaved parents weekend retreats in 2007 and 2008 through the 
Leukaemia Foundation. 
 
These participants will be fully informed about the research project “Music and 
Meaning: A retrospective study on the experience of revisiting music used in therapy 
for bereaved parents”, and formal consent will be obtained from each participant by 
the primary researcher. 
 
Yours sincerely 
 
 
 
Barbara Hartigan 
Director 
Support Services 
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Appendix 5: Official ethics approval letter from The University of 
Queensland 
 
SCHOOL OF MUSIC 
Approval Form For Experiments on Humans 
Including Behavioural Research 
Chief Investigator: Ms Libby Maree Gleadhill 
Project Title:  Music and meaning:  A study on the lived experience of music  
used in therapy for bereaved parents. 
Supervisors:  Dr Felicity Baker 
   Professor Margaret Barrett 
Discipline:  Music Therapy 
Project Number: SoM-ETH09-02/010/A-LMG 
Duration:  19.8.09 – 30.6.10 
Comments:__________________________________________________________ 
Name of Responsible Panel: 
School of Music Ethical Review Panel: 
This project complies with the provisions contained in the National Statement on 
Ethical Conduct in Human Research and complies with the regulations governing 
experimentation on humans.  
_____________________________________________________________ 
Name of School of Music Ethics Review Panel representative: 
Prof Margaret Barrett 
Co-Chairperson School of Music Ethical Review Panel: 
Dr Denis Collins 
Date  19.8.09      Signature     
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Appendix 6: Reminder letter sent to all potential participants  
 
Dear  
In September 2009, the Leukaemia Foundation mailed out information packages 
inviting all parents who attended the 2007 and 2008 bereaved parents retreat in 
Maleny to participate in my PhD research titled “Music and meaning: A study of the 
experience of revisiting music used in therapy for bereaved parents”.  
 
This is just a friendly reminder that participation for this study is still open and 
welcomed. Should you wish to participate, please return the signed consent form in 
the pre-paid envelope provided.  
 
With best wishes to you, 
 
Libby Gleadhill 
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Appendix 7: Interview schedule 
SECTION	  1	  
1. Can	  you	  tell	  me	  what	  role	  does	  music	  play	  in	  your	  life?	  
2. I	  wonder	  if	  you	  can	  talk	  me	  through	  an	  average	  day	  for	  you	  in	  terms	  of	  your	  
music	  use?	  So,	  once	  you	  wake	  up……	  
3. So,	  thinking	  over	  your	  day	  musically	  as	  you	  have	  just	  done,	  	  can	  you	  tell	  me	  
where	  and	  how	  you	  most	  often	  use	  music?	  
4. Why?	  
5. In	  general,	  what	  are	  some	  common	  experiences	  you	  have	  when	  you	  listen	  to	  
music?	  	  -­‐ Emotions	  -­‐ Physical	  sensations	  -­‐ 	  mood	  -­‐ 	  memories	  -­‐ places	  
	  
SECTION	  2	  
6. Prior	  to	  this	  retreat,	  had	  you	  ever	  heard	  of	  or	  experienced	  music	  therapy	  
before?	  	  
7. If	  so,	  can	  you	  tell	  me	  a	  little	  about	  your	  past	  experiences	  of	  music	  therapy	  	  
8. From	  your	  experience,	  what	  do	  music	  therapists	  do?	  
9. When	  you	  received	  the	  package	  from	  the	  Leukemia	  Foundation	  for	  the	  
retreat	  and	  saw	  that	  music	  therapy	  was	  on	  the	  program,	  what	  was	  your	  
initial	  response?	  
10. If	  you	  can	  remember,	  did	  you	  have	  any	  expectations	  of	  the	  music	  therapy	  
session?	  
-­‐	  	  What	  were	  they?	  
11. The	  music	  therapy	  session	  consisted	  of	  two	  main	  activities.	  Song	  listening,	  in	  
which	  each	  group	  member	  brought	  in	  a	  significant	  piece	  of	  music	  to	  them,	  
and	  song	  writing	  in	  which	  the	  group	  wrote	  a	  song	  based	  on	  the	  experience	  of	  
their	  bereavement.	  Can	  you	  tell	  me	  your	  experience	  of	  this	  music	  therapy	  
session	  in	  as	  much	  detail	  as	  possible?	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-­‐ did	  you	  find	  you	  got	  more	  out	  of	  one	  activity	  than	  the	  other?	  -­‐ 	  Which	  one?	  	  -­‐ Can	  you	  remember	  emotions,	  memories	  you	  experienced	  during	  the	  
session?	  	  -­‐ How	  did	  you	  feel	  at	  the	  start	  of	  the	  session?	  	  -­‐ At	  the	  end?	  -­‐ 	  Was	  there	  any	  moment	  throughout	  you	  found	  particularly	  difficult?	  	  -­‐ Why?	  
12. Your	  group	  decided	  to	  use	  the	  song	  Better	  Man/Lean	  on	  Me	  for	  the	  song	  
parody.	  Can	  you	  remember	  if	  and	  why	  you	  wanted	  to	  use	  that	  song	  to	  
rewrite	  words	  to,	  based	  on	  your	  own	  story?	  
13. Had	  you	  heard	  this	  song	  prior	  to	  the	  music	  therapy	  session?	  Please	  describe	  	  -­‐ where	  -­‐ 	  when	  -­‐ 	  how	  -­‐ frequency	  
14. What	  was	  your	  usual	  response	  to	  this	  song	  when	  you	  heard	  it	  in	  the	  past?	  -­‐ any	  impact	  on	  mood	  -­‐ 	  emotions	  	  -­‐ physical	  sensations	  -­‐ memories	  -­‐ places	  
15. Did	  the	  song	  previously	  hold	  any	  particular	  or	  personal	  meaning	  for	  you?	  
16. Possibly	  insert	  question	  here	  which	  is	  an	  extension	  of	  any	  poignant	  point	  
made	  in	  question	  8	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17. Would	  you	  now	  like	  to	  listen	  to	  an	  original	  recording	  of	  the	  song?	  
(If	  no	  –	  is	  there	  a	  reason	  why	  you	  may	  not	  like	  to	  hear	  this	  song?	  
Go	  to	  question	  18)	  
18. Can	  you	  tell	  me	  what	  that	  was	  like	  for	  you?	  	  -­‐ emotions	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-­‐ 	  memories	  -­‐ places	  
19. Has	  the	  meaning	  of	  this	  song	  changed	  for	  you?	  -­‐ How?	  -­‐ Pre-­‐post	  MT	  -­‐ Post	  MT	  -­‐ If	  yes	  –	  why	  do	  you	  think	  the	  meaning	  has	  changed?	  
20. Since	  the	  music	  therapy	  session,	  have	  you	  heard	  this	  song?	  	  
-­‐	  radio	  	  
-­‐	  CD	  
-­‐	  public	  domain	  
21. If	  you	  can	  remember,	  what	  was	  it	  like	  re-­‐encountering	  this	  song	  post	  music	  
therapy?	  
-­‐	  can	  you	  tell	  me	  a	  bit	  about	  this	  experience	  
22. Each	  retreat	  participant	  received	  a	  CD	  recording	  of	  the	  group	  song.	  Have	  you	  
ever	  listened	  to	  this	  since	  the	  retreat?	  	  
23. Can	  you	  tell	  me	  about	  that?	  -­‐ when	  -­‐ 	  how	  often	  -­‐ 	  why	  -­‐ 	  experience	  -­‐ how	  did	  you	  use	  it	  
24. How	  did	  you	  draw	  on	  the	  group	  song	  parody	  experience	  in	  your	  grieving	  
process?	  
25. Since	  experiencing	  and	  participating	  in	  music	  therapy,	  how	  do	  you	  regard	  and	  
experience	  music?	  -­‐ has	  anything	  changed?	  
26. Thinking	  about	  the	  retreat	  in	  general,	  what	  is	  your	  most	  enduring	  memory?	  
27. Tell	  me	  about	  that	  -­‐ why	  -­‐ how	  
28. Any	  concluding	  comments/thoughts?	  
